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This volume is the third in the series celebrating 50 years of Fulbright presence in Romania,
as part of the initiative to present a broad practical and theoretical image of the Fulbright
ripple effect on education and society as a whole, its capacity to break down barriers, to
connect and set up networks, to create and deepen ties in learning, in science and research.

It is our hope that, putting the spotlight on some of the Fulbright experiences, we will better
understand not just how this great program has changed paths of life and contributed to the
progress of at least some aspects of life around us, but also the responsibility we have today
for building future generations. It is our duty to keep the Fulbright spirit at least at the same
level of effervescence as before, to make this anniversary mark just the first 50 years of a
much longer endeavor, and give our children the possibility to attend, 50 years from now, the
100th celebration of the Fulbright Program in Romania, and to conclude, at the end of THAT
DAY, acknowledging the fact that we have done all in our power and contributed to it. This
is the only way we can live up to our predecessors. 
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2010 was a time of celebration for the Fulbright Program in Romania, but also

a time to analyze its effects and results, after 50 long and fruitful years of for-

mal educational and cultural exchanges between the U.S. and Romania, as

well as a time to assess its longer-term perspectives. The landmarks, achieve-

ments and activities of the Fulbright Program in Romania have been presented

in a series of three volumes. The first two volumes were publicly launched dur-

ing the anniversary events on June 3, 2010. In the present, third volume, we

decided once more that the best way to offer wide perspectives on this mar-

velously beneficial instrument is to let some of the main actors in the program

to give an account of their Fulbright experience. 

The limited number of pages of this book could only offer this opportunity to just

a few Romanian and American Fulbright grantees – we avoid here to term them

here “former” or even “alumni”, as a Fulbrighter remains always a Fulbrighter –

to represent the almost 3,000 participants in the program who, from 1960 to

today, had the chance to register outstanding professional achievements and

life-changing experiences, who ultimately built unbreakable links between the

Romanian and American peoples. An impressive number, while the visible as

well as the more subtle outcomes of their involvement in the program are by

far more impressive: thanks to them, Fulbright exchanges and relationships

expanded and played an important role in assisting the democratic and econom-

ic transition in Romania. If Romania is today a member both of NATO and the

European Union, this program has certainly contributed to prepare the ground

for it, by giving people and institutions confidence in pursuing their endeavors. 

The celebration of the 50 years of educational exchanges and of Fulbright

Program presence in Romania is not meant as a celebration of the past, as sub-

stantial and significant as this past may be, but rather a celebration of the future,
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of fully using the vast potential of the Fulbright Program, of having its noble val-

ues shared by larger parts of our societies. The Commission, its partners, sup-

porters and friends are committed to continue the devoted work of advancing

the cause of global education and mutual understanding between Romania and

the United States of America for the coming years. 

Our warmest gratitude is addressed to all distinguished speakers and partici-

pants in the anniversary events on June 3, 2010, as well as to all contributors

to this volume for their constant dedication to the Fulbright Program. Our spe-

cial thanks go to the Romanian universities and academic partners for their con-

stant gracious hosting of the U.S. Fulbright grantees and providing full support

to the Romanian grantees.  Also, our thanks and gratitude to the American uni-

versities hosting Romanian Fulbright students and professors, for the help they

are providing in building up durable bridges of friendship and understanding

between our worlds. 

The publication of our three volume anniversary series was possible due to the

financial support extended us by ANCS (National Authority for Scientific

Research) and UEFISCU (Executive Unit for Financing Higher Education and

University Scientific Research) within the Ministry of Education, through the pro-

ject SPRINT 2020 (ID: 91-026). We are grateful and take this as another con-

firmation for the significance attached to the Fulbright Program by the

Romanian state authorities. 

A very special mention is deserved by the Department of State’s Bureau of

Educational and Cultural Affairs – assisted in its administrative and executive

functions related to the Fulbright Program by IIE (The Institute of International

Education) and CIES (The Council for International Exchange of Scholars) –

Embassy of the United States in Romania and the Fulbright Board of Directors.

Our special gratitude to Mr. Teodor Baconschi, Minister of Foreign Affairs, and

H.E. Mark Gitenstein, the United States Ambassador to Romania, Honorary Co-

chairs of the Fulbright Board. Their contributions are essential in establishing

the guidelines and policies of the Romanian-U.S. Fulbright Commission, so as

to advance the cause of global education.
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A Tribute to the 
Fulbright Community

Note from Editors

Remus Pricopie
Dorina Guþu
Mihai Moroiu

What can you do when history is so great that at times it makes you feel over-

whelmed? What can you do when, thinking about your ancestors, you cannot

but learn with pride that a good part of you is the result of their deeds? What

can you do when you realize that almost all of what you know today is the prod-

uct of the enlightened minds who, with dedication, have built the future of their

children and grandchildren? These are only a few of the hundreds of questions

that may come to mind when celebrating an important event such as 50 years

of Fulbright Program presence in Romania. One cannot but wonder how it was

possible that, under the communist regime, Romania established a comprehen-

sive partnership with the most democratic country in the world – the United

States of America. How the Romanian officials of the time dared design such a

project, aimed to deliberately let the young people get a taste of real democra-

cy, a taste they would never forget – thanks to their Fulbright research scholar-

ships? How was it possible to keep alive such a bold academic project even in

the toughest moments for the Romanian academe?

We got answers to many of these questions on June 3rd, 2010, on the very spe-

cial occasion of the 50th anniversary of the Fulbright Program in Romania.
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Fulbright fellows, former or current – from Professor Keith Hitchins and Professor

Frederick Kellogg, who in 1960 were the first Americans to set foot in Romania

as Fulbright grantees, to the 20-year old students, just nominated as Fulbright

fellows following the spring 2010 competition – they all gathered under the dome

of the Central Academic Library, a symbol of Romania's Alma Mater, to reveal

the details of a success story, built with devotion by all those who participated in

it. This was the moment when we learned that the only way to challenge the pre-

sent and shape the future is to think the "unthinkable", by learning and exploring

all the options and possibilities, by truly learning to accept alternative options and

ideas. We also learned, that day, that if you really trust the usefulness and added

value of your project, if you have the courage to believe in partnership and if you

accept to put aside your ego, even for a moment, making more room in your

thoughts and projects for those next to you, or for those who will come along in

the future, then you can do things that will be regarded with respect and esteem

by the generations to come. These have all started in the '60s and, since then,

every year magnificent, upright, bold and imaginative individuals who believe in

these principles and want to build something new, have put their trust in friend-

ship and have had the courage to invest in fruitful partnerships.

This way, based on their courage, the destiny of more than 3,000 Americans

and Romanian professors, students, researchers and professionals has been

changed. They all have enriched their academic experience by benefitting from

Fulbright grants. 3,000 lives, 3,000 destinies, easily booked in reports and

tables, but quite hard to grasp in a larger, real-life picture. As for assessing the

impact that the program has had on individuals, societies, ultimately on human

development and history from 1960 until this day, statistics are even less apt to

describe. We wonder how many of them have helped shape relations between

Romania and the U.S.? We wonder how many of them have contributed to

building democracy in Romania after 1989? Considering that the vast majority

of those who have received Fulbright scholarships are also professors, one

10
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cannot but wonder how many other destinies these fellows have influenced in

their turn, and mainly those of their students?

As we can only estimate the impact, we took upon ourselves the difficult task to

sum up the important role played by the Romanian-American academic

exchanges and their impact on the education systems of both countries. Why

education? Because we strongly believe that education is capable of quantify-

ing best the long-term effects achieved thanks to the academic mobility offered

through these educational and cultural partnerships.

This endeavor materialized in the series of three volumes published in honor of

the half century of benefic Fulbright influence in Romania. The present, third

volume, continues the initiative to present a broad practical and theoretical

image of the Fulbright ripple effect on education and society as a whole, its

capacity to break down barriers, to connect and create networks, to create and

deepen ties in learning, in science and research. 

The present volume includes speeches during the Anniversary Conference of

the 50th Anniversary of the Fulbright Program in Romania on June 3, 2010 by a

number of distinguished guests, among whom Anita McBride, the Chair of the

Fulbright Scholarship Board; high representatives of the Romanian Government

– Daniel Funeriu, Minister of Education, and Anton Niculescu, State Secretary,

Ministry of Foreign Affairs; and the Embassy of the United States in Romania –

Jeri Guthrie-Corn, Deputy Chief of Mission. The speakers stressed the Fulbright

Program’s contribution in advancing the two countries’ dedication to freedom

and democracy, to economic prosperity, to the rule of law, and to the security of

the nations, also within the context of the 130 years of diplomatic relations

between the United States of America and Romania which were also celebrated

in 2010. The conference held at “Carol I” Central University Library was honored

also by the participation of Dr. Keith Hitchins and Dr. Frederick Kellogg, the first

generation of U.S. Fulbright grantees to Romania, 1960, Dr. Ionel Haiduc,

Romanian Fulbright alumnus, Dr. Vasile Puºcaº, Romanian Fulbright alumnus,

11
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Dr. Duncan McDougall, U.S. Fulbright alumnus, and Dr. Rodica Mihãilã, Roma-

nian Fulbright alumna. The American and Romanian Fulbright alumni stressed

the way that the Fulbright program was for so many the beginning and success-

ful continuation of a career. Also, it was a chance for Romania to reconsider

areas of knowledge given up in the past – such as historiography, anthropology,

sociology, political science, journalism, public and business administration which

were reborn in Romania also thanks to the relationship with American universi-

ties and American professors. Some new areas of study – e.g. American Studies

– also emerged thanks to the Fulbright support. 

The anniversary also benefited by the gracious support of Dr. Emilian Manciur, for-

mer Ambassador of Romania, and Stelian Obiziuc, Head of Diplomatic Archives,

Ministry of Foreign Affairs, who identified precious founding documents of pres-

ence of the Fulbright Program in Romania.  Let us use this opportunity to again

warmly thank all of these American and Romanian personalities who honored the

Fulbright Program in Romania by their involvement and participation in the event,

for their commitment to and active support of the Fulbright ideas and ideals. 

The volume also includes a concise history of the Fulbright Program in Roma-

nia, stressing the way the values of this program were supported by the world

of politics at different times, about current and possible future trends of the pro-

gram in Romania. 

The June 3 Anniversary also comprised the presentation of the first two vol-

umes of the present series, as well as the launch of A Fish in the Sky, the photo

exhibition with works by Lauren Hermele, U.S. Fulbright Student, during her

stay in Romania. The events were introduced by the remarks delivered by

Patricia H. Guy and Julie O’Reagan, representing the Embassy of the United

States in Romania, as well as Professors Adrian Curaj, Director of the Execu-

tive Unit for Financing Higher Education and University Scientific Research

(UEFISCSU). The speech of Dr. Adrian Curaj, also, at that time, President of the

National Authority for Scientific Research, offered good reasons to believe in a

12
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strong future development of the Fulbright Program in Romania, based upon a

deeper involvement from the Romanian partner, by focusing on the research

aspects of the program and on continuing high quality academic exchanges

that strengthen the ties between the two countries. Dr. Alina Bârgãoanu and Dr.

David Banville, Fulbright alumni, commented as well on their experience as

Fulbright grantees and on the significance of the moment. 

The speeches were followed by a special music and poetry performance by

Chris Tãnãsescu, himself a Fulbright Senior grantee. 

Last, but not least, the volume is accompanied by a DVD on which the editors

included, besides the complete text of the volume in electronic form, other items

which needed this more modern medium: the television interviews Professor

Keith Hitchins gave during his June 2010 visit to Romania, the electronic ver-

sion of this book, the anniversary poster signed by all the distinguished guests

of the event, as well as a gallery with photos from the anniversary events – con-

ference, book launch and photo exhibition. Let us make here a special note for

Dr. Ion Stavre’s enthusiastic involvement and contribution, as an interviewer to

Professor Hitchins – the two interviews were broadcast on the national pro-

grams TVR 2 and TVR Cultural – as well as in the creation of the DVD itself

edited together with Dr. Andrei Gãitãnaru and Loredana Bucuroaia. 

The section dedicated to the academic contributions of prestigious Romanian

and U.S. Fulbright alumni opens with an article on the cultural shocks and the

differences between the Romanian and American ways of thinking written by

Dr. Constantin Brãtianu, Romanian Fulbright alumnus at Georgia Institute of

Technology. Dr. Brãtianu starts by presenting how his American academic

adventure began in 1974, when the Romanian government made efforts to

ensure the country’s energy independence. As a university assistant and doc-

toral student at the Faculty of Energetics at the Polytechnic Institute of

Bucharest he was fully aware of all these efforts and decided to choose a

Fulbright scholarship, much more difficult from the academic viewpoint because

13
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the topic of research was in the field of mathematics: finite element analysis –

such a new research topic at that time that there was no information about it in

Romania. Working very hard and being highly motivated he finally came with

new models that proved to be more reliable and more adequate for viscous

incompressible fluid flows. Following the true Fulbright spirit, professor Brãtianu

decided, upon his return to Romania, to share his knowledge and the new cul-

tural values with colleagues and students. He considered three strategic objec-

tives: a) to improve our students’ curriculum, by introducing new courses; b) to

improve our academic life by reforming the higher education system, and c) to

change the Romanian culture by promoting the new values learned in USA. He

also promoted the idea of competition and of positive thinking and introduced in

his work with students new perspectives and models trying to help them devel-

oping probabilistic thinking patterns. He was interested in developing the cre-

ativity and innovation spirit in the Romanian young generation. Professor

Brãtianu concludes that today, after 20 years of transition, probabilistic thinking

patterns are more necessary than ever, and professors must change com-

pletely our way of teaching students.

Professor Adina Ciugureanu’s article continues the idea of the American aca-

demic experience as a true adventure and initiation journey. Doing research on

popular culture as Fulbright scholar in Las Vegas, Nevada was not an easy

task. Again, the topic was very new and unusual at the time. Nowadays, pop

culture has developed into a major manifestation in everyday life and the world

and interests of the younger generation have changed. Prof. Ciugureanu wrote

a book while researching at UNLV – The Boomerang Effect – considered by

reviewers and colleagues at home and abroad a serious study and a possible

answer to the analysis of the popular culture phenomenon and its effects on the

most recent forms that culture has created in Europe in general and Romania

in particular. The book was the first study in Romania to analyze American pop-

ular culture and focused on an analysis of what is ordinarily called mass culture

in Romania. The book was awarded “Premiul pentru eseu în limba strãinã” at

14
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the National Book Fest in 2003 and opened new directions of teaching and

research for professor Ciugureanu. She introduced in the syllabus of American

popular culture the American Studies undergraduate program, and developed

the syllabus for the graduate programs at the Faculty of Letters, Ovidius

University. The rising interest of students and young academics in American

popular culture and in the directions in which popular culture has extended in

the world and, moreover, in the influences of American culture on the Romanian

pop culture manifestations in the recent post-communist years determined pro-

fessor Ciugureanu also to propose a research project on this topic and submit

it to the CNCSIS. The project, entitled “Transfers of American Cultural Myths,

Icons, Brands to Post-Communist Romanian Culture” was ranked among the

first in the country and received the grant in 2009. The team will analyze the

extent to which present-day Romanian culture has undergone Americanization

or has been under the influence of American popular culture patterns.     

What it means to be a Fulbrighter and what is so extraordinary about this pro-

gram are two of the questions that Dr. Nicoleta Corbu, Romanian Fulbright stu-

dent at University of Georgia, asks herself in the beginning of her academic

story, the story of her transformation and of her involvement in the internation-

al academic life. Professor Corbu’s research project – in the same Fulbright tra-

dition – was focused on another cutting-edge topic: brand image and brand per-

sonality from a semiotic perspective. She did a cross-cultural research in

Romania, France, China and USA and proposed a new conceptual theory,

which opened new research directions in semiotics of advertising from a cultur-

al perspective. The new theoretic perspective is based on the concept of

“advertsphere”. One month after her returning to Romania, professor Corbu

defended her Ph.D. dissertation and was awarded the distinction magna cum

laude. Three months later, a short version of the dissertation was published at

Tritonic Publishing House, in collaboration with the Romanian-U.S. Fulbright

Commission: Global Brands. A Cross-Cultural Research. Working in the research

team for more than four months meant also more to Dr. Corbu than two confer-
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ence papers: it was the chance to learn all about quantitative research, starting

with sampling methods, and ending with analyzing quantitative data. One year

after this experience she had the opportunity to teach research methods to stu-

dents at the Faculty of Communication and Public Relation, National School of

Political and Administrative Studies in Bucharest. She also set up a research

center at National School of Political and Administrative Studies, the Center for

Research in Communication, and organized the international conference of the

center in cooperation with Romanian-U.S. Fulbright Commission – Promoting

Innovation through Education, Culture and Communication, held in Bucharest

in 2009. Dr. Corbu concludes her story by quoting one of the most beautiful

classic Fulbright concepts: “Don’t pay it back, pay it forward!” 

The U.S. Fulbrighter Daniel Glaser-Segura describes how his Fulbright experi-

ence started at a juncture of historical, political, and economic events which

provided an educational opportunity in the field of supply chain management.

Romania's transition was an excellent field laboratory to study the effects of var-

ious approaches to supply management. It was apparent that there was a dis-

connection between transition in the industrialized countries and Romania.

Here was an excellent opportunity to study and advocate the new supply chain

management approach for Romania and Professor Glaser-Segura felt that this

was his mission: to promote supply chain management practices among

Romanian managers, faculty, and students. He successfully accomplished his

mission in 2004, at the Academy of Economic Studies in Bucharest. He also

broadened his research topics to include business administration pedagogy,

finding that working with Romanian professors was highly sustainable.

Romanians are receptive to foreigners from the U.S., Western Europe and

other developed countries. Romanians also find their schools receptive to invit-

ing foreign professors to teach, especially if the university has an English lan-

guage program, which is usually the case in the major Romanian universities.

On the other hand, Professor Glaser-Segura encourages his colleagues to

16
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apply for a Fulbright assignment, because living and teaching abroad is an

experience that improves professional lives.

Professor Keith Hitchins, the first U.S. Fulbright student in Romania, starts his

academic story by revealing his direct and indirect connections with Romania

before his arrival to Romania on a Fulbright grant in 1960. He undertook

research activities in Bucharest and Cluj Napoca at the Library of the Academy,

the Institute of History, and the University in Bucharest, the Library of the

Romanian Academy, that housed the archives of the Transylvanian School. At

the libraries in Bucharest, he had access to the complete catalogue, rather than

the public catalogue, from which a number of authors had been removed for

ideological and political reasons and whose works were still officially deemed

unsuitable for students and a wider readership. Professor Hitchins engaged in

both Bucharest and Cluj also in book-collecting and put together his own library

of books and periodicals on the history and culture of Romania. In the fall of

1962 he returned to his teaching position at Wake Forest, completed his dis-

sertation, and received his doctorate in 1964. After additional research it was

published as The Rumanian National Movement in Transylvania, 1780-1849

(Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1969). The two years spent in

Romania on a Fulbright grant played a decisive role in directing his research

and studies of history to Romania, rather than to another country of the region,

and more broadly to Southeastern Europe, rather than to Russia or Western

Europe. The contacts he made then with individual scholars, the possibility to

study the archives and many other sources allowed him to identify intriguing

problems to be investigated and, no less important, gave him the opportunity to

know people from diverse walks of life and different regions, all reinforcing his

decision to concentrate on Romania. When asked why he chose Romanian his-

tory as a subject for research, professor Hitchins answers without hesitation:

because it is intrinsically interesting and offers unique opportunities for compar-

ative studies and for illuminating the general processes of historical develop-
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ment. Romanian history, treated from this perspective, can hardly be consid-

ered a narrow field of specialization. 

Professor James K. McCollum metaphorically calls his academic story “The

Accidental Fulbright” and describes how all began from wanting to assist the

former Soviet Bloc countries during their challenges of transition to democracy

and free market economy. His Fulbright grant included teaching courses at the

Academy of Economic Studies in 1991 in the “Tempus Program”, a program

with European Union sponsorship, which had sections of students taught in

English or French. He also presented seminars to practicing managers at the

Romanian Management Institute in Bucharest, Ploieºti, Brãila, Braºov, Sibiu,

Cãlãraºi, Bacãu, Iaºi, and Suceava. Professor McCollum wrote a book entitled

American Ideas for Romanian Managers.  Chapters from this book were pub-

lished in a journal published by IROMA, Revista de Management and a journal

published by the Bucharest Polytechnic Institute (now Bucharest Polytechnic

University) Management Industrial. Professor McCollum also interviewed man-

agers in many Bucharest enterprises and had many interviews with Romanian

government managers. Through these experiences, he amassed a lot of infor-

mation about the problems left behind by the communist system and the actions

being taken to make the transition to free market activities.  This research was

the basis for the book published in November, 1998, Is Communism Dead

Forever? His desire to do more for the Romanian people took various shapes

though the years. He returned the next summer to the country to teach at the

Black Sea University, a “University without Walls”. In 2002, he completed writ-

ing Romania Opening All of the Doors: A Travelogue of the Transition, a more

personal journal of his Fulbright and other experiences in Romania.  This book

was published in 2003, along with another book coauthored with a Romanian

colleague. Professor McCollum had the opportunity to come back to Romania

with a second Fulbright grant in 2002 and a Fulbright Specialist grant in 2005.

The accidental discovery of how to apply for the Fulbright program has turned

out to be a life-changing event for Professor McCollum. Al in all, his Fulbright
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experience includes 12 graduate classes, 22 undergraduate classes, 7 work-

shops/seminars, 9 summer classes, and hundreds of meetings with company

managers, directors, and their staffs. Professor McCollum highly appreciates

the contributions the Fulbright program has made for Romania and is very

happy to have been a part of it. 

Professor Mircea Maniu is looking back at the outcome of his 1991-1992

Fulbright grant in Economics at the University of Tennessee in Knoxville. In his

academic story, professor Maniu describes how he discovered the hedonistic

approach of having access to a six million books library with free shelf access,

and classes of business taught the American way. He also got a lecture schol-

arship that allowed him to travel all across America, from Washington D.C. to

Oregon and from Atlanta to Utah and to discover the split opinions of American

economists as to the path America and the world are evolving, as well as the

importance and relevance of the outlook, the professional forecasts and the

overall assessment of the boom and recession. In 2000 professor Maniu start-

ed to work within a reputed international research network – The Global

Development Network doing comparative macroeconomic research, grounded

on empirical findings – the most challenging phase of applying what he learned

during his Fulbright grant. He constantly tried to make the Romanian reader

more aware of the cyclical movement mechanisms of modern capitalism, of the

unavoidable (but controllable) self-adjustment processes generated by busi-

ness cycles and consequently to adopt and adapt the best feasible solutions.

As the other Fulbrighters, professor Maniu believes that educating the young

generation, the society in general, in this respect was the most affordable path

he could take, since there is no reliable source indicating that policy makers in

Romania have ever taken in consideration the voice of the academic world. 

For Professor Mihaela Miroiu the road to autonomy crossed Indiana University

while doing research as a Fulbright scholar in 2004. Interested in gender stud-

ies and feminist theories, professor Miroiu intended to formulate a theoretical
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correlation between various expressions of conservatism in the public and pri-

vate life, during Romanian post-communism. She also identified strategies of

emancipation from the paternalist state, from traditional and modern patriarchy,

and entry points for liberal values and behavior in the public and the private

space. Professor Miroiu investigated the relations between political (both left

and right-wing) conservatism and gender relations, supposing that in transition

countries like Romania emancipation strategies have to address differently the

different social categories in order to promote the same values. Soon after her

coming back to Romania, she started what she calls “a sort of revolution” in

terms of quality assurance and academic ethics which had effects even at the

national level. New projects have started between her American partners and

her university. Professor Miroiu was the president of the first Commission for

Quality Assurance in her home university and proposed a Code of Ethics for the

Romanian universities. It was a very relevant project at that time and the

Ministry of Education adopted the Code as a national model and has imposed

to each university to have a Code and Ethical Commissions properly organized

as principals and methods. Mihaela Miroiu considers that what mattered a lot in

terms of the continuity and the relevance of Fulbright experience (sustainable

developments) was the fact that the environment allowed and nourished a com-

munity of professional trust and friendship. The results of a Fulbright grant are

many and the effects are beyond those expected. As demonstrated so many

times before, a Fulbright grant can have beautiful lifetime consequences.

Bruce O’Neill, U.S. Fulbright Junior grantee in 2007-2008, focused on the

topic of Homelessness in Bucharest. Following in the steps of many other

Fulbrighters, he taught a course on Urban Anthropology at the Department of

American Studies of the University of Bucharest, and carried out a project on the

spatial politics of homeless shelter development in Bucharest. His project sought

to understand homelessness as a new social problem in post-socialist Bucharest

that is being governed spatially, focusing on three particular “spaces”: (1) urban

plans, (2) public policy and (3) homeless shelters. Development of homeless
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shelters in post communist Bucharest is both a charitable response to changing

economic conditions and a means through which those invested in Bucharest

manage homelessness, both consciously and unconsciously, but always

towards the creation of a new city designed for the upwardly mobile. While pro-

viding much-needed support for a new and growing homeless population, gov-

ernment officials, NGOs, and private businesses produce shelters that also have

the effect of removing certain segments of the homeless population from the

street and hiding them away from public view. The findings of Bruce’s first

Fulbright grant have since been published in the Journal of Social Archeology,

Environment & Planning D as well as in Spiegel On-Line. Bruce O’Neil is contin-

uing his teaching activities at the University of Bucharest as well as his research

project on Bucharest’s homeless shelter system, this time as a Fulbright-Hays

grantee. He is also very involved in the Romanian-U.S. Fulbright Commission’s

program of events, as an outstanding example of generously sharing knowledge

and experience, in the true Fulbright spirit. 

Professor Polimeni’s article is about the continuous promises of better days and

conditions expectations and hopes, and intends to provide possible economic

solutions, counter to what Romania was requested by the International Mone-

tary Fund and the European Union. Professor Polimeni focused his research on

examining the connection between energy and the Romanian agricultural poli-

cy. He developed a series of 300 surveys aimed at collecting quantitative and

qualitative data that were administered to consumers and sellers at local fresh-

food markets in cities and villages around the country. Other projects are in

development and they will examine farm sizes in Romania as well as the organ-

ic and traditional agricultural production methods. The true Fulbright spirit of

sharing experience and contributing to the mutual understanding was present

in these projects as they were implemented with the assistance of members of

the Institute of Economic Forecasting at the Romanian Academy and the

Academy of Economic Studies in Bucharest. Professor Polimeni considers that

a focus on economic growth, instead of a reduction in the budget deficit and
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debt, can benefit both the people of Romania, as well as help stabilize the finan-

cial situation of the country. In particular, the Romanian government could work

to grow the agricultural sector of the country. His Fulbright experience in

Romania also consisted of providing a number of seminars at various universi-

ties in Iaºi and Bucharest, and, last but not least, Professor Polimeni worked

independently with several graduate students and faculty members, assisting

them in writing grant proposals and applications to attend American universi-

ties. Given the experiences of vast majority of the previous U.S. grantees per-

haps, it is no wonder that Professor Polimeni considers this experience of some

of the most meaningful one he had during his Fulbright grant. He expresses as

well his confidence that the projects started in Romania will continue for the

next couple of years as additional data and research is conducted, and their

results will contribute to development of the agricultural sector of Romania. 

The Fulbright experience of Professor Levente Salat was one of the most

recent ones and it started in 2010 at the Center for International Development

and Conflict Management at University of Maryland. He focused on research-

ing the relationship between diversity, democracy and social capital, investigat-

ing several aspects of diversity’s political consequences, especially ethnic con-

flict, political instability, crisis behavior and conflict management. Professor

Salat succeeded to identify, to access and process the most important data

sources available, based on which the ethnic, linguistic and religious dimen-

sions of the global diversity can be mapped into a single comprehensive pic-

ture. He also identified, accessed and utilized an impressive amount of sources

which provide valuable insight into more than 100 cases (polities), reflecting

both positive and negative experiences as far as the institutional responses to

the challenge of diversity are concerned. The cases provided insight into three

broad types of diversity’s consequences: ethnic conflict, arrangements based

on conflict prevention or conflict management and advanced forms of institu-

tional accommodation. In addition to his research activity, Professor Salat

enrolled in two classes offered by the Department of Government and Politics
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that offered his important insights into several teaching methods and tech-

niques aiming to enhance student involvement and methods of evaluating and

appraising performance. Professor Salat talks in his article also about the gene-

ral sense of fulfillment as Fulbright grantee, feeling rooted in a participation in

the Fulbright Visiting Scholar Conference organized at Georgetown University,

Washington D.C., and a public lecture that he was invited to give at the

University of California, Berkeley, the Institute of Slavic, East European and

Eurasian Studies. In accordance with the Fulbright spirit, Professor Salat will

publish a book with the results of his research and documentation carried out

during his Fulbright grant.

The Fulbright grant was a true journey of growth and a life changing experience

also for the U.S. grantee Victoria Seitz, including not only research, education

and teaching, but also strong friendships. Her focus of the research had been

on the subject of standardization and adaptation of advertising by multination-

als. Specifically, the purpose of Professor Seitz’s study was to examine print

and television advertising as well as promotions in Romania.  Findings from the

content analyses of 214 print ads showed that comparative advertising was a

rarity in Romanian media and so was puffery. Professor Seitz considers that in

Romania, long term strategic planning is necessary to build brand equity and

needs to include a thorough environmental scan that goes beyond the current

climate but also understands the history of the country politically as well as the

attitudes, opinions, values and interests of the people and their culture. Given

the extensive role of marketing and advertising in the transitioning of the

Romanian economy, Professor Seitz worked with Professor Mariana Nicolae,

Fulbright alumna herself, to develop advertising and public relations strategies

for small business owners in Romania. The first collaboration focused on devel-

oping public relations strategies for small businesses and was published by the

Academy of Economic Studies. The excellent collaboration between the two

Fulbright alumnae continued with a book focusing on advertising and image

marketing for small businesses in Romania, and aiming to assist small to medi-
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um sized businesses to communicate effectively and promote sales. As an edu-

cator, Professor Seitz’s philosophy has always been to promote syntheses and

application of material in a course, through experiential exercises such as cases

and projects such as marketing and advertising plans. This was the same pro-

tocol that she employed when she taught graduate and undergraduate classes

in Romania and the students thrived doing it. In the conclusions of her article,

Professors Seitz considers that standardization is not the key to success in

teaching outside one's home country but adaptation and expresses her satis-

faction to notice that the education of Romanian students is shifting to being

learner-centered through mentoring and entrepreneurial.

U.S. Fulbright grantee Jonathan J. Stillo focused his research in Romania on

studying a sensitive and very little researched topic such the Romanian tuber-

culosis epidemic and the sanatoria system. As medical anthropologist, he trav-

eled across Romania in a bus, from village to village, and went even under-

ground in a coal mine. As other Fulbright grants, his meant also many friend-

ships and important contacts that have developed into diverse relationships

with academics, activists, and incredible people. Jonathan Stillo’s study reveals

that Romania is one of the only countries in the world that still uses TB sanato-

ria as a major part of TB treatment, and still has by far, the highest TB rates in

the European Union and some of the very worst in the entire region. His find-

ings will help contribute to improve understanding of how epidemic disease is

intertwined with social, economic and political concerns in the former socialist

states. He also worked in conjunction with Romanian doctors and health policy

makers to help improve TB treatment, especially for poor and patients with

other problems in order to prevent them from becoming chronic and drug-resis-

tant. Over a period of sixteen months he conducted an intensive ethnographic

study of one large sanatorium, completed a demographic survey of all patients

there and interviewed selected patients, doctors and nurses at that location as

well as at one of the national M/XDR-TB wards. He also collaborated with a

research assistant from the National School of Political Studies and Administra-
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tion on a survey of Bucharest residents to capture general public perceptions

and knowledge regarding TB infection. He also served as a mentor to social sci-

ence Romanian students, assisted the Romanian-U.S. Fulbright Commission

by speaking at orientations for prospective and successful Fulbright grantees

leaving Romania for the U.S., and co-authored an article in Romanian, with

doctors at the National Pneumology Hospital, on the social and economic

issues that prevent some TB patients from completing treatment. Jonathan

Stillo considers that as an anthropologist, he has a responsibility to conduct

research that is as objective and accurate as possible, but, as a member of the

global community, he committed to improving the lives of patients who, while

suffering from TB, are generously sharing their stories. Also, he acknowledges

one more time that the purpose of a Fulbright grant is never strictly for research.

There is also the opportunity to serve as a representative, working coopera-

tively with Romanians, as equals.

Romanian Fulbright grantee Matei Stîrcea-Crãciun focuses in his article on a

hermeneutic approach to Brancusi’s sculpture. A major contention in his apply-

ing for a Fulbright grant was that Brancusi’s place among 20th century founders

of artistic movements had to be seen as strongly correlated to his hylesic dis-

coveries. Mr. Stîrcea-Crãciun’s research project was intended to provide a

foothold for engaging into long term cooperation ventures across Romania,

Europe, and the U.S. with art historians, art philosophers, symbolic anthropolo-

gists, designers, and other specialists in cultural studies on object environ-

ments. Globally speaking, he felt as other Fulbrighters that the grant was too

rich and diverse an experience to let itself synthesized in a few lines. One of the

lessons of the grant was that the size of the aesthetic phenomena he had been

interested to address went much beyond his original appreciation. His seven

month stay was decisive to operate a change in his perception about the size

of issues, and to widen his awareness about the need for culture oriented

approaches to artistic productions. Mr. Stîrcea-Crãciun expresses hopes in the

end of his article that findings of the present research project conducted under
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the common aegis of the Francisc Rainer Anthropological Institute and the

Romanian Academy will stimulate cooperation with research units in the U.S.

and elsewhere in the world.

Professor Paul E. Sum chose to share for this volume his reflections on public

diplomacy and cultural exchange as a Fulbright Scholar in Romania. Professor

Sum considers that, as a recipient of a lecturer-researcher Fulbright award to

Romania, his expectations of intense cultural exchanges was certainly met. The

cultural exchange one most crucial aspect of the Fulbright program because it

allows grantees and those with whom they have contact in the host country to

reevaluate firmly engrained assumptions. As part of his research, he investigat-

ed sustainability for Romanian non-governmental organizations and addressed

questions through structured interviews with NGO representatives. Professor

Sum also pursued other streams of his research agenda related to the determi-

nants and consequences of generalized trust as a building block of sustainable

democracy. He met regularly with scholars interested in the political attitudes

and behaviors of Romanian migrant workers, joined a working group of political

scientists and psychologists at Babeº-Bolyai University interested in the issue

with an eye toward sharing research experiences and literatures across our

disciplines, and last, but not least, taught classes and delivered guest lectures.

In his article, he begins with an outline of the primary differences between

these political thinkers, then provides three illustrations of cultural exchange

that reflect different mentalities rooted in the differences between Locke and

Rousseau, and concluded with reflections on how such cultural exchanges

might serve broader goals of public diplomacy and why the Fulbright Program

can be an appropriate vehicle toward this end. Professor Sum demonstrates in

his article that public diplomacy refers to foreign policy conducted through the

engagement with foreign publics directly as opposed to formal diplomatic chan-

nels of state relations. Public diplomacy should, “inform, engage, and influence

global audiences. This goal is aimed at reaching out beyond foreign govern-

ments to promote better appreciation of the United States abroad, greater
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receptivity to U.S. policies among foreign publics, and sustained access and

influence in important sectors of foreign societies”. And, in this respect, the

Fulbright program serves as a form of public diplomacy.

As mentioned before, this book is a continuation of previous two volumes that

presented the history of the Fulbright Program in Romania and several academ-

ic contributions of distinguished American and Romanian luminaries. It was

intended to focus on looking to the past experiences and also to the future of

education and designing several possible scenarios for actions. And it is our

hope that all the contributions included in this volume stand together for captur-

ing the essence of the Fulbright spirit – dare think ‘unthinkable’ thoughts. 

It is our hope that, putting the spotlight on some of the Fulbright experiences,

we will better understand not just how this great program has changed paths of

life and contributed to the progress of at least some aspects of life around us,

but also the responsibility we have today for building future generations. It is our

duty to keep the Fulbright spirit at least at the same level of effervescence as

before, to make this anniversary mark just the first 50 years of a much longer

endeavor, and give our children the possibility to attend, 50 years from now, the

100th celebration of the Fulbright Program in Romania, and to conclude, at the

end of THAT DAY, acknowledging the fact that we have done all in our power

and contributed to it. This is the only way we can live up to our predecessors.
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Remus Pricopie
President of the Fulbright Board of Directors

Romanian-U.S. Fulbright Commission

I didn’t know what I should be starting with and what I should be talking about

first. I was asking myself: should I be starting with Senator J. William Fulbright’s

obstinacy to believe in the future and in the power of the next generations;

should I be talking about the American and Romanian officials who had the

strength and the courage to sign an agreement between the government of

Romania and the government of the United States of America for the establish-

ment of an office for Romanian-U.S. educational and scholarly exchanges in

1960, yet not exactly politically stress-free at that international level; should I be

talking about all those who have made possible the functioning in Bucharest of

an office for Romanian-U.S. educational and scholarly exchanges, respectively

after 1993 the Romanian-U.S. Fulbright Commission; should I be talking about

the 2000 Romanian and 1000 American students, researchers and teachers

who, between 1960 and 2010, have had the opportunity to study in the two

countries; should I be talking about these 3.000 U.S. Romanian Fulbright

grantees and their role in the big Fulbright family that amounts to more than

360.000 throughout the world; should I be talking about the way the Fulbright

Program has changed the aspirations, desires and professional careers of all

these men and women, young or experienced, but all sharing the thirst for

knowledge and new horizons; should I be talking about this army of ambas-

sadors and their achievements, their contribution to the struggle for promoting

and feeding our democracies as well as the building of partnerships between

Romania and the United States or should I be talking about the prospects of the
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Fulbright Program in Romania, about our expectations from this program and

about what we are prepared to do to further develop it? 

I chose the words of Senator J. William Fulbright as the best starting point for

today’s journey of celebrating the Fulbright Program in Romania. Decades ago

Senator Fulbright stated: “We must dare to think unthinkable thoughts. We must

learn to explore all the options and possibilities, to confront us in a complex and

rapidly changing world. We must learn to welcome and not to fear the voices of

dissent”. Scrutinizing the 50 years of formal educational and cultural exchanges

between the United States and Romania I consider that the first thing we have

to do today is to ask ourselves: have we really dared to think the unthinkable?

Have we indeed learned to explore all the options and possibilities out there?

Have we truly learned to accept alternative options and ideas?

I believe that, for each of us, finding the answers to these questions will help us

all understand what we have discovered, what we have accomplished, what we

have learned, and all of this will set the foundation for our future projects. This

is a spirit that the Romanian-U.S. Fulbright Commission has undertaken and

cultivated and it is in this spirit that we have invited you to celebrate today.

The Commission which has organized all of this anniversary has created a con-

text and a framework for this event to really take place. If we take a look at

today’s schedule we will find a day full of events and at the same time I believe

full of novelties and commitments for the future. For example I would like to

draw your attention to the event that is scheduled between 3 and 4 pm this

afternoon at the Fulbright Commission’s headquarters when we have the plea-

sure to launch for the first time in the history of the Fulbright Program a series

of anniversary volumes, and I suppose you have already seen the first one,

which I believe can be considered a token of the success that the Fulbright

Program has had in Romania. To publish this volume we have received the

support of several partners to whom I thank in particular. At the same time,

please allow me to mention the National Authority for Scientific Research rep-
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resented here by the president, Professor Adrian Curaj and I can say by the

Minister of Education, Mr. Funeriu that has sponsored one of the volumes. A

promising moment is scheduled at 4 pm with an opening of the photo exhibition

and I am convinced that we will all have the opportunity to enjoy together the

show of colors offered by some of the Fulbright grantees themselves.

At the same time, it is our responsibility and we do have the duty to give our

consideration to all those who have made possible these educational and cul-

tural exchanges and who have sponsored the Romanian-U.S. Fulbright Com-

mission. It seems naturally to start by thanking the government officials, the rep-

resentatives of the Romanian academy, the representatives of American and

Romanian universities, the grantees and the students whose interest in the pro-

gram is constantly increasing, the mass media for making our achievements

known to the public, our sponsors and many, many other constant partners for

their dedication and involvement. I’m also grateful to all of you for your presence

here today and I believe you will join me in addressing special thanks to Mr.

Hitchins and Mr. Kellogg for accepting to take the same path to Bucharest they

took half a century ago as the first U.S. Fulbright grantees in Romania in 1960.

The presence of all of you here today is the strongest proof of your dedication

and appreciation for the Fulbright Program. 
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Anita McBride
Chair of the Fulbright Scholarship Board 

On behalf of the J. William Fulbright Foreign Scholarship Board, I am delighted

to send greetings to all those gathered to celebrate the 50th anniversary of edu-

cational and cultural exchanges between the United States and Romania.

Congratulations on a remarkable achievement! 

In 1960, Keith Hitchins and Frederick Kellogg became the first American stu-

dents to study in Romania under the auspices of the U.S.-Romania Cultural

Exchange program. In the shadow of the Iron Curtain, the program developed

slowly, and over time the bi-lateral exchange expanded in size and scope pro-

viding students, teachers, and scholars, an opportunity to increase mutual

understanding between the people of the United States and the people of

Romania – just as Senator Fulbright had hoped. Now, fifty years after the arrival

of those first American students in Bucharest, more than 2,500 American and

Romanian citizens have followed in their footsteps, spending semesters abroad

in Romania and the United States of America. The program continues to pro-

vide participants – chosen for their academic merit and leadership potential –

the opportunity to study, teach and conduct research, and exchange ideas and

contribute to finding solutions to shared concerns. Romanians can take great

pride in their distinguished Fulbright alumni who are many of your country’s cul-

tural, intellectual, economic, scientific, and political leaders. 

The occasion of the 50th anniversary reminds us how the Fulbright Program has

grown and flourished, and continues to advance our common commitment to

freedom and democracy, to economic prosperity, to the rule of law, and to the
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security of our two nations. Happy anniversary, Fulbright Romania. Thank you

for all you have done to broaden the understanding between our two countries

over the last half century. We look forward to many more years of providing

opportunities for educational and cultural exchanges and thus preserving

Senator Fulbright’s dream for generations to come. 
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Anton Niculescu
State Secretary, Ministry of Foreign Affairs 

I have the pleasant duty to express congratulations for the double anniversary

we are celebrating today – five decades of activity of the Romanian-U.S.

Fulbright Commission and 130 years of diplomatic relations between the United

States of America and Romania. There have been 130 years of close family ties

between our countries and peoples, 130 years during which our bilateral rela-

tions have followed a continuously ascending path. Romania and the United

States share today a solid, dynamic and comprehensive strategic partnership

based on common principles, values and interests. 

Romania stands now side by side with the United States in the international

arena bringing its own contribution to the efforts aim at extending the area of

democracy, rule of law, human rights, observance. We shall continue to walk

together with our American partners in order to further expand substantial,

strategic partnership. The Romanian Foreign Minister’s recently concluded visit

to Washington represents an important step in that direction. 

The Fulbright Program has become over the years the most prestigious

American program of academic exchanges. It is said that if you look someone

in the eyes and if you speak his of her language, you wouldn’t be capable of

harming him or her. Senator Fulbright used the power of education and dia-

logue to break the barriers of minds and to give young people a new destiny. In

marking this jubilee we must first pay tribute to the extraordinary vision of this

man. His dream remains as prominent today as it was six decades ago. Since
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1960, the Fulbright Program has played a major role in forging close points

between Romania and the U.S., permitting students, scholars and professors

from the two countries to acquire not only professional knowledge but also a

deeper understanding of the other country’s political, social and cultural envi-

ronment. Over the past five decades, young Romanians have crossed the

ocean in Senator Fulbright’s name to study, research and teach, to take great

pleasure in sharing their rewards of these exchanges as we follow the subse-

quent careers of our alumni (some are here and we are very grateful to see

them and listen to them).

From its beginnings in Romania, the Fulbright Program includes now a much

wider area of interest and possibilities for professional achievements covering an

amazing range of subjects from Comparative Politics, Ecology, Literary History,

Social Law Practice, Economic Studies, Photography to Music and Anthropology.

I hope that the future will bring new opportunities for promoting mutual under-

standing and benefits to contributions from both host and home communities.

May I conclude by thanking once again the Fulbright Commission for its tireless

and innovative work that has made possible the exchange of Fulbright grantees

and by wishing you many happy and fruitful years! 
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Jeri Guthrie-Corn
Deputy Chief of Mission 
Embassy of the United States Bucharest 

My own abiding love and interest in this country began in 1988 when I chose

this as my second assignment as a Foreign Service officer, so my love for

Romania is far surpassed by others in this room who have been committed and

thinking of this country and caring about this country for 50 years. I am very

pleased to be with you today to celebrate the 50th anniversary of the Fulbright

Program in Romania, particularly because that anniversary coincides with the

celebration of our 130 years of diplomatic friendship and exchange between our

two countries and in that regard this is a very busy week for Romanian-

American relations.

On June 1st, Foreign Minister Baconschi and Secretary Clinton had a very pro-

ductive meeting in Washington. Fulbright has always been America’s flagship

program of academic exchanges and let me add that everyone in the United

States Government and everyone on Capitol Hill, our Congress, knows that the

most effective public diplomacy international relations programs that we have

are exchanges – it’s when you go to a country, you live there, you meet friends,

you learn about that country that there is an abiding concern, an abiding friend-

ship and partnership. The American Library and Cultural Center became an

important source of information for a generation hungry for information. When it

began in Romania, the United States was the preeminent symbol of democra-

cy for Romanian citizens, especially for students; and I remember in 1989 in the

first six months of my time here that the American library was everybody’s

hang-out; it was full of people all the time. The first American Fulbright schol-
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ars, fascinated in their turn by Romania’s rich history and culture, with the first

contacts many Romanians had, with citizens of a democracy; and as I was say-

ing, when I was here before I saw firsthand the depravations and restrictions

endured under dictatorship, as well as the determination of so many people to

seek a better life in this beautiful country. And that is why I fought very hard to

get the position I now hold so that I could come back 19 years later. 

The first generations of Romanian Fulbrighters got more than education in their

chosen fields; they experienced life in a democracy and saw that democracies

have tolerance for a variety of opinions, ideas and attitudes, vital necessities for

true intellectual attainment. Today, Romanians are pursuing their own ideals to

build a modern democratic country, thanks in large part to many of those

Fulbrighters who brought their experiences back home to share with their fellow

citizens, their students and their teaching colleagues. 

Since the Fulbright Program began in 1960, over 2500 Romanian students and

scholars in fields ranging from Environmental Engineering to Theater Manage-

ment have studied on Fulbright grants in the United States. Today there are

Fulbright fellows among the government’s top level of advisers in Parliament, in

successful businesses and teaching the next generation of scholars in wide

variety of academic fields. 

Since 1960 when Dr. Hitchins and Dr. Kellogg arrived as the first American

Fulbrighters in Romania, nearly 1000 Americans have come to teach and study in

Romania and returned home with a new appreciation for the Romanian people,

their history and their culture. I just found out that Dr. Hitchins and I have some-

thing in common as I completed my doctorate at the University of Illinois, at

Champaign Urbana, where he has spent many years and developed his own

career and his life’s work. No wonder President Obama’s new national security

strategy calls for an increase in international education and exchanges; it notes

that exchanges allow our citizens to build connections with peoples overseas and

to develop skills and contacts that will help them thrive in the global economy.
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Romania’s recognition of the great value offered by the Fulbright Program and

resulted in the establishment of the Romanian-U.S. Fulbright Commission, giving

Romania an active role in the direction and continuity of its own Fulbright Program. 

Because we appreciate all of the Fulbright Program’s past accomplishments,

we must work to ensure that the program will continue to provide high quality

academic exchanges that strengthen the ties between our two countries while

it also offers a valuable resource as Romania assumes its role among the

democratic nations of the world. The youth of this country seek the resources

that will help them shape their future and that of their homeland. The Fulbright

Commission works tirelessly to ensure that the largest number of students and

scholars receive the richest possible educational experience. 

I met one young Romanian Fulbrighter departed for U.S. last fall who was going

to be working on his Master degree in Architecture at the New York University

and I thought: what a perfect match! – this city whose architecture is unmatched

in the world and then going to New York to see the kind of skyscrapers that

mark and that are the signature of our major cities. 

This anniversary provides an appropriate time for both United States and

Romania to renew their commitments to this premiere exchange program that

has enriched both of our nations. The United States will work to sustain and

extend the Romanian’s Fulbright Program so that it continues to reflect the ties

of friendship and diplomacy between our two countries that we intend to main-

tain for many years to come. This is only the first 50th anniversary. And we trust

that even in these challenging economic times Romanians will reinvigorate its

support for this valuable program as well and I’ve just heard that that is the intent

of his Excellency the Minister of Education. I thank you very much and am hon-

ored to be here. We all share in our love for the friendship of our two countries. 
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Daniel Petru Funeriu
Minister of Education, Research, Youth and Sport

Let me be a bit personal on this speech and tell you what my first contact with

the Fulbright Program was. When I was about 8 years old, a colleague of my

father, Mr. Uritescu from Timiºoara University, went to United States on the

Fulbright Program and we all remember, or at least most of the people in this

room remember what it meant in the early 80s to go to the United States, what

it meant in the early 80s for us to see an American flag which was in the most

of our minds identified with freedom, identified with what we all aimed for. From

a certain level up politics operates with symbols and I dare say that for a very

long time, just simply seeing the American flag was a symbol and a hope for all

of us. Of course, the world has changed a lot ever since. Now we are members

of the European Union and we have yet another symbol to which we can attach

ourselves. But, as far as I am concerned, that contact that I had, which was in

fact my first contact with the United States, was a present that my father’s col-

league brought me: a Kenny Rogers recording. 

People to people contacts are probably the most important and the most soul-

reaching ways to relate to countries, to relate to cultures that in fact have so

much in common. The Fulbright Program is definitely a global brand. Romania

is not the only country that is involved in it, there are many countries that are

involved in the Fulbright Program. And as such, after I talked about the past, I

would like to continue talking a bit about the present. I have said in numerous

occasions that as a Minister of Education I have identified two sources, two

unused sources of progress of our country: one of them is the Romanian elite
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which is in foreign universities, particularly in the United States, and I would like

to salute here the initiative of the President of the Romanian National Research

Authority to organize a second big Romanian scientific diaspora meeting in

September this year. I’m sure that the Fulbright alumni as well as the Fulbright

fellows that participate now and that are now involved in the Fulbright Program

are the backbone of that meeting. Obviously it is a policy for us to try to attract

back to Romania this huge unused resource because if we do want, and I can

tell you that this government does want – to modernize the higher education of

Romania, I think that one of the key elements around which we can rebuild and

modernize the higher education is the huge expertise that is now abroad. The

second unused resource of Romania in my humble opinion is all the young chil-

dren that are in areas where they do not have access to the highest level of edu-

cation and to them it is addressed a big part of the new education law that, as

you know, is now in the Romania Senate. 

Since we have looked at the past and a short say about the present – let me give

you a few elements on how I see and how I try to strengthen the involvement of

Romania in the Fulbright Program. One of the aims of the Fulbright Program is,

if my understanding is correct, to reach a point where the Romanian and United

States’ contributions are on an equal footing. Historically, for various reasons,

our American friends have contributed substantially more than we did and I

believe that since the barrier between education and research is less and less

clear (and it should be so) I would like to start thinking to see how we can con-

tribute to the Fulbright Program more and more in its research aspects and

therefore we have discussed with the President of the National Authority of

Research to see how our involvement could be increased in this program to

develop more its research component. 

Let me wish you once again a happy anniversary. I think that the Fulbright

Program is a model of what a cooperation program and a program that devel-

ops people to people contacts should be and I think that we should take very
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seriously in our attitude the motto of Senator Fulbright which is (and we should

probably remember this daily): “Education is a slow-moving, but powerful force;

it may not be fast enough or strong enough to save us from catastrophe, but it’s

the strongest force available”. I think that these are very inspiring words and I

think that through patience, constant and hard work, we together can make it!

Let me salute Mr. Hitchins and Mr. Kellogg of whom I’m sure that they are the

best witnesses to Romania’s development and to the development of the rela-

tions between Romania and the United States. I wish that this room will host

more and more frequently Fulbright events.
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Maria Berza
Executive Director (1993–1997) 
Romanian-U.S. Fulbright Commission 

I’m very proud to be here today with you and to represent a long row of direc-

tors of the Romanian-U.S. Fulbright Commission. We have all endeavored to

serve the unthinkable, as Senator Fulbright would have put it, to serve the

encouragement and fostering of mutual understanding, of cultural diversity, and

last but not least, of academic and scholarly excellence. The years between

1993 and 1997, when I was the first director of the Fulbright Commission in

Romania, were some of the best years in my professional life and the years that

helped very much foster and change my own mind. Many happy returns of this

wonderful anniversary!
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Anca Harasim
Executive Director (1997–1998)

Romanian-U.S. Fulbright Commission

I was thinking while I was waiting and listening to the introductory remarks how

proud I am also about time I spent with the Fulbright Commission and also with

the team at the Commission; it happens in my current professional institution

that I’m part of a woman team. I think that in this type of activity and academic

exchanges and nurturing talent from an early age up, this is very much a

woman feature and I’m proud to discover it lately in my life because this is also

something I want to nurture for myself; and then in time, and currently I moved

on a more real field of activity continuing in a way what we have started at the

Fulbright Commission on a daily basis with so many of you, with Professor

Curaj, Professor Puºcaº, Mr. Funeriu – we continue to collaborate in various

projects, continuing to transform Romania and to, in a way, fulfill the Fulbright

dream at a wider stage. Thank you very much, I’m very proud to have been part

of the Commission and happy anniversary! 
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Oana-Cristina N. Popa
Executive Director (1998–2002)
Romanian-U.S. Fulbright Commission

Your Excellencies, dear guests, thank you first of all very much for your won-

derful speeches. They were really inspiring! I would just like to say a little anec-

dote: a few weeks ago, I was participating in a conference hosted by Mr.

Puºcaº at the Cluj University and one guest speaker, a very well known politi-

cal analyst, I’m not going to say his name, was sort of criticizing the academic

environment for being too idealistic and for not having enough touch with reali-

ty. To this I would reply to keep it that way because that’s the beauty of it and I

must say that the time I have spent in the Fulbright Commission and the time I

have spent in my graduate studies in the United States have been the best

times of my life and I thank you for that. 
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Barbara Nelson
Executive Director (2003–2008)

Romanian-U.S. Fulbright Commission

It is a great honor to be recognized as one who has helped shape the Fulbright

Program in Romania. And it is a privilege to be a part of such a dynamic group

of Executive Directors and Fulbrighters. Thank you for bringing us together on

this important anniversary, for allowing us to meet, in some cases for the first

time, those who forged the path many of us later traveled and to renew friend-

ships and develop new ones. Working together we have bettered the world and

will continue to do so as was the vision of Senator Fulbright. When I applied for

the Senior Scholar Program fifteen years ago, I would have never predicted the

route my life was to take. This, however, is the beauty of the Fulbright, it opens

us up to new experiences and to new environments we could never have imag-

ined for ourselves. At the same time, it enables us to develop networks that are

extremely powerful, creating positive life-changing experiences for others as

well. For all of this, I am truly grateful. 
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Ioana Ieronim
Interim Executive Director (2001–2002) 
American Program Director (1998–2003) 
Romanian-U.S. Fulbright Commission

Everybody who has been involved in the Fulbright Program has expressed, in

a way or another, the profound truth that being on a Fulbright grant has not only

been an honor, but also a life-changing experience. I was privileged to work for

the Romanian-U.S. Fulbright Commission, but it happens that my involvement

with the Fulbright action started some years before, while I was a cultural coun-

selor in Washington D.C. in the 90s. I even worked together with Minister Vasile

Puºcaº for a while, who was the Deputy Chief of Mission of Romania’s

Embassy to the U.S. at that time. I was there when the Romanian-U.S. Fulbright

Commission was founded and thus participated in the process from day one.

Let it be said that, as diplomats, we were proud to organize quite a wide range

of cultural and scholarly programs in Washington and in the U.S. But given the

rather tight material conditions, Fulbrighters themselves were a most generous

and inspiring resource for initiating various kinds of programs: they were

Romanian scholars during their Fulbright time in the States, Americans prepar-

ing themselves to go to Romania or having just come back, as well as the

admirable group of American Fulbright alumni of several decades since 1960.

If I take pride in what I could accomplish as a cultural counselor, that is greatly

due to Fulbright. It is a magic feeling to be involved in the Fulbright exchanges,

which have meant so much in the lives of so many people; to look at the long

shelves of books that have been created by them; to think of their academic or

artistic presence, to see the ripple effect that their Fulbright experience has had

over the years. Here we are now, celebrating the Fulbright exchanges between

the U.S. and Romania, which have immensely enriched the bilateral relation.

I’m very happy to be part of it.
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Manuela Brusalis 
Romanian Program Director (1998–2008)

Romanian-U.S. Fulbright Commission

It is a great honor and pleasure for me to be present here today, for the cele-

bration of this great program. First of all I would like to congratulate my former

colleagues for organizing this event and to say that it was really a great oppor-

tunity for me to work at Fulbright for 10 years, in a very special environment and

as part of a team of very special people. Helping shape the Romanian compo-

nent of the program offered me the opportunity to meet outstanding people and

to see them grow, following their professional and personal evolution after their

contact to the generous Fulbright ideals. Thank you for the unique opportunity

to see the world not from a chair, but from the mountain.
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Keith Hitchins
First U.S. Fulbright Grantee in Romania (1960) 

I am very glad to be here this morning, to be back in Bucharest to celebrate the

beginnings of the Romanian-American cultural exchange in 1960, a program

that made it possible for Romanians and Americans to get to know one anoth-

er better. In particular, the cultural exchange decisively affected the careers of

many American academics. It gave us the opportunity to pursue our research

and studies in the rich libraries and archives of Bucharest, Cluj, Iaºi, Sibiu, and

many other cities, and, no less important, it allowed us to get to know first-hand

the people and the land we were studying. In my own case, the cultural

exchange made it possible for me to complete my doctoral dissertation and to

go on to a career in teaching Romanian and Eastern European history.

As a historian, it is perhaps natural for me to try to put the Romanian-American

cultural exchange of the last fifty years in a historical context. I like especially to

view the cultural exchange from a Romanian perspective, that is, to see it as part

of a broad process that brought modern Romania into being, a process beginning

in the early decades of the nineteenth century and continuing down to today. This

process has often been called “Europeanization,” a term I would interpret as

meaning a drawing nearer to Europe in social and political organization, in cul-

ture, and in mentality. This drawing nearer and its consequences had to do pre-

cisely with exchanges of people and ideas, which proceeded uninterrupted in the

nineteenth and most of the twentieth century. As Romania’s partners France

occupied first place, followed by Germany, at least down to the Second World

War. Compared to European countries, the role of the United States before the
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First World War was relatively modest. It was between the two World Wars that

the American contribution to the development of a modern Romanian mentality

and a modern Romanian culture began to become more significant.

One of the areas of my own research has been the interwar period and, espe-

cially, the great debate that Romanian intellectuals had among themselves

about national identity and what path of development Romania should take in

the future. Of particular interest to me is the so-called Young Generation, which

included Mircea Eliade and Emil Cioran. It was a generation that became more

open to countries and cultures beyond Europe, including America, as they were

eager to explore new horizons and experience life in all its variety. I think today,

first of all, about one member of the Young Generation who did more than any

other to make Romanians better acquainted with America and Americans. I

refer to the literary and art critic Petru Comarnescu. He received his doctorate

at the University of Southern California in 1931 for a dissertation on the philos-

ophy of aesthetics, and when he returned home he did his utmost to interpret

America for Romanians. He published well-known books about America,

notably Homo Americanus (1933) and America vãzutã de un tânãr de azi

(1934), and he translated Eugene O’Neill’s plays into Romanian. Immediately

after the Second World War he took a prominent part in organizing the

Association of Friends of America and in promoting American literature at a

time when both these activities –friendship for America and American literature

– were rapidly falling out of fashion. When direct United States-Romanian cul-

tural contacts were being revived in the 1960s, Petru Comarnescu, as my col-

league, Frederick Kellogg, will also, I am sure, fondly remember, served as a

mentor to young Americans studying in Bucharest. He was eager to revive his

own contacts with Americans and through us with America. I have always

thought of Petru Comarnescu as someone who embodied the principles of the

Fulbright experiment. He was, we might say, a Fulbrighter before the fact.
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After a period of strain in the late 1940s and 1950s, regular relations between

Romania and the United States were gradually re-established in the 1960s and

1970s. It is reasonable to think that the cultural exchange was not only a con-

sequence of this thaw, but also contributed decisively to a deepening of what

had been a long-term, mutually satisfactory relationship. Our gathering today is

striking testimony to the strength of the bonds of culture and friendship that

thousands of American and Romanian Fulbrighters have forged in the last half-

century. They and all those who have served the Fulbright Program with such

dedication have laid the solid foundations for many more half-centuries of fruit-

ful exchanges to come. 
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Frederick Kellogg 
First U.S. Fulbright Grantee in Romania (1960) 

In response to gracious invitations this year from Karene Grad at the Department

of State in Washington D.C. and Dorina Guþu from the Romanian-U.S. Fulbright

Commission in Bucharest, I gladly agreed to share some of my thoughts with you

about my studies in Romania.

Indeed, the Fulbright Program enables me today to reminisce about jolly bygone

times. As a backdrop to my tale, encouraged by my inviters, a few words about

the program itself may be appropriate. In America after the first world war, two

Nobel prize laureates, Nicholas Murray Butler as president of Columbia University

and Elihu Root, a former State Department Secretary, chose Stephen Duggan,

Sr., a professor of political science at the College of the City of New York to be

the first president of the Institute of International Education in 1919, to be aug-

mented by a supervising Council for International Exchange of Scholars. They

believed that nations needed mutual understanding to win lasting peace via an

international exchange program. After the second world war, in the U.S. Senate,

James William Fulbright of Arkansas successfully introduced a program of inter-

national education and cultural exchanges in 1946. This project would be solidi-

fied and improved by the Fulbright-Hays Act in 1961, based on bilateral diplo-

matic agreements and sponsored by the U.S. State Department’s Bureau of

Educational and Cultural Affairs. The first American and Romanian Cold War

exchange of 1960–1961, in which Keith Hitchins and I participated, was simply

entitled the United States-Romania Cultural Exchange, without reference to

Fulbright. Why not?
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According to recent U.S. State Department public records, Fulbright scholars

numbered 294,000, of whom 110,000 were Americans and 183,000 were from

155 other states over the course of sixty years. The program’s annual cost in

2008 was 215.4 million dollars from the USA and 60 million from other govern-

ments. Whatever the official name and cost of the Fulbright Program, it obvious-

ly opened doors for me and many other scholars to explore fascinating and

exciting milieus. 

My host in Bucharest was the director of the “Nicolae Iorga” Institute of History,

Andrei Oþetea (1894–1977) [1947–1948, 1956–1970], whose doctoral disserta-

tion at the Sorbonne in Paris focused on the sixteenth century Florentine histo-

rian Francesco Guicciardini; his chief monograph was about Tudor

Vladimirescu and the Revolution of 1821. Numerous pictures of outstanding

Romanian historians in the Institute’s seminar room prompted me to tell about

them in my A History of Romanian Historical Writing. Oþetea introduced me to

the high cuisine at the House of the Men of Science [Casa Oamenilor de

ªtiinþe], although I more frequently consumed tasty mititei and had informal

scholarly discussions on many topics-including poetry and dance, economics

and sociology, genetics and atomic physics –, in the House of the University

(Casa Universitarilor). 

Many of my major findings were in the Romanian Academy’s unpublished cor-

respondence and documents as well as in the National Library’s collections. An

unexpected, early guide to some unusual sources in the Academy’s library was

Constantin C. Giurescu (1901–1977), an eminent but somewhat hidden histori-

an. That is, he had lost his post at Bucharest University in 1947/8 owing to his

prior service as a government minister during the war; subsequently, under

house arrest from 1952–1956, he would regain his university position in 1963.

He had earned his history doctorate at Berlin University, and began offering his

readers a prodigious number of lucid and evocative monographs and general

histories. One of his books was an account of a brief sojourn in America includ-

ing my hometown, Tucson. Eminent? Yes, indeed.
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Bucharest University afforded me the opportunity to explore undergraduate his-

tory courses. Most impressive was one offered by Vasilie Maciu (1904–1981)

on Romania in the nineteenth century, which was also my focus. He empha-

sized the role of the masses but neglected foreign influences in his large class,

inducing whispers and naps. Fellow students enlightened me more about their

country’s past and present than their lecturers and required textbooks.

Occasionally, they invited me to parties. After one on Easter eve, we attended

a church service and lit candles. Was this antithetical to the teachings of

Marxism-Leninism? And they protected me. Factory workers, bureaucrats, stu-

dents, and lecturers carrying large pro-Cuban banners in April 1961 con-

demned the United States’ aggression in the Bay of Pigs. Some students broke

ranks and urged me, while watching on the curb near the university, to return to

my room at the elegant, exclusive Athénée Palace, thereby seeking to shield

me from potential violence. 

Ethnic minorities – including Magyars, Saxons and Swabians, Bulgarians and

Serbs, Turks and Tatars, as well as Romany and Jews – drew my attention

while seeking to compare their customs with those of the ethnic majority. I

observed many of the minorities’ and the Romanians’ folkways, music, and the-

ater on a month long journey embracing the country. My slow train (tren de per-

soane), which made frequent stops, introduced me to a host of peasants

accompanied by their small animals and produce. I sensed harmony existed

among my traveling companions of various nationalities and classes. After

reaching the Banat, I found students at Timiºoara University immersed in his-

torical studies. Unfortunately, the police (Securitate) assumed that I was a dan-

gerous foreigner, perhaps a spy; hence they incarcerated me in an imposing

early modern fortress prison. After prolonged questioning, the warden consult-

ed authorities in Bucharest, who confirmed my claim to being a guest conduct-

ing historical research. Romanian publishers kindly honored me with transla-

tions of some English texts. Sadly, a faulty translation of The Road to Romanian

Independence warranted chiding from reviewers.
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My greatest joy was conversing with a bevy of extraordinarily bright, perceptive

historians in Bucharest, Iaºi, and Cluj Napoca as well as several others else-

where. Many are, unfortunately, no longer with us. Recently we lost one of my

chums, Cornelia Bodea (1916–2010). We had worked together in her apart-

ment in 1969–1970 translating one of her monographs into English – The

Romanian Struggle for Unification, 1834–1849 – and polishing my awkward oral

use of the Romanian language. Fortunately, a flowering of first-rate writings by

our contemporaries indicates a healthy continuation of earlier riches, especial-

ly as Romanian historians provide insights in many mysteries. Hats off to you! 
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Ionel Haiduc
Romanian Fulbright Alumnus

Somebody mentioned before that a picture is worth one thousand words, so

knowing this I prepared a set of slides to illustrate my chance, my privilege to

spend some time in the United States as a Fulbright young fellow, many years

ago, and to pay a tribute to my professor, Henry Gilman, who was an outstand-

ing scientist. In the second part of my speech I will show some of the results of

my stay in the United States. Henry Gilman, at Iowa State University in Ames,

Iowa, was one of the outstanding chemists, not only in the United States, but in

the world, and it was a great privilege to have the chance to work with him. 

When I’ve first been nominated by the University of Cluj for a Fulbright fellow-

ship, the vice rector at the time, who was a Fulbrighter himself, just returned

from the United States, professor Ursu invited me to his office and asked: Do

you speak English? I said: No, but why are you asking me? And he said: Well,

I want to nominate you for a Fulbright grant, but you have to know English. And

I said: What is the deadline? He said: Six months. I replied: Well, in six months

I will speak English. And I learned English in six months. 

Another condition to be accepted was to have an American university, an

American professor to accept you. And I wrote to Professor Gilman. We had

previously some correspondence and he accepted me, so in 1966, at the begin-

ning of the year, I went to the United States to Ames Iowa. Professor Gilman

was a fantastic scientist, he had a very long carrier, published more than a thou-

sand chemistry papers, and half of them were published after he became

almost completely blind. He created the famous American Chemical Society
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Journal of Organic Chemistry, and he published in 1938, the year when I was

one year old, a textbook which is still used by chemists all over the world. Henry

Gilman continued his scientific and teaching carrier until very late in his life. He

had a long life. He retired in 1963, before I went to Ames Iowa but he continued

to work and he remained in research until 1975, when he was 82. Perhaps

some of our politicians will listen, because there is a debate when to send to

retirement university professors in Romania. Well, he continued to do research

and even at the age of 79 he received a research grant. In 1974 when he was

81 years old he had still four post-docs research assistants and, as usual, he

visited his co-workers; I had the same experience, three times a day, in the

morning when he arrived, at lunch time when he went for lunch and at six

o’clock when he left the lab. And every time he would ask what’s new or what

have you done? And I had a bad experience once, when he came in the morn-

ing, at nine o’clock, after we talked the evening before at seven o’clock, and he

asked me: What’s new today? I said: Nothing new yet, because I just came in.

Then his smile disappeared from his face, he turned around and left the lab. It

never again happened for me to tell something like this to him, that it is nothing

new. Every time I had to tell him: I tried this, I’m doing this, but something has to

be done. He expected you to work on week-ends and was very unhappy when

one of his post-docs bought a motorcycle, because this meant that the young

man will spend the week-ends outside of the lab. Gilman was a fantastic man.

He had many students, many co-workers, many young would-be scientists

worked for him and he travelled the world to give lectures, had many awards,

very high honors. One of them, probably the highest, was the Priestley medal of

the American Chemical Society and it’s my opinion that he would have deserved

a Nobel Prize, because he is one of the fathers of Organometallic Chemistry.

Organometallic chemistry is sometimes called the third chemistry, the bridge

between the traditional inorganic and organic chemistry. It’s a field with very

broad possibilities. Professor Henry Gilman remained the same hardworking,

kind, great scientist. Even in 1976, somebody made a record and 50 of his for-
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mer students were already university professors in the United States and some-

where in the world. By the end of his carrier, of course, there were more than that

and other 50 of them were holding important positions in the industry. 

Well, what was the result of my stay in his laboratory? This is a list of our joint

publications. I don’t expect you to read it, but I’d like to show off by mentioning

how good this period was for me in terms of scientific production. We published

perhaps 18 papers together in important international journals, and I would like

to remark the following: my name is the first as author. Why? When I came with

the first draft of our first paper, this was the custom, the post-doc, the co-work-

er would write the first draft, discuss it with the professor, and then when the

final form came with the paper, with his name first, of course. It was a tradition

to have the name of the professor first. Professor Gilman looked and said: This

paper needs a change. Your name should be the first, because everybody

knows me, nobody knows you. So, in order to build your reputation, your name

should be first and, after you will have a few papers with me, your reputation

will, of course, be established. So I had this privilege to have all these papers,

except one, with Gilman’s name after mine. I’m very proud of this, because the

German and the Russian tradition was that the professor, the mentor to have

his name first and then the co-workers. 

During my stay in the United States, in Ames Iowa, in addition to working in the

lab, I wrote a book (The Chemistry of Inorganic Ring Systems) and it was pub-

lished in the United States. Working in the lab was from 8-9 in the morning till

seven o’clock at night, and as soon as Gilman left the lab, I ran to the library

and since in the United States the university libraries are opened until midnight

I had a good time preparing this book. 

In Gilman’s lab I was trained in organometallic chemistry. This was a new

branch of chemistry, developing very fast in those years and when I came back

to Romania I introduced this discipline in the curriculum of the chemistry depart-

ment. I wrote the first book on the subject in Romanian; the book was then
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translated into English and prepared with Professor Jerry Zuckerman from

Norman, Oklahoma who visited me in Cluj in 1976–77. And some years later,

when I went to Athens, Greece, I had the surprise to find our book translated

into Greek, in a bookstore. I paid 70 dollars for it. I did not know that the book

was translated into the Greek language and I wrote to the publisher, De Gruyter

in Berlin asking them if they knew; they replied: “Well, we apologize, we forgot

to tell you that the book was published – we send you a check for two thousand

Deutsche mark”. 

I continued my entire carrier the work in organometallic chemistry and my last

achievement is a combination in the new orientation in chemistry, the so-called

supramolecular chemistry with the, by now, traditional organometallic chemistry

in a book which was published together with a German colleague ten years ago.

This which was referred in an American journal with a sentence: “As a discrete

field, supramolecular organometallic chemistry did not exist until the publication

of Haiduc and Edelmann’s book”. One of my colleagues said: “It was worth liv-

ing just only for this sentence”. 

My collaboration with American colleagues continued after I came back from

the United States, after my stay with Henry Gilman. The first time I was on a

Fulbright grant, then I went a second time, next year, in 68, for six months, paid

by the University of Iowa because we agreed with Henry Gilman to spend half

of the year in the United States and half of the year in Romania. He did not pro-

pose to me to stay in the United States, but made me understand that I would

be welcome to stay there, but I said I had a family in Romania, the family was

kept hostage during those years, and I came back to Romania. Professor

Gilman suggested doing the following: spend half of the year in Ames Iowa, half

of the year in Romania. It worked for the first time but then I was no allowed to

go again until 71-72 when I managed, with strong insistence from the American

colleagues and from myself, to get a new leave of absence and in 71-72 I went

to Athens, Georgia with professor Bruce King. So I spent a second post-doctor-
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al stay in the University of Georgia, at Athens, Georgia with professor Bruce

King. He was my age but he was my mentor and I was his post-doc. And the

collaboration with professor Bruce King continues from our university in Cluj,

with a younger colleague who had cooperation until quite recently. 

When Professor Jerry Zuckerman visited us in Cluj, within a program between

NSF and I think was in the National Council for Science and Technology in

Romania. Zuckerman visited us, but I had no chance to visit him in Norman,

Oklahoma, and after one year the program was suspended by the political

authorities of the time. Still we continued with Jerry Zuckerman the cooperation

unofficially and we published together that book which I mentioned. 

More recently, after 1990, I had another chance to spend some time in USA, in

Texas, at the University of El Paso, this time not as a post-doc, but as a visiting

professor teaching in this university. And the cooperation with these three

American colleagues resulted in a large number of joint publications. Each pub-

lication perhaps has its story, there is no time to mention, but I am very happy

and proud to have in my list of publications a number of works made in cooper-

ation with our American colleagues. The Fulbright grant, the Fulbright Program

was for me the beginning of my carrier and as a guarantee for a successful car-

rier in my life was very important. 
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Vasile Puºcaº
Romanian Fulbright Alumnus

It is a great privilege for me to be here today. It is a special day, because pro-

fessionally I grew up with books published by Professor Keith Hitchins and

Professor Kellogg. I would like to thank Professor Keith Hitchins because he

was my first, and is still today my mentor, both with the Fulbright Program and

my professional carrier. When I first met him I told him: “Look, I would like to be

a historian of contemporary world. But unfortunately I was not able to find in

Romania books regarding methodological issues of research and presenting

contemporary history”. And he recommended me “The Historical Studies

Today” of Arthur Schlesinger and this book is still on my desk today. Thank you

very much, Professor Hitchins.

My second dream, let’s say, professionally, was to get specialization in the field

of International Relations. It was not possible at the end of the 70s to do some-

thing like that in Romania. Professor Keith Hitchins provided me the first text-

book on international relations which I read (Pearson and Rochester edition of

International Relations), and I would like to say, Professor Hitchins, that recent-

ly I’ve bought the fifth edition of this book. And I got involved in both academic

area and social political field of diplomacy and International Relations. 

I would like to tell you, Professor Hitchins, that at the end of the 90s I succeed-

ed to bring, of course at the University of Cluj, the first textbook in Romania of

International Relations. And six months ago, my textbook on International

Relations was printed within the IUIES Gorizia/University of Trieste, in English.

I’m very proud of that and I would like to thank you very much and of course I
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have to say that this program, the Fulbright Program, has a special meaning for

some generations. I see here young people, students which came to celebrate

with us the 50th anniversary of this program in Romania. I would like to say to

these young people here, that for many of us the Fulbright Program didn’t mean

only scientific exchanges, didn’t mean only cultural exchanges. It meant at the

same time the straightening of our wishes, and our dreams towards free

speech, towards freedom and towards a New World. 

Today, the Fulbright Program is at a moment when it must renew and reaffirm its

purpose and also to enlarge the area of its actions. Its history is well-known – it

was initiated in a certain context, after the Second World War, and the novelty of

the programs was not necessarily in its freshness but in its magnitude. Since the

First World War, the international system found itself in a restructuring mode. The

chance’s name was Woodrow Wilson, the American President who introduced

the principles that should have been the basis of the New World Order. Wilson’s

proposals were a synthesis of the modern age practices and thoughts in the

International Relations area and the international context favor these ideas. The

world seemed ready for change. Because the political actors of that time were

unable to truly assimilate those values, it was the merit of the academics to

promote them. Ideas of cultural diplomacy appeared in the ´30s, but they came

from the business environment, like Ford, Carnegie and Rockefeller foundations.

The cultural diplomacy started in the late 1930s, when the U.S. Government

sought a solution to the cultural offensive launched by the Axe Powers – Japan,

Italy and Germany – in Asia, the Middle-East and Latin-America. Then, at the

State Department, a Division of Cultural Relations was established.

In 1946, the Arkansas Senator William Fulbright saw the chance offered by the

international context for U.S. action through cultural diplomacy. That premises

determined the success of the program. The 1946 Act presented also the will of

exporting the “American way of life” in Europe. The Fulbright Program began as

an academic exchange program that promoted the study of American culture.
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The key-principle of this program was that the open and free academic

exchange should contribute substantially to a better understanding between

nations and peoples and to a more peaceful, prosperous and democratic world. 

The objectives of the first Fulbright Program (1946) were:

– travel grants for students and scholars from abroad to get to the U.S.

(IIE puts together the on-site support package of grants, scholarships,

contributions, etc.);

– let the “American way of life” speak for itself;

– travel and maintenance grants for U.S. students and scholars for study,

research, and teaching abroad;

– “internationalization” of U.S. citizens.

After the events of the late 1950, President Kennedy signed a new Fulbright

Act, in 1961. Now the objectives were larger: “Increase mutual understanding

between the people of the United States and the people of other countries by

means of educational and cultural exchange; to strengthen the ties which unite

us with other nations”. Initiated at the beginning of the Cold War, the Fulbright

Program targeted then the creation of an academic interaction and connection

between West and East. Beyond the interest of promoting a cultural diplomacy

in which the U.S. had, due to the favorable context, a visible advantage, the

Fulbright Program represented a chance for some countries to reconsider areas

of knowledge they gave up in the past.

The Fulbright Program expansion created the context for synchronizing with the

world-wide evolution of sciences and ideas, and it has been also an encourage-

ment for international scientific communication in a period of serious doctrinal

and political limitations. 

I will not emphasize in my presentation the history of the Fulbright Program. All

these gentlemen and ladies here succeeded to present and I’m sure that in the

near future new books about the Fulbright Program in Romania will be
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released. What I would like to say is that, one week ago, when the White House

released the National Security Strategy I was very happy that this document

emphasized the role of public and cultural diplomacy. And when I read this doc-

ument I changed my plan regarding my speech today. That’s why I am not

going to talk about the history of Fulbright, but I’m going to talk about the future

of the Fulbright Program. Why? Because at the beginning of the 90s I was very

proud to negotiate in Washington D.C. on behalf of my country both the estab-

lishment of the American Cultural Center here in Bucharest and Romanian

Cultural Center in New York and in the same time the Romanian-U.S. Fulbright

Agreement. Ioana Ieronim told you about this moment. I was very frustrated and

Ms. Berza perhaps remembers. I phoned her, because I was not able to come

here in 1993, to celebrate the opening of the Fulbright Program. But I still

believe today that it was one of the greatest achievements of my carrier as both

scholar and diplomat. And I would like to say that for the coming days I see and

I can predict a brilliant future for the Fulbright Program. Why? Because today

we live in a very special world. According to Walter Grunzech, when we speak

about the Fulbright Program we speak about a program that addresses interna-

tional political issues and international crisis. We are living today a very inter-

esting moment when international crisis encouraged us not to complain but to

find out, to discover, to search for new solutions. These issues, this kind of

encouragement the Fulbright Program taught us, and I hope that it will contin-

ue to do so.

The Fulbright Program represented a chance for some countries to reconsider

areas of knowledge they gave up on in the past and I’m talking about the

‘60s, ‘70s, ‘80s when historiography, anthropology, sociology were reborn in

Romania and because of this relationship with American universities, American

centers and the great work of professors Hitchins, Kellogg and many, many oth-

ers. And I would like to say that more than an opening to knowledge the

Fulbright Program meant promoting intercultural exchanges and more impor-

tantly an appetite for interdisciplinary approach that offered a real chance to
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develop sciences through new fields of knowledge. I would like to remind you

what our goal was when we did negotiate the new agreement, in 1991–1992.

Through the Romanian-U.S. Fulbright Commission we try to open the gate to

Romanian academic and scientific actors to strengthen their role in the interna-

tional dialogue, communication, cooperation and also re-evaluate and rebuild

post-1989 social, economical and political values. It also supported efficient

institutionalized scientific research in the tens of domains that connected

Romania to integrated research programs. And I would like to say that we suc-

ceeded in Cluj, at the University of Cluj, to develop the first program of the

Faculty of Political Sciences and of the Department for International Relations,

with the support of the Fulbright Program again. And last but not least this pro-

gram provided valuable arguments for Romanian linkage with the Euro-Atlantic

values, contributing to the country’s access to the E.U. and NATO. And please

believe me that it was perhaps the greatest achievement of the people which

were enrolled in the Fulbright Program. 

Today, after almost two decades, the principles of the Fulbright Agreement are

even more powerful, for they define the direction of restructuring the internation-

al system. We are living today, I said, in a special world. What is happening right

now? It’s a huge work of rethinking and restructuring the international system.

And we have to be involved; I mean Fulbright alumni and scholars in this pro-

gram. I strongly believe that much more that before the Fulbright Program holds

an important role in promoting new values of the future international system. A

system that reached to globalization, the intercultural dialogue and I think the

Fulbright Program is very well placed because it has the experience of more

than a half of century in promoting this public diplomacy, and cultural diploma-

cy. Today, the circumstances are different compared to 1946 or 1960. But today

we need a fertile ground for intercultural exchanges in a context of new and

global economic and political interdependencies. We find ourselves in a period

of very important global changes, but we are right now in a very important

moment of reassessment of contemporary values. That’s why we need today a
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special international management, dealing with huge cultural diversity, dealing

with social, economic and political global interdependencies. 

The role of the Fulbright Program is to promote a cultural diplomacy meant to

determine the development of new bounds between government and non-gov-

ernment actors of the globalized world. Scholars can actively participate in the

post-crisis reconstruction of the world, for they can be the messengers of these

new values. These values must be redefined today, both regarding the role of

international management, power balance, behavior of the future international

system and also intercultural dialogue, international/global/regional and local

policy-making. The substance, the meaning and the projections of the next

Fulbright Program are based on the globalization characteristics and are sup-

ported not only by traditional actors, but also by those that emerged and devel-

oped in the last half-of-century as a result of the Fulbright Program actions. 

The Fulbright Program, I think, is as fresh as it was in 1946 or 1961 or 1992 and

the main message of its founder, the Senator Fulbright is still very inspiring, and

I quote: “Creative leadership and liberal education, which in fact go together,

are the first requirements for a hopeful future for humankind”. And I conclude

with this: Today and for tomorrow it is our duty to prepare new world leaders in

order to shape the world’s future. And let me express once again my deep grat-

itude to my mentor, Professor Keith Hitchins. I’m proud that, yesterday, the

Academy’s Institute of History in Cluj, with the permission from the President of

the Romania Academy, gave to professor Hitchins an honorary degree, as an

Honorary Member of this Institute. Thank you very much, Professor Keith

Hitchins and God bless you and of course, God bless the Fulbright Program. 
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Duncan McDougall
U.S. Fulbright Alumnus 

It was an unexpected honor that, on my six week holiday in Europe, which I am

taking in recognition of my semi-retirement from Plymouth State University, I

would be invited to speak in this distinguished company. I am humbled. I will

attempt to relate a little of my sense of the importance of Fulbright in my life. My

tone will have a personal touch, like that which I heard from the Minister of

Higher education earlier this morning. I was in Florida in the summer of 2007

attending to my 91-year-old father, who was in his last months, when I received

a telephone call from my University asking me to apply for a Fulbright scholar-

ship to teach in Romania. When I told my dad about it, his words were: “Oh my

God, son, Romania! Isn’t that wonderful?” So, my Fulbright experience began

blessed, and it has, indeed, been blessed. 

I knew very little about this country when I applied for the Fulbright. I knew that

Romania had suffered under 40 years of communism, I knew that it was still, by

reputation, among the poorer of the European nations, and I knew that it had

recently become part of the European Union. That’s pretty much all I knew. I

also was aware of a cooperative agreement between Plymouth State

University, where I teach in New Hampshire, and Babeº-Bolyai University in

Cluj. And, some of the professors who had come back from visits to Babeº-

Bolyai had spoken of Cluj as a very beautiful city. So when I was asked by my

vice-provost to apply for this Fulbright, I did so willingly. Now, I’m going to bring

my perceptions into the present. 
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One of the things I learned in Cluj was that my Romanian students (contrary to

the conventional wisdom that they would expect their professor only to lecture,

and would not want to speak in class) responded with enthusiasm to my method

of teaching, which is based on my multiple years as a student at Harvard

Business School. My teaching is heavily case-based, wherein the students read

case studies of real business situations, do their independent analyses of those

situations, and in class discuss the cases. In this pedagogy, participation and

dialogue between professor and the students, and among the students, is abso-

lutely essential. I learned in my first class as I read a short case, in segments,

from the podium, that the students were eager to participate, and that they

enjoyed doing so. 

During my Fulbright year, I also did a bit of touring around Romania, and in the

process learned a good deal more about your country. To illustrate, let me ask

you, how many of you have accounts on Facebook? As I thought, there are a

good number of hands in the air. On Facebook, how many of you are aware of

the “Let’s Improve Romania’s Image” cause? [Only two or three hands are

raised.] Well, shame on the rest of you! There is such a cause, it is run by a

gentleman in Braºov named Morãrescu Claudiu. On that cause’s page I recent-

ly read a post by one Vincent Kuiper recommending that Romania emphasize

its “beautiful girls and cheap beer” to attract student visitors to the country,

whom he feels may one day become investors. In response, I posted the follow-

ing message: 

“Vincent Kuiper may have more marketing insight that I, but as a 66 year-old

American who spent the 2008–2009 academic year teaching in Cluj-Napoca, and

travelling throughout Romania, I have another perspective. The Romanians are

hospitable. The Romanians are diverse. The Romanian countryside is spectacu-

larly beautiful. Romania is rich in both culture, and cultures, having had in its his-

tory influences of the Greeks, the Romans, the Mongolians, the Turks, the French,

the Germans, the Russians, the Serbs, the Austrians, the Hungarians and God

only knows how many others. Rural Romania, especially in the North and South-

east is characterized by family farms still being farmed with human and animal
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muscle. The haystacks and stork’s nests are models for the illustrations I saw as

a child as my mother read to me from Grimm’s Fairytales. Romanian education is

excellent. My university seniors, in the English line at Babeº-Bolyai University were

well-read in the classics, competent in mathematics, and a delight to work with. If

Romania has a long term problem, it is that the country’s business community is

not yet large enough to employ all of the qualified graduates of its many fine

universities. Talent-seeking foreign companies would do well to invest in such a

country. Romanian culture is colored by the religious traditions of the Romanian

Orthodox Church as well as by the Roman Catholic Church, and this fact has lent

a strong sense of values to the majority of Romanians. The 40-year nightmare of

communism was unable to kill the Romanian spiritual core, hence Romanians

appreciate their freedom, perhaps more than do we who grew up taking for grant-

ed freedom of speech, freedom of the press, free elections and freedom of religion.

Romania still has its share of problems, of course, but in my view it is about to soar

into prominence as a productive and culturally advanced member of the European

Union in which old Europe’s charm and work ethic still prevail. Yes, Vincent, the

Romanian women are self-assured, confident, and many of them are very lovely.

And yes, a bottle of Ursus Dark is only one dollar in a pub. But those facts are but

surface decorations on this emerging jewel of a nation.”
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Rodica Mihãilã
Romanian Fulbright Alumna 

I’ve been presented as a founding mother of American Studies, but before

speaking about American Studies, I would like to say a few words about the

beginnings of the Fulbright Program in Romania, which I know from my own

experience. I was a freshman, back in 1963, when the first Fulbright professor

came to teach at the English Department at the University of Bucharest. His

name was Thomas Perry. And in the four years that followed we had two more

Fulbright professors, Adrian Jaffe and Ralph Aderman. Like all the Romanian

speakers today who pointed out the extraordinary impact that an American pro-

fessor – a Fulbrighter or someone met through the Fulbright Program – had on

their carriers and on their lives, I make no exception. I must confess that

Professor Ralph Aderman has really changed my life as he stirred my imagina-

tion and inspired my commitment to American Studies, which, at the time, rep-

resented for us a totally new field of study. 

In 1973, I had the opportunity of going to the United States, and after a year,

when I returned to Romania, I knew exactly what I wanted to do, for even as I

was writing my Ph.D. dissertation on Hart Crane’s poetry, I had in mind this

challenging model of interdisciplinarity which was unheard of in Romania and

was called American Studies. Only after more than a decade, in 1986, I was

given the chance to design and teach an ‘American Civilization’ course, which

was the only general course on an American topic offered to English majors at

the time. But, no doubt, only after 1989 we could talk about founding an

American Studies program. Getting American Studies institutionalized in
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Romania was, I am afraid, a very painful process. It was a painful process

because there were many, many obstacles. Most of them belonged to the

Romanian higher educational system, which was based on departmental ossi-

fication, if I may use this word, and, obviously, it was painful because as a new

area, American Studies had to face all sorts of budget restraints, scarcity of

resources and also the authority of the traditional disciplines which were not

likely to give up easily in front of these American new-comers. Finally we got

things moving. The first American Studies program, within an English minor,

was possible because we had the understanding and the support of the Rector

of the University of Bucharest at the time and later President of Romania, Emil

Constantinescu. That happened in 1993. And I think he deserves to be men-

tioned as one of those who have made an important contribution to this project. 

Two years later, graduate programs in American Studies were launched at

Babeº-Bolyai University in Cluj, Al.I. Cuza University in Jassy and at the

University of Bucharest. Sooner or later, their example was followed by Ovidius

University in Constanþa, the University of the West in Timiºoara and Transyl-

vania University in Braºov. In 1999, the University of Bucharest designed and

launched an interdisciplinary, comparative undergraduate program, offered as

an American Studies minor, which, in 2004, was developed into an American

Studies major. This major, I’m happy to say, was accredited by the Ministry of

Education last year. Taking our lead, other universities such as Ovidius Univer-

sity in Constanþa, Al.I. Cuza University in Jassy, Lucian Blaga University in

Sibiu and Transylvania University in Braºov founded American Studies under-

graduate programs.

I sketched this short history of the institutionalization of American Studies in

Romania because I wanted to give you an idea about the amplitude of the pro-

cess and to stress the fact that the rapid rise of American Studies wouldn’t have

been possible without the constant, important and well targeted assistance

which we’ve received from the Fulbright Commission and from the Public Affairs
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Section of the U.S. Embassy. This takes me back to the 1960s, to the roots of

the American Studies project. If American Studies in Romania has become a

success story, and I think it has, and if we are often invited to international con-

ferences to speak about our experience, the Romanian experience in designing

American Studies, I know that this success story has to be traced back to the

Fulbright professors of my college days, who, in those dark Cold War years of

regimentation and all sorts of restraints, did a missionary work with devotion and

commitment. They would give us books and knowledge and help us understand

what it means to live in a free world, which was quite hard to imagine in those

days. And after they left Romania they continued to send us books, articles, rec-

ommendations and advice, which is why so many of us owe them our careers. 

The experience and expertise of the Fulbright grantees have contributed

immensely to the interdisciplinary and cross-cultural character of our programs.

They helped us introduce in our programs new areas of research, such as

Ethnic Studies, Popular Culture, Native American Culture, African American

Culture, Queer Studies, etc. With their help we could offer our students better

chances to compete successfully on the changing, flexible job market of today

under the pressure of globalization, market economy and the reconfiguration of

knowledge. I really think American Studies has set a model for the reform of

Romanian higher education. 

There is no doubt that it is still difficult to create and to maintain such programs

because, as I’ve said, there are still rigid borders between various departments,

between various disciplinary areas, but our great asset is a team of young aca-

demics who were trained in our programs and with the help of a Fulbright grant

could continue to study and do research for at least one year in the United

States. In addition to working on their Ph.D. dissertations they were asked to

design an American Studies course for their students in Romania. Creating

such specialists and new opportunities for our graduates is an important aspect

of our cooperation with the Fulbright Commission. 
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Before coming to the end of my address, I want to point out another direction in

which the Fulbright Commission has proved to be of immense help: the creation

in Romania of what I would call a community of Americanists. It all started back

in 1999, when the Fulbright Commission brought together colleagues from dif-

ferent universities across the country giving them the opportunity to decide the

founding of the Romanian Association for American Studies (RAAS), which the

following year became a member of the European Association for American

Studies. RAAS has more than 150 members at present, and every two years

the association organizes together with the Fulbright Commission a challenging

international conference. Unfortunately, because of financial difficulties, despite

the assistance we receive from the U.S. Embassy or from the Fulbright

Commission, very few Romanian Americanists can attend international confer-

ences abroad. It is a pity, because whenever they can go, they know how to

make their voices heard. To conclude, I think there are plenty of things for which

we should be thankful to the Romanian-U.S. Fulbright Commission and the

Fulbright Program, to the present and the former members of the Commission.

Deliberately, I have not mentioned any names. The list would be too long. 
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Radu Florescu Sr.
U.S. Fulbright Alumnus 

Dear fellow Fulbrighters, members of the Directing Board and friends of the

Romanian-U.S. Fulbright Commission. Without the initiative of Senator J.

William Fulbright, Senator of the state of Arkansas we are commemorating the

extension of the Fulbright Fellowship as it was known in 1946 in Western

Europe to Romania in 1960. Without Senator Fulbright’s initiative in 1946 I

would not be here speaking to you today.

I may well be one of the oldest surviving Fulbright historian who had the privi-

lege of gaining my first award in the fall of 1967 and I can truly state that this

Fulbright revolutionized the lives of the whole Florescu family. Since my sons

finished their university, they have been deeply involved in a family media com-

pany which now extends beyond the frontiers of the country.

I recall with some emotion my hasty departure from Braºov on one of the last

Orient Express trains to join my father at the time a diplomat at the Romanian

Legation in London, just a few days before the outbreak of the WW II. Thirteen

years later with some emotion I recall spending our first night in the town of

Lugoj, close to the Romanian border where our white Peugeot station wagon

was surrounded by friendly children and adults. Today, as an octogenarian I

should have been co-celebrating with you had I not been hit by a motorcycle in

Southern France.

My Fulbright project was initially inspired by a great friend and brilliant histori-

an, the late Constantin C. Giurescu who encouraged me to study the foreign
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policy of Alexandru Ioan Cuza whose election in 1859 united Moldavia and

Wallachia. As I began my research, my Boston College colleague Raymond T.

McNally at the time a Fulbrighter in Moscow sent me a letter from Russia which

provoked a rather unique switch of topics for both of us which raised quite a few

eyebrows at the Fulbright Commission in Washington D.C. Enamored with

Bram Stoker’s Gothicism and the films which followed ‘Nosferatu’ and the

famous 1931 Universal Picture starring Bela Lugosi, he asked me whether I

would collaborate with him researching the historical and geographical justi-

fications for the Stoker’s plot. Ray was willing to give up his Tchadayev

research in Moscow if I postponed my Cuza project. I think both I and Ray owed

an immense debt of gratitude to a lady who became a very close friend, the late

Gene Lovecky, at the time in charge of the Romanian and Yugoslav programs.

A few Boston College envious students had a good laugh wondering: how come

two scholars spending public money and having fun?

We were both lucky in finding brilliant Romanian scholars advising us. Ray in

charge of the Dracula myth had Mihai Pop, the brilliant Czech educated folk-

lorist, Romulus Vulcãnescu, Georgetta Ene who published a thesis on peasant

folklore in the Arefu area, where the real Dracula Castle was located. Ray also

searched the German and Russian Dracula narratives as well as Turkish

sources in Istanbul. His real love however was the Stoker novel, the original

sources of which we found at the Rosenbach library in Philadelphia. Happily our

Rosenbach find has been recently published by Elisabeth Miller, a former pro-

fessor of English literature at the University of Nova Scotia in Canada, whom

we got interested in our Dracula research.

Although I was totally ignorant of Stoker’s novel which was only translated into

Romanian after Ceauºescu’s fall, I soon became aware of the extent to which

the Dracula movies had taken hold of the Anglo-Saxon world to this very day.

At the time I saw an opportunity to introduce the history of a fascinating

Romanian Prince Vlad Þepeº hitherto known only to few scholars. I finally suc-
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ceeded in introducing Vlad Þepeº to the Encyclopedias of the world. My efforts

were assisted by my uncle George Florescu, Constantin Giurescu and

Giurescu’s brilliant student Matei Cazacu. We also owe a great debt to the

archeologist Dinu Rosetti and a local clergyman from Arefu, the late reverend

Ion Stanculescu, whom we remembered at last year’s congress, his wife being

still alive. Among the scholars most closely assisting me was the distinguished

academician, the late Cornelia Bodea who recently died and was honored by

the academy. Cornelia was probably the only Fulbrighter who established a

record by teaching Romanian history and culture during a record period of three

years, two of them at Boston College and one at Ohio State University. Great

was her prestige being closely associated with Gheorghe Brãtianu, the histori-

an and last major member of a dynasty that has established the modern

Romanian state. Close was her association with Nicolae Iorga where she

taught for many years at his summer school of Valeni de Munte. Abroad she

was closely associated with R. W. Seton Watson and his son Hugh both great

Romanianists. She wrote a well known biography of R.W. Seton Watson. I

would consider Cornelia as an ambassadress at large of Romania, known to

practically every single U.S. university where Romanian studies were taught.

Since she had been honored by the academy and by her native city of Arad as

an honorary citizen, I do hope to persuade a number of her American and

British colleagues to write a Festschrift in recognition of her remarkable career.

In the course of my Fulbright years I was lucky to have inherited many of my

uncle George Florescu’s invaluable collection of books and manuscripts which

had not been given to the Academy. I have donated his rare volumes to Boston

College as have other well known Romanian scholars such as my colleague the

late George Ursul of Emerson College, the late professor John C. Campbell of

the Council of Foreign Relations in New York and a few others. Unfortunately,

after my retirement this collection has been dispersed in various corners of our

extended campus making them difficult to consult. This in spite of the fact that

the Romanian Cultural Centre in New York had described it as coming close in
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terms of importance to the collection of Harvard, Indiana University and the

University of Illinois.

At Boston College we had a long standing tradition started after my own

Fulbright, and well before my days as the first Honorary Consul of Romania in

the U.S. I succeeded in persuading Fulbright to appoint a language professor

on our campus open to all the major universities in the area. To this day in this

Athens of America not even Harvard has a lecturer of Romanian language and

culture. In the past, the late linguistic specialist Tudor Hristea from the

University of Bucharest, followed by professor Dumitru Vitcu from Iaºi and oth-

ers taught the Romanian language. The last incumbent was Victor Olaru from

Craiova University, whose one time student is presently teaching English in an

international languages school in the French Riviera. I have recently obtained

the permission of the Chairman of the Boston College Romance languages

department professor Ourida Mostefai to re-open a Fulbright lectureship for

Romanian language. Such a position would open up an interest in Romanian

studies for all the Universities in the area and finally put my book collection to

good use. This would be a great gift to the oldest Romanian history Fulbrighter

– i.e. myself.
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Dorina Guþu
Executive Director (2008–present)

Romanian-U.S. Fulbright Commission

It’s a great honor and joy to be here today. Indeed we celebrate today 50 years

of Fulbright Program in Romania, we celebrate also 130 years of Roma-

nian-American relations and also we are four years away from another impor-

tant event, the centenary of this library. We are here today for a special reason.

In 1914, King Ferdinand, following his father’s wishes, King Carol the First,

inaugurated this national library, and since then many pages of Romanian his-

tory have been written here. Personalities such as Nicolae Iorga, Constantin

Rãdulescu Motru, Dimitrie Gusti, Tudor Vianu, Constantin Parhon, Petrucu

Marinescu had meetings here, conferences and other scientific academic

events that changed the face of the Romanian society. 

Today another important page of the Romanian society, of the Romanian his-

tory is written here by all of you, by all the Fulbrighters, all the officials of the

American and Romanian governments, all the sponsors and friends, all the rep-

resentatives of universities here. It is a very, very special moment. It is an

unique moment, because for the first time we are together, sharing knowledge

and honoring the great Fulbright spirit, a inspiring and visionary spirit, the first

generation of American grantees represented by Professor Hitchins and

Professor Kellogg. We have the current generation of Fulbrighters, you will see

many of them here, and also many other generations of Fulbrighters that have

been in between. And if I look careful around here I see also many students.

Students from the Academy of Economic Studies, students from the depart-

ment of American Studies, students from the National School of Political and
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Administrative Studies and many other universities in Bucharest and around the

country and I have a feeling that here also we have several future generations

of Fulbrighters. 

This is why today I am very honored and very happy that we can also celebrate

the past but also celebrate the future of the Fulbright Program in Romania. And

if I look in the room I can see a beautiful family portrait, class picture if I can say

so, an image, a wide image, a bright image of the Fulbright Program in

Romania. And they say that an image says one thousand words.

Thank you for your presence here today and happy anniversary to you all!
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Fulbright in Romania 
A Concise History
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Corina Dãnãilã 
Romanian Program Director (2008–prezent)
Romanian-U.S. Fulbright Commission

Mihai Moroiu
American Program Director (2003–prezent)

Romanian-U.S. Fulbright Commission

Thanks to its generous message and accomplishments, the Fulbright Program,

established back in 1946, has become not only the most prestigious academic

exchange program of the U.S., but also a powerful instrument having an impact

on all other aspects of social, economic and political life in the more than 150

countries which benefit from it at this moment. The Fulbright Program creates

academic exchanges between the American scholars and their colleagues all

over the world, addressing the most dynamic groups of society – students and

academics – which have the capacity to promote respect and mutual under-

standing among nations and bring change to their societies. 

The first Fulbright exchanges with Romania took place exactly 50 years ago, in

the year 1960, at the height of the Cold War, after nearly two decades of almost

total intellectual (as well as economic and political) isolation from the U.S. and
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the Western world in general. The early 60’s were a period when the official

relationships to the U.S. were slowly resumed, and the field of culture, educa-

tion and science had the honor of breaking the ice: a formal agreement dedicat-

ed to these domains was signed on December 9, 1960 by Foy Kohler and

George Macovescu. It is interesting to note that, even if the document was

signed in December, following an oral agreement, the exchanges “unofficially”

started as early as October 1960, with the arrival in Romania of Professor Keith

Hitchins, who was the first American academic to be granted a fellowship for

study in Romania. 

A general bilateral agreement on culture, education and science between the

U.S. and Romania, known as the U.S.-Romania Cultural Exchange, was signed

in 1974, which allowed the participation of ten Romanian and ten American lec-

turers in these programs of exchange. Probably historic circumstances of that

epoch prevented the official use of the name Fulbright, but it was common

knowledge in the academic media that these were Fulbright exchanges. And

their influence was considerable, as they fulfilled the yearning from freedom,

intellectual as well as political, among the Romanian intellectuals. 

After 1990, Fulbright exchanges and relationships expanded and played an

important role in assisting the democratic and economic transition in Romania.

If Romania is today a member both of NATO and the European Union, this pro-

gram has certainly contributed to prepare the ground for it, by giving people and

institutions confidence in pursuing their endeavors. 

One crucial moment was the establishment of an Office for Romanian-U.S.

Educational and Scholarly Exchanges, a binational Fulbright Commission, fol-

lowing the Agreement between the Government of Romania and the

Government of the United States of America. The inauguration of the new insti-

tution took place in Bucharest, on May 26, 1993. As Mr. Leonard Baldyga, the

European Director of the United States Information Agency, remarked during the

opening ceremony, “even during the darkest years of repression in Romania, the
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Fulbright Program offered hope to those Romanians who dreamed of a day

when free expression would not be blocked by their government.” 

The bilateral agreement between the two governments was renewed in 2001

and passed by the Romanian Parliament as the Law 749/2001, stating that

“The office for U.S.-Romanian Educational and Scholarly Exchanges […] shall

hereafter be known as the Romanian-U.S. Fulbright Commission. The

Commission shall be recognized by both Parties as a binational, non-profit

organization whose purpose shall continue to be to facilitate the administration

and coordination of educational exchange programs funded by both

Governments, according to the provisions of this Agreement. […] The purpose

of the Commission shall be to support studies, research, instruction and other

educational activities of or for citizens and nationals of the United States of

America in Romania and of or for citizens of Romania in the United States of

America, as well as visits and exchanges between the United States of America

and Romania of students, trainees, scholars, teachers, instructors, professors,

artists and professionals. The Commission shall support such other related

educational, cultural and scientific activities as are consistent with the purpos-

es of this Agreement and contribute to strengthening bilateral cooperation.”

In keeping with its main target after the Revolution in 1989, the Fulbright

Program concentrated during the first years on the process of democratization

in Romania. And this was carried out through specific means, by concentrating

on the development of education in the field of humanities, social and econom-

ic sciences. Hundreds of American and Romanian professors and students

were actively engaged in teaching or performing in-depth research in politics

and governance, American studies, business administration and economics,

sociology, public administration, law, journalism, philosophy, film, history, archi-

tecture and urbanism, public relations, advertising, media arts, education, gen-

der studies. The experience these specialists brought over from or acquired in

the U.S. was vital for modernizing Romanian education. 
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Romanian participants in the program have played a key part, while they used

the academic experience and professional connections made during their

grants as a starting point to build new academic programs in Romania, such as

the American Studies programs within many Romanian universities. Starting

with the early 1990’s, American Studies departments and programs virtually

sprung up all over Romania – in Bucharest, Constanþa, Timiºoara, Iaºi, Cluj,

Sibiu, Braºov – producing hundreds of well-prepared graduates and master’s

students and quite a number of Ph.D.’s in this subject. Economic studies pro-

grams, as well as political studies, public administration, communication stud-

ies were developed and improved. Based on these academic relationships, an

intense transfer of knowledge occurred among Romanian and American higher

education entities. 

Many of the American Fulbright alumni also remain involved in long-term pro-

fessional and even institutional relationships with their Romanian colleagues

and host institutions. They were instrumental in concluding partnerships

between their home universities and Romanian universities; they organized vis-

its of U.S. students, professors and researchers in Romania and vice-versa, as

well as other types of academic exchanges. Also, a number of the Romanian

Fulbright alumni have come to play major roles in Romanian public life, con-

tributing to the social and political development of the country. 

Let us mention here only that the President of the Romanian Academy, Dr.

Ionel Haiduc, the most important scholarly forum in our country, is a Fulbright

alumnus, while the process of Romania’s integration into the European Union

was coordinated, in the early 2000’s, by another Fulbright alumnus, Dr. Vasile

Puºcaº. His wide experience in the area of international politics and relations

made him a very strong champion of this challenging and complex procedure. 

The Romanian-U.S. Fulbright Commission is keeping in touch with an impres-

sive number of alumni, who are ready to help the programs, professionally and

personally (i.e. by making financial contributions). It is also worth mentioning the
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mutual help between the Romanian and the American programs, there is much

interaction and assistance provided from both sides. Fulbright grantees are

making up a network; they support each other in their efforts, share experience

and knowledge, supporting in many ways the traditional spirit of mutual under-

standing and respect between our peoples. 

Fulbright has succeeded to maintain its efficiency and strength due to its capac-

ity to adapt to new challenges. The Fulbright Program in Romania is following

closely global trends and current global issues. It is one of the reasons for which

the Romanian Fulbright board has decided to introduce a new award for U.S.

scholars, dedicated to science and technology. Within this context, taking into

consideration the new tendencies in reconfiguring the weight of study and

research disciplines, the Romanian-U.S. Fulbright Commission has already

integrated among the traditional programs dedicated to Romanian applicants

the most recent International Fulbright Science and Technology competition, for

doctoral studies in sciences, technology and engineering. Romania is now one

of the countries proud to have winners of the S&T award, in fields of great inter-

est at national as well as at global level. 

We are confident that, upon their return, the beneficiaries of these both presti-

gious and generous grants will contribute, in their turn, to the development of

local sectors where the need for experts with an intense international experi-

ence is required. These specialists will be able to share their knowledge of the

global context and take advantage of their appreciation and recognition in the

worldwide environment. Quoting Alina L. Romanowski, Deputy Assistant Secre-

tary for academic programs at the department's Bureau of Educational and

Cultural Affairs, “The administration and the secretary see that there are global

issues, and the solutions to these global issues, whether it's health or energy or

climate change or food security, require creative collaboration and partner-

ships.” It is also a time for the Romanian scientific world to give more attention

to these issues, to be more actively involved in the life of the global village. 
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This trend is actually supported by Romanian high level officials and institutions

in charge with research activities. Here is the declaration made by Daniel

Funeriu, Minister of Education during the 50th Anniversary of the Fulbright

Program in Romania: “I would like to start thinking to see how we can contribute

to the Fulbright Program more and more in its research aspects and therefore

we have discussed with the President of the National Authority of Research to

see how our involvement could be increased in this program to develop more

its research component.” 

Following the trend indicated by the U.S. State Department and in keeping with

the lines of educational exchange programs as adopted by the Romanian

Fulbright Board, the number of participants in the English-language teaching

assistant component of the Fulbright Junior program will increase, providing

more support to English, American Studies and general studies in Romanian

universities. Over the last years, ETA grantees have proved very efficient in

organizing, beyond their teaching assignments, American Culture Clubs, in par-

ticipating in the life of their Romanian communities so as to promote American

culture and civilization to a large public. 

At the same time, the Fulbright Commission will continue its fundraising efforts,

in order to attract funds from non-governmental sources, to be used for the

increase of the number of grants. 
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Constantin Brãtianu 
Thinking Patterns 

Introduction

The story of my Fulbright Program is full of cultural shocks on both Romanian

and American side. Some of them could hardly be understood and explained.

However, there is a general explanation coming from the fact that before 1989

very little was known in Romania about USA, and about the American life.

Although there were some official attempts to prepare Fulbright students for

such a journey, the result was disappointing since all the speakers referred only

to political issues.

I have been proposed for a Fulbright scholarship in 1974, when the Romanian

government made heavy efforts to create the energy independence of the coun-

try, immediately after the oil crisis. As a university assistant and doctoral stu-

dent at the Faculty of Energetics (Energy Systems) at the Polytechnic Institute

of Bucharest I was fully aware of all these efforts. One of the most important

strategies of the Romanian government was to build a nuclear power plant.

However, there were many political, diplomatic and technology problems relat-

ed to the type of nuclear reactor since any nuclear program was associated with

the risk of developing nuclear weapons. Given this state of uncertainty, the gov-

ernmental decision was made to send young scientists for doctoral programs

both in the Soviet Union and in the USA. Since Moscow was very attractive at

that time, all my colleagues in the doctoral program have chosen to go for stud-
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ies in the Soviet Union. I decided to try my luck choosing a Fulbright scholar-

ship, much more difficult from academic viewpoint. However there were some

problems with this scholarship. First, although the general program was about

nuclear engineering, the topic of research was a mathematical one: finite ele-

ment analysis. This was such a new research topic that we had no information

about it in Romania. Accepting it was quite an academic adventure. Second, we

had to undertake an English exam, and for me was rather difficult since I had

learned English by myself. Finally, I decided to go for this opportunity. For many

things beyond my understanding at that time, the departure for USA has been

postponed several times, so I got the green light and final approvals only in

September 1976. I learned that my Ph.D. program has been approved for

Georgia Institute of Technology, Atlanta, Georgia, starting with the academic

year 1976–1977. 

Thus, I landed in Atlanta, Georgia in September 1976 for a Ph.D. program at

Georgia Tech, without any idea about American life, and about my academic

program. I had many cultural shocks, and I learned from the very beginning that

maybe more than the known differences between the two political systems

there were remarkable differences between the ways of thinking. Actually, our

thinking patterns are cognitive and emotional approximations of the real world

we are living in. The better these approximations, the better the decision mak-

ings for our life. Thus, I reached the conclusion that the only way for me to sur-

vive in Atlanta and to have a successful doctoral program at Georgia Tech was

to learn the new cultural values, and the new thinking patterns of the

Americans. I shall try to explain in the followings some of these issues, and to

show how they changed my way of thinking.

The challenge of finite element modeling and simulation

This was a complete new field of research, especially in fluid flows were the

mathematical complexities made the progress very difficult. The American high-
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er education was quite different then in Romania. First, the emphasis is put

entirely on individual study. Homework is the key word. Second, the courses for

graduate students are more like dialogues since students have a lot of ques-

tions and professors made the effort to answer. Thus, I had to start learning

about the finite element method by myself from papers published in scientific

journals since there were very few books at that time. I took advantage of my

good background in mathematics and in fluid mechanics. 

A paradox was the fact that although I was told in Bucharest that the Fulbright

scholarship has been awarded to me for a Ph.D. program, I learned at Georgia

Tech that I had to take the admission examination like any other students. The

difficulty came from the fact that both nuclear engineering and finite element

method were new fields of studies for me since there were no such topics at

that time in Romania. Thus, I had to prepare myself for this difficult task. The

admission examination at that time was composed actually of three exams:

mathematics, physics and engineering. Each exam was a written four-hour

exam, which yielded a total of 12 hours of solving all kind of problems from par-

tial differential equations to nuclear engineering. That was the most difficult

exam I had ever in my life. I was happy learning that I passed with a very good

grade point average, winning a hard competition against many candidates from

all over the world, since Georgia Tech is a true international university.

Professor Satya N. Atluri, a graduate of the famous MIT in aerospace engineer-

ing. He was rather young but already a well known specialist in numerical mod-

eling and simulation. He was a specialist in solid mechanics and developed

some new theories in numerical modeling using mixed and hybrid variational

formulations. He suggested me to try to use his new ideas developed for solid

mechanics, in fluid mechanics. That was a difficult task since the mathematical

equations are much more complicated in fluid mechanics. In the same time, the

mathematical formulations had to be transformed in software programs by

using the famous FORTRAN. Few people remember how difficult was program-
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ming at that time by using punched cards and very limited computer memory.

Actually, I could run my programs at the computer center only during night time,

due to their complexity and high operational capacity needed. However, work-

ing very hard and being highly motivated I came finally with some new models

that proved to be more reliable and more adequate for viscous incompressible

fluid flows. Thus, my Ph.D. thesis contributed to the theoretical development of

new finite element models with applications to the field of viscous incompress-

ible fluid flows. These new models have been presented in some international

conferences and published in some scientific journals, and they have been

always appreciated. I wanted more, and throughout my research programs and

doctoral works to create a real school of numerical modeling and simulation in

fluid mechanics and heat transfer. My books, papers and courses at the

Polytechnic University of Bucharest contributed greatly in developing this a

school, and a research community of common interests. The selected refer-

ences I presented in the final part of this paper constitute only a demonstration

of my efforts, many others being elaborated and published in these fields. In

1985 I received the Romanian Academy Award “Traian Vuia” for my original

results obtained in the field of numerical modeling and simulation using finite

element models in fluid dynamics. For me this award had a tremendous impact

in stimulating further research.

The challenge of the re-integration in the Romanian academic life

Hard to believe, but it was much more difficult to learn about American life

and to integrate my efforts at Georgia Tech than to re-integrate myself at the

Polytechnic Institute of Bucharest. Both scientifically and emotionally. I could

never understand the characteristic of the Romanian culture, not even in these

last years, of rejecting values and, in exchange, of promoting mediocrities.

Coming back I suffered tremendously since all my colleagues treated me like

somebody coming from a wonderful vacation, fact which triggered an unbeliev-
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able competition to load me with all trivial paperwork in order to waste my time

and my knowledge learned in USA.

I decided to share my knowledge and the new cultural values with my col-

leagues and my students. I considered three strategic objectives: a) to improve

the students’ curriculum by introducing new courses; b) to improve the academ-

ic life by reforming the higher education system, and c) to change the Romanian

culture by promoting the new values learned in USA. For the first objective, I

made huge efforts to promote the knowledge I learned at Georgia Tech, both to

my students and to the research community by publishing in the Romanian sci-

entific journals, or presenting different papers at the scientific conferences.

Many of my first books and papers have been blocked because I was the only

author, breaking the tradition to put as the first author my boss. I wanted to intro-

duce a new course in the field of numerical modeling and simulation in our uni-

versity curriculum, and I had to work very hard for about two years to convince

people in the Ministry of Education about the importance of these changes. At

that time all such decisions were made at the level of ministry, since we had an

overcentralized system. Finally I could introduce a basic course of Numerical

methods comparable with those at Georgia Tech, and I was very happy teach-

ing such a course.

Concerning the second objective it was very hard to think of reforming the high-

er education system during the socialism regime, but once the political regime

has been changed in 1989 I got the courage to do it. I had to do in parallel with

my academic work some professional activities at the governmental levels,

thus, I took the responsibility of working as an expert for science and education

at the Romanian National Commission of UNESCO (1993) I was also a coun-

selor at the Ministry of Education (1994). I started in 1996 to work as an expert

for developing and implementing strategic management in our university sys-

tem, in the context of the PHARE Program for higher education reform. Then,

during 1998–2000 I was the General Director for Higher Education in the
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Ministry of Education, during Andrei Marga’s term as a Minister. That was the

most stressful period of my life trying to implement legislation and change many

traditions the strategic management in our universities. Following the change in

the political spectrum at the governmental level, I declined my position in the

Ministry of Education and I worked for another year as an Expert for Science

and Education in the Romanian Parliament. In 2005, I accepted again to work

as the General Director for Higher Education for only one year. During all of

these years I tried to use my international experience to improve the legislation

for decentralizing the university system, to implement a better financial mecha-

nism for our universities and to implement the strategic management. After

almost fifteen years of great efforts I consider that many changes have been

done and that our students have now a much better academic environment

than before. More than that, I was a member of the Romanian delegation for

signing the Bologna Declaration in June 1999, and I participated in many inter-

national meetings to develop strategies for creating the European Higher

Education Area. During the Bologna process I was a very active factor to pro-

mote new ideas and values in acordance with the new European perspectives. 

Finally, I used my American experience in order to improve our way of thinking,

by creating new paradigms based on new academic and managerial values.

Thus, I encouraged as much as I could the idea of competition and positive

thinking. Also, I was interested in developing the creativity and innovation spir-

it in our young generation by being guest speaker at many conferences and by

publishing many papers based on these main dimensions. Lately I changed

even the Polytechnic University of Bucharest with ASE Bucharest in order to

have a larger impact in promoting these new ideas and values. Here, I am

teaching courses in Strategic Management, Business Management and

Knowledge Management, having as main inspiration the American literature

and experience. I promote ideas of great thinkers like Peter Drucker, Michael

Porter and John Kotter from Harvard University, Peter Senge from MIT, and of

many other professors from famous universities. I consider that my Fulbright
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scholarship gave me the opportunity to learn not only mathematics and engi-

neering, but also about the American culture and thinking paradigms. The chal-

lenge is to understand fully these paradigms and to share them with my col-

leagues and my students. I published also many papers on thinking models and

I delivered conferences on these topics. In the following section I will try to dis-

cuss only one of these thinking patterns about deterministic and probabilistic

thinking. 

The challenge of probabilistic thinking

The first shock I got at Georgia Tech was right in the first moment when I put

my feet on campus, and I asked about my accommodation at Georgia Tech

Dormitory. Since I made an earlier application for a room in the university dor-

mitory, I was surprised to find out that my name was not on the list of students

to live on campus. The explanation was very simple. Whenever there are more

applications than rooms available, the solution of the problem is obtained by

running a random numbers generator computer program. Put it simply, by cre-

ating a lottery. Thus, the only criterion for making such a decision is the stu-

dent’s luck. I was not lucky, so I could not have a room on campus. That means

to use a random or probabilistic thinking pattern for the decision making.

I used to live on campus as a student at the Polytechnic University. However,

the criterion used to decide who to get such an opportunity was the academic

performance. Even for the freshmen, the marks obtained at the entrance exam-

ination in the university constitute the only criterion used for housing. Thus, stu-

dents needing accommodation on campus were competing based on their aca-

demic results. For us, using such a criterion for the decision making process

was considered normal. But that means to use a deterministic thinking pattern,

quite different than the situation at Georgia Tech. I had to learn that the deter-

ministic thinking is only a particular case of the random thinking pattern, which
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makes its application area rather restricted. However, the Romanian education

system developed consistently only the deterministic thinking pattern.

The deterministic thinking pattern is based on the idea that things and events

must be well defined and determined before they happen. Actually, they hap-

pen due to our way of determining them. Their occurrence is certain. That

means that their probability of happening is always equal to one. Also, we may

say that chances such an event to occur are 100%. There is no uncertainty and

thus no risk associated to such a deterministic thinking. For instance, 2+2=4 is

true anytime, and everywhere. There is no question about it. Actually, determin-

istic thinking is a social invention made in order to reduce chaos and to enable

some kind of activities to take place. One of the best examples of deterministic

thinking is the time schedule for trains and airplanes. Without such a time

schedule no coordination of their circulation can be done. Another determinis-

tic thinking model is the daily working program of a given company, or the time

schedule for students and professors. Deterministic thinking is necessary in

organizing the traffic on public roads and highways. The rules established by

legislation for car driving is a clear model of such a thinking pattern. And we

have to emphasize the fact that we need such kind of thinking at social level.

Otherwise, how drivers would proceed if traffic rules would have been formulat-

ed in a different thinking model? For instance, how it would be if the rules would

say that in Great Britain driving on public roads is on the left side with a proba-

bility of 50%? Actually, legislation promotes deterministic thinking, as well as

some unwritten rules which come from history and try to introduce order in

social behavior. We learn all of these rules in schools or later in our life and do

our best to respect them. The question is how much of our social life, organiza-

tional life or family life should be ruled by such a deterministic thinking? We

should not forget that deterministic thinking, excessive discipline and order in

any organization kill incentives and innovation which might produce outcomes

in conflict with the well established order. Deterministic thinking has been used
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extensively by scientists and engineers. Most of all, the science laws we stud-

ied in schools and universities are actually a product of a deterministic thinking. 

In nature, society and life events do not have certain outcomes. Events occur-

rence has a probabilistic nature and they may happen with some probabilities.

One of the best known examples is the weather forecast. We learn from TV pro-

grams or from newspapers how the weather will probably be next days, but

nobody can assure us that the forecast is going to be 100% accurate. To under-

stand and to use properly such a weather forecast we must develop a proba-

bilistic thinking. That means to accept the fact that some events or some out-

comes may happen with some probabilities, which actually means to accept the

uncertainty related to their occurrence. However, any uncertainty has an asso-

ciated risk we must understand and, in the same time, try to reduce possible

negative outcomes generated by it. Thus, probabilistic thinking is much more

difficult and sometimes it is hard to accept it, but developing such kind of think-

ing model we will be better prepared for a future which is by its own nature

unknown and uncertain. For any company or nonprofit organization the exter-

nal environment becomes more dynamic and changeable, which means more

uncertainty for its future configurations. In order to understand this new trend

and to take sound decisions concerning future developments of our activities

we must be able to deal with probabilistic events and with their associated risks.

That means to develop our ability to identify potential risks, to evaluate their

magnitude and to conceive measures to reduce possible negative conse-

quences. Let us think of some natural disasters as earthquakes, tornados,

typhoons, etc. Their occurrence is highly uncertain, but if we understand their

nature and their impact on our houses, cities, transportation systems, bridges

and living conditions we can be able to develop some technological systems or

managerial programs and reduce their destruction force. 

Coming back to my first shock at Georgia Tech, I have to recognize that the

Romanian educational system contributed to developing only the deterministic
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thinking pattern, which is actually a limiting case of the probabilistic thinking pat-

tern. The result was a speechless situation for me, and a terrible situation. One

may ask how it is possible to develop such kind of probabilistic thinking models

in schools or universities. It is not easy and it is requiring a nonconventional

approach from professors and authors of textbooks. For instance, if a student

finds in a Physics book some problems to be solved by simply using given

formulas, then his mind will be trained for a deterministic thinking. Now, let us

consider same problems but with incomplete data and with several possible

answers. In such a situation students must input by themselves some neces-

sary data based on their own learning experience and then solve these prob-

lems for different outcomes. Also, they have to provide interpretations for each

solution and to judge their accuracy. Such kind of education is much more dif-

ficult to be done, but finally students will be able to develop their own thinking

in a probabilistic way.

At Georgia Tech I found out that although I got a Fulbright scholarship for a

Ph.D. program, I had to enter this program by passing the entrance examina-

tion. That was another shock since in Romania I was told something else.

Again, I was faced with this necessary switch from the deterministic thinking

pattern to the probabilistic one. Moreover, when I asked my academic adviser

how many available places are for this Ph.D. program, the answer was that

there is no quota. In Romania even today the Ministry of Education and univer-

sities decide how many available places should be for each doctoral program

each academic year. It is a decision making process based on the determinis-

tic thinking. How to understand then that there is no pre-determined number of

students able to enter the Ph.D. program? Their logic has been based on

selecting the best value, in a pure probabilistic way. The entrance examination

was the most difficult exam in my life. It consisted in a written “open books”

three day exam. Each day I had a three hour examination, with problems rang-

ing from advanced mathematics to nuclear physics, and from general knowl-

edge concerning risks and nuclear safety to advanced nuclear engineering.
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Students getting a final evaluation from 95 points to 100 points were considered

admitted, without any individual discussion. Students getting from 90 points to

94 points entered a second phase – an individual interview. All the others failed.

Thus, theoretically speaking, after such an examination all students could pass,

or all students could fail, a situation totally different from the Romanian context.

The difference came from the two different thinking patterns. 

Finally, I shall say that in the Romanian universities we deal with a determinis-

tic academic program, same for all students in a class, and having very few

optional courses. This rigidity comes actually from the normative way of consid-

ering professors’ load and salaries. As a result, we have the same class of stu-

dents for all courses provided in the curriculum, each semester, with minor

changes. At Georgia Tech, students had a large variety of courses, and a very

simple formula to construct curriculum based on compulsory and optional

courses. As a result, for each course there was a different class of students,

especially in a master program. Thus, the composition of each class was a con-

sequence of students’ choices. Again, the typical probabilistic thinking pattern.

Some final remarks

We see the world around us through a certain thinking pattern, developed as a

result of all the educational efforts, including ourselves. In the Romanian edu-

cational system the focus has been on developing the deterministic thinking

pattern, since this creates a predictable behavior of people. In a society based

on a culture of fear and control, the deterministic way of thinking was the best

drug for people. In the American educational system the focus is on preparing

the students for the real life, which is full of surprises and changes. Life has an

inner random nature and students should understand that through their proba-

bilistic thinking pattern. On the other hand, a simple, prescriptive and determin-

istic thinking way of life represents a rough cognitive approximation which rep-

resents only a limiting case.
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I came back to Romania and I introduced in my work with students new per-

spectives and models trying to help them developing probabilistic thinking pat-

terns. Today, after 20 years of transition this kind of probabilistic thinking pat-

terns are more necessary than ever, and we as professors must change com-

pletely our way of teaching our students. Georgia Tech and the Fulbright

Program have been excellent opportunities for me to understand these needs

many years before, and I am happy I could use my knowledge to the benefit of

our universities and students.
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Adina Ciugureanu 
The Nevada Experience and 

Popular Culture

When I told people in Romania that I had received a Fulbright grant for research,

in the year 2001–2002, at Las Vegas, Nevada, the immediate reaction was a

burst of laughter. Questions like: “Are you sure it’s research?” or “Are they pay-

ing you for gambling?” kept repeating. And indeed, what was supposedly there

to look for in Las Vegas except for gambling? There was, and there still is, a uni-

versity which has a very good creative writing program and enough money to

invite Nobel Prize winners for literature for long periods of time. During my stay

there, for instance, I rubbed shoulders with Wole Soyinka, the 1986 Nobel lau-

reate, affiliated at UNLV for both the literature and the creative writing programs,

which, by the way, was considered one of the strongest in the country. 

My choice of university was actually based on the research project that I had

proposed. At the time, popular culture, my topic, was rather new in Romanian

universities and a number of established Romanian academics showed a lot

of mistrust in the seriousness of such a subject, of what it may offer, and of

its importance to the university curricula. I was however happily rewarded for

my endeavor when the Fulbright Board appreciated my proposal and award-

ed the grant. 

Once I arrived at UNLV, my expectations were met sooner than I expected. I was

surrounded by wonderful people, both academics and non-academics, I was sur-
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prised to find in Las Vegas an honest, hardworking community, eager to help me

feel at home. Their kindness, hospitality and openness to share with me their

important family moments impressed me the most. I understood, then, what

Thanksgiving, Christmas, Veterans’ Day and Father’s Day still mean to an

American. I had been used to holiday movies showing scenes of such celebra-

tions, but I realized that the reality was no different; the eagerness and happiness

with which the Americans were preparing these holidays was indeed impressive. 

Besides, Las Vegas offered me the perfect place to do my research. It was not

only the theme park atmosphere that incited me to write about popular enter-

tainment, but also the enthusiasm with which the academics were discussing

and teaching the topic. Needless to say how enthusiastic the students were

when attending the pop culture classes, which they would not have missed for

anything in the world. I realized then that, with all due respect for high culture,

pop culture had developed into major manifestations in everyday life and that,

whether we, as academics, like it or not, the world and interests of the younger

generation have changed. Not adapting to their needs and expectations would

lead to the enlargement of the gap that has always existed between the ‘old’

and the ‘young’. Moreover, irrespective of their age, most people have wholly

adopted forms of cultural entertainment such as attending open air concerts

and joining the (mega)stars’ fan clubs or forms of popular consumerism such as

malls, chain restaurants and hotels, which means that popular culture has

marked a few victories against high culture. And there is indeed no better place

to do research on the forms of popular culture than America and no better city

than Las Vegas. In this respect, my expectations met with complete fulfillment.

The question I started from, and did research on, with a view to finding an

answer was the degree to which European folk culture and popular traditions

had influenced the birth and rise of American popular culture. Another question

was to what extent the American forms of popular culture have been exported

to Europe and influenced the growth of European culture in the recent years.
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What forms have become more popular and what former manifestations have

been replaced?

Doing research on popular culture was not an easy task. First because the topic

was very large; second because there existed at the time an ambiguity in the

definition of the terms ‘culture’, ‘high’, low’, ‘popular’. What is actually culture?

How can one distinguish between its high and low forms? Are there mixed or

hybrid forms as well? Another question that I tried to find an answer to was

weather popular culture in general was the relatively new product of culture

industry (Adorno, Williams) or whether it was much older and could be traced

back to Greek, Roman or medieval cultural forms (Bakhtin, Burke, Brantlinger).

Also how innocent of consumerist strategies is popular culture and how do

these strategies affect its growth and manifestations? And, lastly, is popular cul-

ture an American phenomenon only and are its transfer and adaptations to the

various areas of the world part of the so-called process of Americanization or

do they belong to a larger phenomenon, such as globalization? 

The debates regarding the origins of American popular culture, the cultural

Americanization of the world versus cultural globalization, the relation between

the ‘global’ and the ‘local’ in culture, the emergence and development of hybrid

cultural forms, the constant transfers of cultural models, their appropriation and

creolization by both Americans and Europeans have revealed the interest of

writers, academics, and entertainers alike in the new rising forms of people’s

culture in the recent years. 

The book I have managed to write while researching at UNLV and observing

the fascinating phenomenon of the Las Vegan theme parks, The Boomerang

Effect (Constanþa: Ex Ponto, 2002) has been considered by reviewers and col-

leagues at home and abroad a serious research and a possible answer to the

analysis of the popular culture phenomenon and its effects on the most recent

forms that culture has created in Europe in general and Romania in particular. 
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Published in 2002 in English (with a preface by Felicia Campbell, Professor of

popular culture at UNLV), translated into Romanian and published by Institutul

European in 2008 as Efectul de boomerang [The Boomerang Effect ] is the first

study in Romania to analyze American popular culture. It is a thorough analy-

sis of what is ordinarily called mass culture in Romania, but is known under the

term of ‘popular culture’ in Western Europe and America and has become a sig-

nificant component of our lives in recent years. It is a well-known fact that most

of the cultural manifestations in contemporary Romania are rooted in, or

inspired from, American popular culture: films, entertainment, hero-mania

(Superman, Batman), star-mania (Madonna), theme parks, consumerism in

general and in franchised places (McDonalds or Pizza Hut). 

The collection of essays in the volume, the result of one year Fulbright research

at UNLV develops the theory according to which American popular culture is

rooted in a number of Greek, Latin, and medieval myths, beliefs and traditions,

which have reached America with the first settlers, have been appropriated as

indigenous forms, fragmented and hybridized, to be eventually perceived as

American forms. With the process of globalization these forms were exported

back to Europe as ‘typical’ forms of American popular culture. Adopted, adapt-

ed and assimilated by the old continent, they lead to the emergence of cultural

forms and manifestations that reveal the existence of a phenomenon that the

study calls “the Boomerang effect.”

While still at UNLV, I was invited to hold the key-note lecture at the Far West

Popular and American Culture Associations yearly Conference, held in Febru-

ary 2002. The lecture was published as “Subversion and Imitation in Romanian

Popular Culture,” in The Popular Culture Review, 2003.

The complete research study, The Boomerang Effect, published in its first edi-

tion by Ex Ponto Constanþa in 2002, introduces a number of archetypal cate-

gories that connect European culture to its American counterpart and develops

the theory according to which famous twentieth-century heroes (like Superman,
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Batman, Spiderman) are recently grown branches on the genealogical tree of

European mythical heroes, such as Beowulf, to which Christian features have

been added. Gender is represented by an analysis of the various representa-

tions of woman from Virgin-martyrs to the iconic image of the twentieth-century

Madonna. The analysis of ideology in woman representations reveals the for-

mation of stock portraits (the woman in the 1930s, 1940s, and 1950s respec-

tively), that correspond to the needs and demands of the patriarchal society of

those decades. One of the highpoints in the study is the chapter on the vampire

archetype which, obviously, covers the story and history of the Dracula image

since the publication of Bram Stoker’s novel to the present-day ‘Draculas’ that

have invaded culture globally. The chapter is meant to intrigue the readers:

while the American reader finds it fascinating, the Romanian one is usually

unhappy with the discussion of the possible relation between the Wallachian

Prince Vlad the Impaler and Bram Stoker’s Dracula figure, which is largely ana-

lyzed in the chapter. Yet, it is the very turn of a heroic figure into a popular cul-

ture icon that creates the juncture between real life and fantasy and that lies at

the basis of the tremendous boom of popular culture in the world. Consumerism

is shown due respect in the study; it covers both the chapter about fast foods

and the one about entertainment in theme parks, Las Vegas included. 

The Boomerang Effect, which received highly favorable reviews, was awarded

“Premiul pentru eseu în limba strãinã” at the National Book Fest, September

18-23, 2003, Constanþa, opened new directions of teaching and research for

me. First, I introduced in the American Studies undergraduate program the syl-

labus of American popular culture on which I have based my lectures. More

recently I have developed the syllabus for the graduate programs at The

Faculty of Letters, Ovidius University, including Anglo-American Studies,

Romanian Studies, and Communication Studies. This means that for each pro-

gram I have devised a syllabus to cater for the interests and needs of the stu-

dents. Thus, the syllabus for the Romanian Studies graduate program con-

cerns, among the general topics of popular culture, the influence of American
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popular culture on Romanian youth culture, while the syllabus for the

Communication Studies graduates focuses on the communication component

on popular culture in and through the media. The Boomerang Effect has

proved a rich source from which I was able to develop various approaches to

American, European and Romanian popular culture.

Due to the Fulbright research in the States, which enabled the publication of the

study, I was invited three times at the Salzburg Seminar for American Studies

and became an alumna. First it was in September 2002, second in September

2005, when I held the presentation “Dracula and ‘Dracularization’,” and third in

September 2009, when the reading list sent to the participants to study before

the seminar also included The Boomerang Effect among a long list of bibliogra-

phy ‘musts’. Between 2003 and 2010, I made a large number of presentations,

most of them published in article form, at various national and international con-

ferences. Among these I would like to mention the article, “Globalisation ou

américanisation,” published in French in Euresis (editor Mircea Martin) in 2004,

the article, “Rosie the Riveter – An Icon of (Fe/Male) Liberation,” published in

the volume Our America – People, Places, Times (editors Rodica Mihãilã and

Irina Grigorescu Panã), Bucharest, 2005, the lecture held at the 2005 biennial

conference of the Romanian Association for American Studies, “Cultural

‘Hybrids’ or Old Metaphors for New Worlds,” published in article form in the con-

ference volume New/Old Worlds (Spaces of Transition), Bucharest, 2007. More

recently, my brief presentation of the history of popular culture at the round

table organized at the international conference “Literary into Cultural History,”

New Europe College, May 2007, was published in the Conference volume

under the title, “ Histories of Popular Culture” (Institutul Cultural Român, 2009). 

During this time I have also held a few lectures on popular culture at foreign

universities and at international conferences, symposia, Erasmus mobilities,

such as “Heterotopia and the Fabulous City: Las Vegas” (the Department for

American Studies, the University of Roma Tre, Italy, December 2002), “Dracula
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Is NOT Here” (the University of Roma Tre, December 2002), and “The Disen-

chantment of the Vampire Myth: the Dracula Case” (the international con-

ference of the European Society for the Study of English, Arhus, Denmark,

August 2008).

The rising interest of students and young academics in American popular cul-

ture and the directions in which popular culture has extended in the world and,

moreover, in the influences of American culture on the Romanian pop culture

manifestations in the recent post-communist years determined me to propose

a research project on this topic and submit it to the CNCSIS, the research

authority in Romania, for approval. The project, entitled “Transfers of American

Cultural Myths, Icons, Brands to Post-Communist Romanian Culture” was

ranked among the first in the country and received the grant in 2009. The team,

counting young and enthusiastic academics, envisages several directions of

research, is meant to analyze the extent to which present-day Romanian cul-

ture has undergone Americanisation or has been under the influence of

American popular culture patterns. Thus, one direction of research concerns

the appropriation of American models in the media (mainly film and television),

a second direction focuses on transfers of American myths and iconic figures to

minority communities such as “Lipoveni,” “Turks and Tartars,” and “Rroma.”

The third field of interest concerns the changes in spoken language, affected by

the introduction in Romanian oral discourse of American patterns of formulaic

language, while the fourth researches the ways in which Romanian Diaspora

expresses themselves on personal blogs. All these directions of research are

done under the general umbrella of globalization theories and against the gene-

ral question about the importance attached to Americanisation in the large con-

text of global culture. The team has already presented partial research results

at international conferences and published a few articles in prestigious confer-

ence volumes and journals so far.

All in all, my Fulbright experience at UNLV has opened a large window of oppor-

tunities from which I was not the only one to have benefitted. It is my students,
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the students I have met during my lectures and conference presentations, the

impact of The Boomerang Effect on students and scholars, the impact of the

articles published and, moreover, the research in progress that are tributary to,

and benefitted from, the Fulbright grant of 2001–2002. 
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Nicoleta Corbu 
Being a Fulbrighter. The Beginning 
of the Journey

What does it mean to be a Fulbrighter? This was a question that I asked myself

even before actually becoming one. What is so extraordinary about it? I could

write probably pages and pages about the hopes and dreams I had before

going to the University of Georgia, as a Fulbrighter. However, what I really want

to share with others is how these hopes and dreams came true during my expe-

rience as a Fulbright Fellow at the James M. Cox Jr. Center for Mass

Communication Training and Research, Grady College of Journalism and Mass

Communication, University of Georgia. 

This is my academic story. I have another one, equally rich and fulfilling, a story

of friendship and cultural encounters, a story of joy and fun and discoveries, a

story about a wonderful country and about wonderful people. But this one is my

academic story. It is, in fact, the story of my becoming, of my transformation and

of my implication in the international academic life. 

As any fairytale begins, mine happened “once upon a time”. Here it goes: Once

upon a time, there was a Fulbrighter who had just arrived in the huge campus

of University of Georgia. To tell the truth, it was mid August 2008. 

My experience as a Fulbrighter started with a desk in an office, an office in a

research center, where I spent a lot of my time at the University of Georgia. My

supervisor there, Dr. Lee B. Becker (a Fulbright alumnus), was the director of
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the center. I had the chance to work with him on two research projects, during

the ten months I spent in Athens, Georgia. The associate director of the center

was a Romanian, Fulbright alumnus, Dr. Tudor Vlad. Many of our current joint

projects were developed under his guidance.

This is the story of my academic Fulbright experience. It started with a project

focused on my Ph.D. dissertation.

Writing a Ph.D. Dissertation

My own research project there was mainly focused on my Ph.D. dissertation,

which I was writing at the time. It focused on brand image and brand personal-

ity from a semiotic perspective, and I was planning on doing a cross-cultural

research in three different countries, Romania, France, and USA. As it turned

out, I actually had the chance to add China, as a forth cultural space, through a

great friend I made there, Qingmei Qing, a first year doctoral student at the

Grady College of Journalism and Mass Communication. 

The focus of my dissertation is related to the way the meanings of brands are

decoded, whether it is a mental image, a cluster of meanings, a myth in Barthes’

terms (1957/1997), in other words what are the mechanisms that support the

functioning of the brand and how its meaning changes in space and time.

I propose a new conceptual theory, which opens new research directions in semi-

otics of advertising from a cultural perspective. The new theoretic perspective is

based on the concept of “advertsphere”, defined as the semiotic space outside

which advertising signs cannot be decoded. The concept is built on another con-

cept, the “semiosphere”, proposed by Iuri Lotman (1984/2005; 1990). The advert-

sphere is a semiotic space characterized by the convention of any advertising

form, as an indirect directive speech act. In the social context, advertising is rec-

ognized as such by reason of this convention, that the final scope of any adver-

tising form is not to offer satisfaction to its buyers, not to promote interesting char-
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acters or spokespeople, but to sell a product, a service, an image, etc. Outside

this convention, the decoding of advertising becomes aberrant. 

The concept is supported by a new understanding of the brand as an advertis-

ing sign, defined in my dissertation as a very unstable type of sign. Its meaning

is constantly changing in both social and individual contexts. At the beginning,

the brand is an empty sign; it is filled with meaning by every single instance of

personal or social experience with what the brand stands for. The meaning of

the brand is continuously expanding; it is never identical for two different peo-

ple, nor for the same person in different times. Built on the concept of “dynam-

ic interpretant” of Charles Peirce (1931/2005), the brand follows the logic of infi-

nite semiosis, but not in the sense proposed by Peirce, but rather because it is

a sign that reshapes continuously the cluster of meanings attached to this par-

ticular type of advertising signs. 

In this new theoretical context, the applied research raised two important

issues. The first is a methodological one, the problem of the necessary tools of

investigation – from the perspective of the advertsphere – of the way meaning

is constructed in different cultures. In this context, new methodological

approaches are presented, which plead for mixed methods that follow the logic

of the research question rather than the epistemological assumptions, thus

placing the modern research in the epistemological and ontological paradigm of

pragmatism (Tashakkori, Teddlie, 1998; Johnson, Onwuegbuzie, 2004). From

this perspective, the methods used in research should be the most appropriate

for a given theoretical problem, as a criterion of choice and construction of the

research design. 

The second problem is related to the theoretical construction itself and focuses

on the meaning or meanings of the brand and the way it/they is/are construct-

ed in four different cultures, American, French, Romanian and Chinese. This is

a first investigation in the new theoretical perspective previously presented and

analyses the differences of brands decoding in cultures situated in different
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places on the individualism scale proposed by Geert Hofstede (Hofstede, 1991;

Hofstede, Hofstede, 2005). The findings are not only important by themselves,

but they also offer new perspectives of future inquiry. The most relevant finding

is that the individualism/collectivism logic cannot be considered outside the eco-

nomic logic behind it, judging only at the opinion levels, the individual opinion

encouraged in individualist cultures and the opinion of the group privileged in

collectivistic cultures. The economic, financial logic plays and important part in

the way advertising signs live and manifest their meanings inside different cul-

tures, in the context of globalization. 

The exploratory value of the research offers plenty of future investigation direc-

tions, by the limits of this first research themselves. The concept of “advert-

sphere” offers new research areas that can be situated in the perspective of

refining the theoretical model or in the perspective of concrete results that could

be very useful not only in the academic field, but in marketing and advertising

applied research as well. 

The only thing that did not changed about my dissertation during my sojourn in

Athens, Georgia, was the main idea, the new concept I proposed there, the

“advertsphere”. Everything else changed while I was discovering new and

unexpected theoretic and empirical perspectives. I finished my dissertation

three weeks before my return to Romania, and one month after my return I

defended it, and was awarded the distinction magna cum laude. I know I owe

that to my Fulbright experience. Three month later, a short version of my dis-

sertation was published at Tritonic Publishing House, in collaboration with the

Romanian-U.S. Fulbright Commission: Brandurile Globale. O cercetare cros-

culturalã [Global Brands. A Cros-Cultural Research].

Working in a research team

Probably the most enriching experience at the University of Georgia was work-

ing in the Cox International Center as part of a research team. The idea of the
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rather small project I was involved in started during a class of Media Research

Methods. The professor teaching this class was Dr. Lee B. Becker, my super-

visor as a Fulbright Fellow. He proposed a team project during the semester,

based on a survey from a local community, Oconee County, Georgia. It was a

telephone based survey, on a random sample built from voters’ list, discussing

the 2008 U.S. presidential election. With the other 20 students of the class we

gather data about political beliefs, vote intentions, opinions on health system,

education, gay marriage, etc. This first class project later developed into a

greater one. Me, my colleague Qingmei Qing and Dr. Becker, we decided to

replicate this first study in a second one, focused on some local election decid-

ing about what they called SPLOST tax (Special Purpose Local Option Sales

Tax). This is a one cent on the dollar tax for designated capital projects that

requires periodic approval by the voters. Such an election was held on March

17, 2009, in Oconee County. The second survey was mail based and finally

counted a total of 124 questionnaires to be analyzed. 

Five different samples were created to measure accuracy of the sampling pro-

cedure for each study. They basically represented the sample drawn, the sam-

ple of eligible respondents (improperly registered voters were eliminated), the

sample for which telephone numbers could be located (also investigated in the

second survey, even though never actually used as such), the interviewed sam-

ple, and the interviewed plus improperly registered voters. They were all used

to identify possible biases due to the sampling technique. 

The main purpose of the study was to offer an alternative sampling method for

Random Digit Dialing, the main method used for public opinion polls. Accuracy

has been one of the main concerns of researchers using survey methods. The

Mitofsky-Waksberg method of random digit dialing (RDD) is the most widely

used survey method (Brick et al., 1995). It ensures that all residential tele-

phones have an equal chance of selection. On the other hand, people spend-

ing long hours at work may have no chance to be selected (Mitofsky et al.,
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2005). The disadvantages of RDD sampling method are related to the fact that

pollsters may discard or down-weight the interviews conducted with people

whom they consider as unlikely voters (Green & Gerber, 2003). In recent years,

researchers who conducted pre-election surveys have experimented with sam-

ples drawn from voter registration lists. They are used because researchers can

identify potential voters, learn past voting history, and acquire demographic

information of voters (Mitofsky et al., 2005). These attributes can be used as a

source of parameters for improving the estimates, and in the same time they

can provide a good accuracy test for the samples drown. In addition, they can

be used as stratification variables, which can improve the design of the sample.

Little is still known about the sample accuracy in different types of surveys using

voter registration lists. If investigated at all, differences emphasize the advan-

tages or disadvantages of different types of surveys and the possible biases

related to different aspects of the sampling procedures. Visser, Krosnick,

Marquette and Curtin (1996) suggest that mail surveys not only may be viable

alternatives to telephone surveys but may also be more effective under some

conditions, based on their research findings, which shows a more accurate fore-

casting for mail surveys (using voter registration lists in Ohio) as compared to

random digit dialing surveys.

Here are some results of the research. Both modes of interview, telephone and

mail surveys based on voter registration lists, provided accurate interviewed

samples in general and needed very limited resources. In both cases, the vari-

ables measuring demographics showed little variation across the samples ana-

lyzed. Although mail survey should have the advantage of covering people with-

out landline telephones, and thus providing a more accurate sample, results

show that telephone samples in both studies are accurate samples, with small

variations, if compared to the population. This provides a new, free and accu-

rate sampling method using online resources for telephone surveys. 
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The small biases related to nonparticipation observed in both studies are all

related to previous voting behavior. Telephone samples indicate that slightly

more active people in general are to be found in the online telephone directo-

ries. Nevertheless, people without landlines telephone numbers publicly listed

have roughly the same demographic characteristics with people for whom tele-

phone numbers could be located in the online data bases. 

Interviewed samples are generally accurate samples (if compared with the ran-

dom sample drown initially), with rather insignificant variations for the demo-

graphics, and small biases observed in the variables related to previous voting

behavior, all showing an increased activism in general for people who agree to

take surveys, regardless of the mode of the interview. Nonparticipation biases

are related to activism as well in both modes of interview, and with gender only

for the telephone surveys, women being more likely to take telephone surveys

than men.

Nevertheless it should be stated that the biases observed are rather small. The

samples of eligible respondents are generally very accurate samples, just

slightly leaning toward more active people. In the same time, the samples of

interviewed and confirmed improperly registered people considerably reduce

activism biases observed in the interviewed samples. Both observations argued

for another possible explanation of the differences observed in the variables

measuring voting behavior: improperly registered people in the voter registra-

tion lists. 

Overall, sampling within the population provided by voter registration lists has

proven a reliable and inexpensive alternative to random digit dialing for local

public opinion surveys.

The two studies materialized in two articles presented at two American confer-

ences, both chapters of the American Association of Public Opinion Research,

which took place after my return to Romania, in October and November 2009.

Copies of the papers (Corbu, Qing, Becker, 2009a; 2009b) can be found at
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http://www.grady.uga.edu/coxcenter/Activities/Act_2009_to_2010/Materials09-

10/SAPOR_2009_V16_Report_&_Charts.pdf and http://www.grady.uga.edu

/coxcenter/Activities/Act_2009_to_2010/Materials09-10/Curbu_Qing_Becker_

MAPOR%202009v2.pdf. 

Working in the research team for more than four months meant much more to

me than two conference papers. First of all for me it was the chance to learn all

about quantitative research, starting with sampling methods, and ending with

analyzing quantitative data. One year after this amazing experience I got to

teach research methods to my students at the Faculty of Communication and

Public Relation, National School of Political and Administrative Studies. 

Collaboration – the key

The most important part of this collaboration with my American professors

developed after my return to Romania. Drs. Lee B. Becker and Tudor Vlad

advised me and, with their help and the rector of my university and dean of my

faculty, I set up a research center at National School of Political and Adminis-

trative Studies, called the Center for Research in Communication. I am current-

ly the executive director of the center. After this very important first step, both

Dr. Becker and Dr. Vlad came to Romania as keynote speakers at the interna-

tional conference Promoting Innovation through Education, Culture and

Communication, held in Bucharest on November 6-7, 2009, and organized by

the center in cooperation with the Romanian-U.S. Fulbright Commission. 

In May 2010, a first big event was organized by the Center for Research in

Communication, in collaboration with the James M. Cox International Center for

Mass Communication Training and Research, at University of Georgia, an

exploratory workshop, Media Changes, Public Information, and Public Respon-

sibility. Two days of workshop brought together researchers and media profes-

sionals from both countries that debated, with their guest topics related to
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media responsibilities, media trends, perspective in mass communication,

public responsibility, administrative reform, etc.

The keynote speakers from the U.S. were Drs. Becker and Vlad, as well as

three of the most prominent figures in American media arena: Owen Ullmann,

deputy managing editor at USA Today, Barbara Cochran, President emeritus of

Radio Television Digital News Association, and John Cochran, senior corre-

spondent at ABC News. The keynote speakers from Romania were Dr. Paul

Dobrescu, rector of the National School of Political and Administrative Studies,

Director of the Center for Research in Communication, Dr. Remus Pricopie,

Dean of the College of Communication and Public Relations, Mihai Gâdea,

Executive Director of Antena 3 TV station, Dr. Mircea Toma, Director of the

Agency for media monitoring Active Watch, me and my colleague, Mãdãlina

Boþan, researcher at the Center for Research in communication. A full story

about the workshop can be found at http://centrucomunicare.ro/workshop.html

and at http://www.grady.uga.edu/coxcenter/Activities/Act_2009_to_2010/Act09

10_19.php. 

In the fall of 2010, September 21-24, I am involved in the organization of

another workshop whose general topic is related to the Romanian diaspora

in the academic world, in collaboration with Dr. Tudor Vlad, Chair for diaspora

and Dr. Remus Pricopie, Chair for Romanian, in the panel Scientific Jour-

nalism and Communication. Information about the workshop can be found at

http://www.diaspora-stiintifica.ro/wks9.html. 

I am confident that this is only the beginning of a long and rich collaboration

between my and my American academic friends at the University of Georgia.

We are now already planning together future events for 2011. 
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Pay it forward

As any fairy tale this one too has an end. But it is only the end of this paper, and

not the end of the journey. I know that we will live happily ever after, and I am

only at the beginning of this beautiful experience which started with a hope, and

with a name: Fulbright. I never though this could bring so many great experi-

ences, and now, when I can testify about them, I have this incredible faith in the

future of the Fulbright Program that have given me so much, and I have given

so little in return. But, as all Fulbrighters say: Don’t pay it back, pay it forward! 
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Daniel Glaser-Segura
My Fulbright Experience: 

From Expectation to Fulfillment 

Introduction1

My Fulbright experience in Romania occurred at a juncture of historical, politi-

cal, and economic events there providing an educational opportunity in the field

of supply chain management. Romania's transition was an excellent field labo-

ratory to study the effects of various approaches to supply management. Under

the command economy approach from 1947 to 1989, the Romanian supply

chain was created and governed by a central planning administration that made

all the strategic and tactical administrative decisions among supply chain mem-

bers. Few if any decisions were made at the plant level. Activities ranging from

procurement of raw materials to production of finished goods to product and

service delivery to customers were under control of the central planners. It was

they who decided what products and services were to be created for customers,

where to locate factories and distribution points, as well as to make quality,

quantity, delivery and other supply chain decisions. The decision makers were

not even referred to as managers but as, tovarãº (comrade) administrator. Their

1 I wish to express my gratitude to my Fulbright family I met at the Romanian-U.S. Fulbright

Commission, particularly to Mr. Mihai Moroiu, American Program Director, our guardian

angel for helping my family and me whenever we needed guidance and assistance.
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supply chains ultimately failed to satisfy consumer needs and by 1990s the cen-

trally planned economies in Romania and Central and Eastern Europe (CEE)

failed and the approach to government was reconstituted to allow for freer eco-

nomic and political orientations. In summary, the planned economy experiment

did not work and the market economy models were imported. Romania and the

CEE and were deemed as being in transition. 

The transition involved privatizing firms with hope that they would be able to

survive in a free market system. Much of the effort of privatization was focused

on the sale of state owned enterprises to private ownership but the effort to edu-

cate managers was more difficult. For nearly half a century the notion of man-

aging in a competitive environment was lost and would have to be rebuilt. The

lack of management skills led some firms to failure. Often they did not have the

right quality, price, design and other criteria that, when these were evaluated in

toto, did not provide customers with value. Further back in the supply chain,

firms providing primary and secondary products to industrial firms also suffered

when their buyers failed tot provide value to their customers. 

It was not just the firms providing goods to end customers that suffered, but

entire supply chains were hurt. For example, one firm in Romania was created

to make brewery and bottling equipment for all small breweries in Romanian

cities or distribution areas of 200,000 customers or less. Later, when foreign

brewers bought local breweries in Romania, their strategies generally dictated

a larger national market approach, which required larger brewing and bottling

capacity, and they were also accustomed to more automated and efficient

equipment. Consequently, they bought their new equipment from foreign sup-

pliers. This Romanian brewery and bottling equipment company saw their sales

fall in half from the year they were privatized to the next (Glaser-Segura, Ilieº,

Gica, 2008). Many Romanian companies were subjected to similar stresses

and this affected the varied supply chains. Many of Romania’s firms closed and

employees were left without work.
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At the same time, U.S. and Western European supply chains were also under-

going a transition, though not as dramatic and of a different nature. Many devel-

oped-country firms were adopting supply chain management practices that

originated in Japan. The transition in the Western countries was from adversar-

ial, short-term relationships to cooperative, trust-based supply chain relation-

ships among industrial network firms coupled with total quality and lean man-

agement practices. 

It was apparent that there was a disconnection between the transition in the

industrialized countries and Romania. Romanian firms were transitioning to the

less efficient, adversarial mode of relationships among buyers and suppliers. In

a sense, they were installing an older market economy technology when the

newer technology was better and free. All it required was a new approach to

management and training workers. It did not require new equipment. Here was

an excellent opportunity to study and advocate the new supply chain manage-

ment approach for Romania. I felt that this was my mission: to promote supply

chain management practices among Romanian managers, faculty, and stu-

dents. In this article I will describe my first visits to Romania, my Fulbright

Experience, and the outcomes and future extensions of this experience.. 

My first visits to Romania 

My first visit to Romania occurred in December of 2001. Earlier that year I was

awarded a grant by National Academies of Science, under the COBASE

(Cooperation in Basic Science and Engineering) Twinning Program to work with

a colleague in Romania. I met Dr. Laurenþiu Dan Anghel, my colleague-to-be,

by making an unsolicited telephone call to him in Bucharest. He agreed to apply

for the COBASE grant to study the effect of culture and social capital on the for-

mation of supply chain relationships and we received the research grant and

collected data. In the summer of 2002 I returned to Bucharest using remaining

funds from the COBASE program to follow up on data collection and report writ-
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ing. My wife, Lourdes Glaser, accompanied me on this trip. In our research we

found that supply chain cooperation was not a common strategy among Roma-

nian firms. The collaboration with Laurenþiu did not end with the delivery of the

report. Instead, our continuing work has been a highly rewarding experience in

my academic career (Anghel and Glaser-Segura, 2001, 2004; Glaser-Segura,

2002; Glaser-Segura and Anghel, 2003a, 2007a, 2007a; and Smeureanu, et

al., 2006). It has been a decade since Laurenþiu and I began working and I con-

sider him a close friend and colleague. When we first met, Laurenþiu was an

Associate Professor in the faculty of Commerce at the Academia de Studii

Economice (ASE) in Bucharest. He is now the Assistant Dean of Marketing at

the ASE in Bucharest.

While in Romania that summer of 2002, I also planned a student trip and

Laurenþiu introduced me to Dr. Ion Nãftãnãilã, who at the time was the Director

of the Romanian American Center for Business Excellence (CBE) at the ASE in

Bucharest. He agreed to help plan the trip and we relied heavily on Ms. Cristina

Matei, administrative assistant to Dr. Nãftãnãilã, to help us create this trip. To

this day we communicate with Cristina on a regular basis. In December of 2002,

with Ion Nãftãnãilã and Cristina's help, a group of MBA students from Our Lady

of the Lake University (OLLU) traveled to Romania for a weeklong trip to visit

businesses in Bucharest and Braºov. 

In June through July 2003 I again traveled to Romania, this time funded by the

International Research and Exchange Program (U.S. State Department) to con-

duct research on supply chain management practices in Romania. The

research was conducted through Ion Nãftãnãilã's Center and I was assisted by

three researchers he appointed. With this project I ventured out to other cities

in southern Romania and in Transylvania over a three week period (Glaser-

Segura, 2003b). It was here that I understood in more detail the managerial

needs of the newly privatized businesses. The principal weaknesses of these

firms consisted of strategy formulation, productivity and quality management
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(e.g., total quality and lean management), supply chain coordination, and devel-

opment of human capital. Many managers spoke of old ways of thinking that

needed to change and were looking for solutions. These problems required cul-

tural and management practices change within their organizations.

In November of 2003 I was invited by Dr. Bogdan Rusu to accompany Pro-

fessors Alicia Gresham and John Swiger from OLLU to the city of Iaºi in north-

east Romania to deliver a letter of celebration from OLLU to Gheorghe Asachi

Technical University in Iaºi to commemorate its190th anniversary. On this trip

we gathered data from entrepreneurs associated with Ion Nãftãnãilã's Center

for future case studies and became better acquainted with educational and

industrial leadership in the northeast region of Romania. While in Iaºi at the

celebration, we met Bogdan's father, Dr. Costache Rusu, director of the MBA

program at Gheorghe Asachi Technical University. After discussing future

exchange opportunities, we invited his two assistants, Ms. Dana Deselnicu and

Mr. Ovidiu Gavriliþã, to visit San Antonio to conduct research. They stayed in the

dorms at OLLU during July 2004. Ovidiu was given a wide open opportunity to

view business operations at an American firm in San Antonio and Dana spent

time doing research at the OLLU library for her dissertation. 

My Fulbright Experience

In July 2004, in anticipation of the impending Fulbright Scholarship at the ASE

in Bucharest, my wife and I attended a three-week Romanian language sum-

mer school in Baia Mare, in the northwest Maramureº region. The summer

school was sponsored by the Romanian Cultural Institute (www.icr.ro). We

delved deeper into understanding Romanian language, history, and culture. At

the conclusion of the course, we returned to Bucharest to leave a rent deposit

for an apartment in Bucharest and then returned to the U.S. to get ready for the

Fulbright experience. 
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In September of 2004 my daughter, Jasmine, and I traveled to Bucharest for the

Fulbright Program. My wife arrived a month later. We settled into our apartment

and, once school began in October, I began working on my Fulbright

Scholarship duties based at Ion Nãftãnãilã's Center for Business Excellence

(CBE). My responsibilities included teaching classes in market research and

supply chain management in a newly created Master's of Business Excellence,

and a section of principles of management for undergraduate students. As part

of my assignment, I also studied supply chain topics, as proposed in my appli-

cation for the Teaching and Research Fulbright Scholarship. I occupied an

office with a cadre of doctoral students and others who were associated with the

Center for Business Excellence. The environment there was excellent for dis-

cussing new ideas and forming friendships.

In that fall semester I had two sets of visitors from OLLU. Dr. John Ronald “Star”

Carey, Professor of Marketing at OLLU, came with his wife, Sandy, to

Bucharest to give a presentation at ASE and to do some research on market-

ing in Romania. In addition, Dr. Valarie Spiser, Assistant Professor of

Leadership Studies at OLLU, brought a group of graduate leadership students

to Romania to study the transition of leadership styles in Romania. In both

cases, Ion Nãftãnãilã was instrumental in providing support and arranging their

meetings through his Center for Business Excellence.

In late January 2005, I returned to San Antonio to teach at OLLU and as soon

as the spring trimester was dismissed in late April, I returned to Bucharest to

finish the remainder of my Fulbright assignment from May to June 2005. In this

period I taught human resource management and concentrated more on

research. In the period from September 2004 to June 2005, I engaged in sev-

eral activities that I consider to be highlights of my Fulbright Experience, in addi-

tion to my teaching and research activities.

The first of these activities was working with students in the Master's of

Business Excellence I met Mr. Sorin Vâlcea and Ms. Ionela Jianu. Both were
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students in the graduate classes I taught and they were also my assistants in

the principles of management class. They were also situated in the common

office at the Center for Business Excellence. This relationship continues as an

enduring source of friendship and collegial productivity. Their friendship was not

just extended to me at school but also with my family. In late fall of 2004, Ionela

invited my family and me to visit her hometown of Râmnicu Vâlcea in the

foothills of the Balkan mountain range in southwest Romania. We stayed at

Ionela's home and met her family. We had a chance to practice our Romanian

language skills, since her family did not speak English. Sorin was also from

Râmnicu Vâlcea and we also visited with him and another ASE student while

there. This and other visits with students and their families in their homes were

one of the highlights of living in Romania. We gained a deeper appreciation for

our host country and new extended family.

Ionela and Sorin are now members of the academic community and I was glad

to be a part of their decision to join. Here are some examples of my collabora-

tion with Ionela and Sorin. In the spring of 2005, Sorin and I wrote a case study

of a farm implements company struggling with supplier quality problems. We

submitted this case to a conference in the U.S. later that year (Glaser-Segura,

Tucci and Vâlcea, 2005). Ionela and Sorin also collaborated on business edu-

cation research that was published in conference proceedings and later pub-

lished in journals (Glaser et al., 2006; Glaser-Segura, et al., 2007; Glaser-

Segura et al., 2009; Glaser et al., 2010). 

In 2006 Sorin collected data from over 120 Romanian firms for a multi-country

study of world class manufacturing practices in emerging country firms from

which we are in the process of publishing with assistance from researchers in

Brazil and Argentina. The funding for this research was provided by Dr.

Stephen C. Jones at Arkansas Technical University. In addition, Sorin applied

to study in the U.S. and is about to finish the Ph.D. program in Business

Administration in Management at Oklahoma University. In 2010 Ionela finished

her Ph.D. at ASE and is now an Assistant Professor in Management at ASE.
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Also resulting from the collaboration with Ionela was my introduction to Dr.

Constantin Brãtianu, the chair of her doctoral committee. Constantin is the

Chair of the UNESCO Department of Business in Foreign Language at ASE

and he is a former Fulbrighter who studied his Ph.D. in the U.S. in the 1970s.

From the initial introduction from Ionela, Constantin and I have worked togeth-

er in conference organizing, writing articles for conference proceedings, and

publishing in academic journals (Glaser-Segura, et al., 2009; Glaser-Segura, et

al., 2006; Glaser-Segura, et al., 2010; Glaser et al., 2007; Glaser-Segura et al.,

Voges et al., 2010). Also important is the support received from Constantin in

taking U.S. professors and students to visit Romania. In May of 2008, he orga-

nized the guest speakers and site visits for a study abroad group of OLLU

healthcare MBA students with Professor Lamar Odom from. Again, in May of

2010, Constantin helped organize the in-country program for a group of MBA

students, this time from Texas A&M University – San Antonio. In October 2008,

Constantin invited Professor Malcolm Ree from OLLU to participate as a ple-

nary speaker at the International Conference for Business Excellence in

Braºov. On this visit, Malcolm and I also taught a course on business research

methodology at ASE in Bucharest for over 20 doctoral students and assistant

professors. In October 2009, Dr. Kathleen Voges from Texas A&M University –

San Antonio was invited to give a plenary session presentation at the

International Conference for Business Excellence in Braºov. In both of these

instances I was also a plenary session presenter (Glaser-Segura, 2008; Glaser

et al., 2009). Constantin, Kathleen, Alina Dima, and I continue to work on

research related to the Bologna Process. In addition to our collaboration in

Romania, Constantin has also traveled to the U.S. In the spring of 2007 he

came to OLLU in San Antonio as a visiting professor where he gave lectures for

faculty and students and the community on strategic management.

Horaþiu Cîrtiþã is another individual I met during my Fulbright Experience. I met him

at a lecture that I gave on supply chain management at the University of
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Babeº-Bolyai (UBB) in the city of Cluj Napoca in December of 2004. Horaþiu, a

doctoral student in supply chain management at the time, introduced me to his

department chair, Dr. Liviu Ilieº, and others in the school of business. This meet-

ing led to an invitation for a future appointment as a visiting professor for their MBA

program in May to June of 2005 and again in the same period in 2006. In addition

to teaching, I co wrote a case study (Glaser-Segura, Ilieº, Gica, 2008) and pub-

lished an article in a journal edited by Liviu (Glaser-Segura and Mudge, 2007). 

While I was at UBB, Ms. Oana Gica, then a doctoral student in management,

was a research assistant for the classes I taught and also research assistant.

She was instrumental in the case we co-wrote with Dr. Ilieº. Oana also assist-

ed in the data collection for research on the effect of various teaching strategies

on the formation of professional identity in undergraduate students, which we

have submitted to a journal for publication. In June 2007, Oana Gica came to

San Antonio to do research for her dissertation on the balanced scorecard

method in San Antonio, also as a guest of OLLU. She graduated recently from

the Ph.D. program at UBB and is now an Assistant Professor of Business

Administration at UBB.

While working with Liviu, I also met Dr. Anca Borza, who at the time was Vice

Rector at UBB and Professor of Management. She invited me to present a class

on case study writing for doctoral students and professors in 2005. Our collab-

oration also resulted in a paper presented at the Association for Small Business

and Entrepreneurship San Antonio with Dr. Stephen C. Jones and Mr. Ovidiu

Bordean (Glaser-Segura, et al. 2009). The fourth author, Mr. Bordean, spent a

month in San Antonio in 2008 with support from OLLU and an E.U. grant to col-

lect data in the hospitality industry for his dissertation. He recently graduated

from the Ph.D. program in Management at UBB. In addition to Horaþiu, Ovidiu,

and Oana, OLLU received two undergraduate students from UBB. One of them,

Ms. Irina Salanta, is now studying her Ph.D. in business at UBB. 
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Horaþiu Cîrtiþã, in 2005, transferred to an economics Ph.D. program at the

University of Padua in Italy on a European Union scholarship. As a condition to

receiving his grant, Horaþiu was required to conduct research in a third country

and he chose to visit San Antonio, Texas where he was received as a scholar-

in-training at OLLU. His dissertation research would be on downstream supply

chain performance metrics. Horaþiu wrote the research design and collected

data while in San Antonio. We presented a paper on the topic at a conference

in the Netherlands (Glaser-Segura and Cîrtiþã, 2008) are currently pursuing a

journal publication of this research. 

Outcomes and extension of my Fulbright Experience

I found that my Fulbright Experience was one of the most rewarding events of

my life. I made many friends and I find that my trips do not last long enough time

to spend time with each. My interest in Romania broadened during my Fulbright

stay. In addition to research on supply chain management topics it broadened

to include business administration pedagogy. Moreover, I have also determined

what is sustainable. In this last section, I will describe my understanding of sus-

tainable programs followed by a discussion of my future plans.

For the first topic, I have found that working with Romanian professors was

highly sustainable. Romanians are receptive to foreigners from the U.S.,

Western Europe and other developed countries. Romanians also find their

schools receptive to inviting foreign professors to teach, especially if the univer-

sity has an English language program, which is usually the case in the major

Romanian universities. 

Collaborative research will work, too. Romanian professors are required to pub-

lish in recognized international journals, which tend to be U.S. or Western

European journals. Having a foreign partner proficient in English and/or experi-

enced in publishing increases the probability of getting an article published.
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Often, the visiting scholar has developed a research design and requires data

collection from an available population. Collecting data from Romanian stu-

dents is not a problem. Collecting data from managers of Romanian companies,

however, will require that students assist in data collection. Trust in company

outsiders is low and requires using personal contacts, such as one of the stu-

dent's family members. Mail, Internet-based, and telephone surveys will not

work. Sustainable collaborative relationships work but will depend on funding to

support travel for teaching, research funding and conference attendance.

Competitive grants help to start collaborative programs but ongoing university

based funding is important to make relationships sustainable.

Inter university collaboration, such as exchange programs for students and fac-

ulty and degree programs are a bit more difficult to achieve. Signing agree-

ments is common for short term projects, such as assisting on a specific study

trip. As projects become long term or repeating and require consistent funding

needs, sustainability becomes less probable. OLLU attempted to negotiate dual

degree exchange programs with Romanian universities and none came to

fruition. Partially responsible were lack of funds and different accreditation

requirements.

The extension of my Fulbright Experience will consist of focusing on teaching

pedagogy and research on teacher pedagogy of business administration topics

in addition to teaching and research of supply chain management topics. From

previous research (Glaser et al., 2010; Glaser et al., 2007; and Voges et al.,

2010), I found challenging perspectives on higher education reform. Romanian

students are asking for better teaching methodologies in business administra-

tion. Just as the economic orientation has changed, students want instruction

that is less theoretical and more practical. This will require a reorientation of how

professors see their role in the classroom to use more practical pedagogies. 

Another area of interest involves the Bologna Process and the mobility within

Europe. Mobility is good for Romania as professors and students move beyond
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their traditional domain to learn how business is conducted in other countries.

Along with mobility, the Bologna Process provided educational reform. Mobility

and educational reform are topics that need further study especially as they

impact the U.S.

In closing, I would encourage my colleagues to apply for a Fulbright assign-

ment. The rewards are wonderful. As we live in an increasingly globalized vil-

lage, living and teaching abroad is an experience that will improve our profes-

sional lives.
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Keith Hitchins
A Fulbright to Romania, 1960–1962

My direct connection with Romania began with a telephone call from the State

Department in Washington in the spring of 1960 asking whether I would be

interested in a fellowship for study in Romania if one became available. I replied

that I certainly would be, as I was working on my doctoral dissertation and a

stay in Romania would enable me to extend my research.

My indirect connection with Romania had begun some years earlier when I

entered the Ph.D. program in history at Harvard University. My main field was

Southeastern Europe from 1453 to the present, and within that field I was grad-

ually drawn to the study of Romanian history because it offered many subjects

of great interest to me in general, especially the processes of nation building

and cultural and intellectual history. These interests also stimulated my work in

the three other fields I had chosen: medieval France, early modern Europe, and

Russia. My introduction to the Romanian language came in a course for grad-

uate students in Romance philology intended to give them the fundamentals of

Romanian, a purpose that satisfied my needs perfectly. The reader we used

was Carlo Tagliavini, Antologia romena (Heidelberg-Bologna, 1923), which

introduced me to many Romanian authors, including Eminescu (Scrisoarea III,

Luceafãrul), Caragiale (Scrisoarea pierdutã), Creangã (Amintiri din copilãrie),

Alecsandri (Sentinela românã), and excerpts from the works of seventeenth-

century historians Grigore Ureche and Miron Costin. My adviser, Professor

Robert Lee Wolff, a Byzantinist who also taught Southeastern European and
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Russian history, and the lively cohort of Byzantine history doctoral candidates

expanded my interests in the eastern Mediterranean and the Black Sea back to

classical and medieval times.

I continued my studies of Romanian language and culture in the 1957–1958 aca-

demic year in Paris under a Fulbright fellowship. At the Institut d’Études

Roumaines of the Sorbonne Professor Jean Boutière, who had written his doctor-

al dissertation on Ion Creangã, gave courses in Old Romanian texts, folklore, and

linguistics, and Dr. Emil Turdeanu, a specialist in Romanian literature, lectured in

Romanian on nineteenth-century Romanian classics and on the development of

the Romanian short story. My studies at the Institute were, I think, in great part

responsible for my decision to make Romanian history and culture my specialty.

I used my stay in Paris to look for materials for my dissertation in various libraries,

especially the Bibliothèque Nationale with its rich collections on Eastern Europe,

including the Fonds Émile Picot, and the Institut d’Études Byzantines with its

extensive holdings of Romanian scholarly journals. I enrolled in the École des

Langues Orientales Vivantes to continue my study of Hungarian, begun several

years earlier with a tutor, and began the study of Modern Greek. I also had the

opportunity to travel to Vienna to see materials in the Haus-, Hof- und

Staatsarchiv and to Sremski Karlovci, Yugoslavia, to do research in the archive of

the Serbian Orthodox Church in the Habsburg Monarchy.

Upon my return home from France in the fall of 1958 I began teaching modern

European history (France, Germany, the Habsburg Monarchy, and Russia) at

Wake Forest University in Winston-Salem, North Carolina, a marvelous place

to begin a teaching career with good students and supportive colleagues.

Although the teaching load was twelve hours a week, rather high by today’s

standards, I had time to work on my dissertation.

The dissertation dealt with the emergence of a sense of national identity and the

idea of the ethnic nation among the Romanians of Transylvania between the

first half of the eighteenth century and the revolution of 1848. Intellectuals were
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the focus of study because they were mainly responsible for formulating the

idea of a Romanian nation in the modern sense of the term. They were also fully

engaged in propagating it among the broader layers of the population through

their writings on Romanian history and language and the numerous institutions

they founded – schools, cultural societies, and newspapers. For most of the

period the majority of intellectuals were clergy, a situation that reflected the

nature of Romanian society in Transylvania and gave the burgeoning move-

ment for national self-determination its distinctive character. I wanted to place

their activities and the Romanian movement in general within the context of the

political and cultural development of the Romanians of Transylvania and of the

other peoples of the principality and to view these matters from the broader per-

spective of the emergence and evolution of modern national feeling in Central

Europe as a whole.

In September of 1960 the State Department notified me that a fellowship to

Romania was indeed available, and I was happy to accept it. I arrived in

Bucharest on October 15 after a long flight from New York via Amsterdam,

Cologne, and Vienna. There were few passengers on the flight from Vienna to

Bucharest on Tarom, the Romanian Airlines. Representatives from the

American Legation and the Romanian Ministry of Education met me at Bãneasa

Airport. The officials from the Ministry took me to the center of the city to the

Athénée-Palace Hotel, which was to be my home in Bucharest during the near-

ly two years I stayed in Romania. They also gave me my first month’s stipend,

3,000 lei (the official rate of exchange was 12 lei to the dollar), which proved

adequate for my needs (my room at the hotel was 28 lei per night). The next

morning I went to the University for a meeting with the Dean of the Faculty of

History, the archeologist Professor Gheorghe ªtefan, and several professors,

which had been arranged by the Ministry of Education. The conversation

focused on my plans for study and research, as Dean ªtefan and his colleagues

had apparently not been fully informed about my status as a doctoral candidate.
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The discussion was formal, but friendly, and Dean ªtefan offered to be of help

in any way that he could.

A few days later I went to the Institute of History of the Romanian Academy to

meet the Director, Professor Andrei Oþetea, who was to be my adviser. He was

a highly respected scholar who had been appointed Director of the Institute in

1956 to lead the effort to restore scholarly standards to the study of Romanian

history, which for almost a decade had been undermined by the emphasis

placed on disseminating ideology and accomplishing the current political and

social agenda by the Romanian Communist Party. Professor Oþetea expressed

much interest in my dissertation topic and research plans and arranged for me

to use the libraries of the Institute and of the Romanian Academy. Throughout

my stay and in subsequent visits he was most generous with his support.

I soon fell into a comfortable routine, which combined research on my disserta-

tion with extensive readings in Romanian history and literature and an effort to

become acquainted with contemporary Romanian intellectual and cultural life.

The collections of manuscripts, books, and periodicals at the Library of the

Romanian Academy became the chief focus of my research. Among the trea-

sures were the correspondence of the so-called forty-eighters, those who led

the movement for national political and cultural rights during the revolution of

1848 in Transylvania, a rich bibliography of scholarly secondary works and of

volumes of published documents and correspondence, and complete runs of all

the important national and provincial historical and literary reviews from the mid-

dle of the nineteenth century to the 1950s. Much of this printed material was

simply not available in the United States or in Paris or Vienna, gaps in collec-

tions which suggest that interest in Romanian history and culture had reached

only modest levels.

By the spring of 1961 it was evident that the amount of material still to be gone

through was immense, and so I applied for and received a fellowship for the

1961–1962 academic year. A part of that year I spent in Cluj under the same
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conditions as my first year in Bucharest. My stipend remained the same, and I

lived in the Hotel Continental, on the main square, paying some 25 lei per night.

My study routine was also similar to the one that had worked well in Bucharest.

Of great value were the holdings of the manuscript section (“manuscrise”) of the

Library of the Romanian Academy. It housed the archives of the Transylvanian

School, that is, of those scholars and priests who in the late eighteenth and

early nineteenth century imposed their own vision of what the Romanian nation

was through pioneering works of history and language. I was fortunate to meet

Pompiliu Teodor, then a principal researcher at the Library and the leading

younger specialist in the Enlightenment and Romantic eras and in those sub-

jects that were of particular interest to me. He guided my research in ways that

opened up new avenues of inquiry and made easier the tasks before me.

Among many other things, he introduced me to the manuscript in four volumes

of Samuil Micu’s Istoria, lucrurile ºi întâmplãrile românilor. It was my first expe-

rience in reading handwritten Cyrillic script. I also met Pompiliu’s wife, Felicia,

a chemist, who would come to “manuscripts” from time to time. They were

studying English together and were using a very good textbook for self-study by

Leon Leviþchi, Învãþaþi limba englezã fãrã professor. Occasionally, we had short

sessions of reading out loud, as they wished to improve their accent, which was

already remarkably good. For my purposes the collections of published sources

and periodicals in the Central Library of the University of Cluj were also essen-

tial. Here, as at the libraries in Bucharest, I had access to the complete cata-

logue, rather than the public catalogue, from which a number of authors had

been removed for ideological and political reasons and whose works were still

officially deemed unsuitable for students and a wider readership. I must say,

though, that by 1961 the number of such authors had been reduced significant-

ly in practice as the party felt more secure in its authority and as its cultural and

intellectual priorities diversified. Indispensable were the two weekly newspa-

pers founded by the forty-eighter George Bariþiu in 1838, Gazeta de

Transilvania, devoted to current affairs and cultural and historical problems, and
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the literary and cultural review, Foaie pentru minte, inimã, ºi literaturã. Both pro-

vided information not readily available elsewhere, but their chief value for me

was as a gauge of public opinion (among intellectuals) and as a means of pen-

etrating the mental climate of the times. I was glad also to find abundant mate-

rials in Hungarian and German, which allowed me to expand the perspectives

from which to approach the Romanian movement for cultural and political rights.

Social life in both Bucharest and Cluj was somewhat limited. At the Library of

the Academy, the Institute of History, and the University in Bucharest and at the

libraries in Cluj everyone was most helpful and friendly. At the manuscript sec-

tion of the Library of the Academy in Cluj, for example, after a few weeks, I was

invited to the morning coffee break of the staff, which allowed for an informal

discussion of history, research, and ordinary events. The initiative for this stand-

ing invitation, I was told, came from Professor Raluca Rîpan, the President of

the branch of the Romanian Academy in Cluj and a leading chemist. My daily

visits to “manuscripts”, usually lasting the whole day, were also made easier by

the Director of the Library, Mihail Triteanu, who was only a few years older than

I was and from whom in subsequent years I was to learn much about Romanian

folklore and Romanian populist writers such as Pavel Dan. But contacts ceased

when I left the building. I understood why Romanians would be reluctant to

associate with an American outside the professional framework provided by the

cultural exchange. In almost all the families of intellectuals of whom I had some

knowledge at least one member had been arrested and imprisoned, because of

contacts of one kind or another they had had with Americans or other

Westerners. In subsequent stays in Romania I was to learn much more about

this aspect of life from conversations I had with those who had experienced

longer or shorter periods of imprisonment. 

There were notable exceptions to this hesitancy about social contacts. I had the

good fortune to meet Petru Comarnescu, who had been a member of the so-

called “young generation” of intellectuals of the late 1920s and 1930s, which
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included Mircea Eliade and Emil Cioran. Comarnescu had obtained his doctor-

ate in philosophy at the University of Southern California in 1931, had written

widely about the United States, and had become perhaps the chief promoter of

American literature in Romania, translating, among other works, the plays of

Eugene O’Neill. Now in the early 1960s he was eager to renew contacts with

Americans. Our numerous conversations introduced me to the atmosphere of

intellectual life in Bucharest in the decade before the Second World War and

stimulated me to read the works not only of the young generation but also the

writings of many others who were engaged in the great interwar debate about

who the Romanians were and what course of development they should follow.

The works of most of the participants in this debate were still on the prohibited

list and therefore did not circulate. I contacted Petru Comarnescu whenever I

came to Bucharest and with American colleagues arranged a lecture tour for

him in the United States in 1967. 

Another interesting contact I made at the Library of the Romanian Academy was

with Constantin Stavilã. He had obtained his doctorate in philosophy from the

University of Bucharest and had been principal secretary to the Minister of

Education, the philosopher Ion Petrovici, during the Second World War. He and

his wife, who taught Greek and Latin at a lycée in Bucharest, had kept the upper

floor of their small house near the Roman Catholic cathedral of St. Joseph and

invited me to supper frequently during my stay in Bucharest. They, too, intro-

duced me to the atmosphere of pre-Communist Bucharest, especially to a world

of religious and social thought that would otherwise have been closed to me. It

was from their library that I obtained my first copies of works by authors on the

index – Emil Cioran, Mircea Eliade, Nichifor Crainic, Nae Ionescu, and the the-

ologian Dumitru Stãniloaie, who wrote on Orthodox spirituality and the relation-

ship between Orthodoxy and Romanian nationhood. The Stavilas had very good

contacts with members of the Orthodox clergy. In June 1961 we took a day trip

to two monasteries near Bucharest – Cernica and Cãldãruºani, both built in the

first half of the seventeenth century. My friends introduced me as a Saxon from
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Transylvania in order not to arouse anxiety over the presence of an American.

We met the abbots of both monasteries and had interesting conversations about

the contemporary spiritual life of monks and their role in the new society. At

Cãldãruºani I also met the former abbot, Atanasie Dincã, who had retired some

years earlier. When my friends introduced me as a Saxon from Transylvania, he

immediately detected that I was not German. My friends then confided to him

who I was, but he was not at all put off by the revelation. We spoke about my

dissertation and the role of the Orthodox clergy in the Romanian national move-

ment, and before leaving he gave me copies of two of his books on Theodore of

Stoudios, the ninth-century Byzantine monastic reformer.

An enjoyable and instructive enterprise I engaged in both Bucharest and Cluj

was book-collecting. I decided that I would try to put together my own library of

books and periodicals on the history and culture of Romania, since I didn’t

expect to obtain a teaching position at a large university where the library would

have good holdings on Romania. I also had to decide whether to limit my collect-

ing to the subjects I was then interested in or try to cover all of Romanian histo-

ry and culture. I chose the latter course. I included history of literature and liter-

ary works themselves, as it seemed to me important for an historian to be

acquainted with prose and poetry that reflected the society and the spirit of the

times. I therefore regularly made the rounds of the second-hand bookstores.

Perhaps the best of them in Bucharest was in the Kretzulescu Passage just off

Calea Victoriei. They had for sale very good works published before 1945,

notably many monographs and volumes of sources published under the aus-

pices of the Romanian Academy. Among the treasures I found there were works

by members of the Transylvanian School, Petru Maior’s Istoria pentru începutul

românilor în Dacia, the second edition of 1834, and the three volumes of

Gheorghe ªincai’s Cronica românilor ºi a mai multor neamuri, the 1853 edition.

There were other good stores, too, at one of which I bought Magazin istoric pen-

tru Dacia (1845–1848), a history journal founded by the forty-eighter Nicolae

Bãlcescu. I was also careful to keep track of new publications in history, litera-
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ture and related fields and found the bookstore of the Romanian Academy at the

corner of Calea Victoriei and Gheorghiu-Dej Boulevard and the Mihail

Sadoveanu Bookstore on Magheru Boulevard very good for these purposes.

Recreation took various other forms, too. I walked a great deal in Bucharest and

in this way became acquainted with most sections of the city from the vibrant

Piaþa Unirii, whose market drew people from every walk of life who came to buy

or sell, to the more sedate Aleea Alexandru and Primaverii district. I walked of

course to Strada Lipscani and all the small commercial streets nearby and to

Curtea Veche and to that part of Bucharest where Palatul Poporului now

stands, but which in the early 1960s gave one a good idea of what Bucharest

looked like at the turn of the century. I also went to the theater, the opera, and

the movies. It was a time when more and more American movies were being

shown, including “The Old Man and the Sea” with Spencer Tracy and “Love of

Life” with Kirk Douglas. One of the most popular was “The Apartment” with Jack

Lemon and Shirley MacLaine, who came to Bucharest shortly after it had been

shown, in 1961, I think. They spent three days in Bucharest and Braºov, meet-

ing everyone and sparing themselves not at all. The American Legation held a

reception for them, to which all Americans were invited, and in this way I got to

meet them. Romanians also came, among them some from the Writers Union,

including, if I remember rightly, the poet Mihai Beniuc.

In the fall of 1962 I returned to my teaching post at Wake Forest, completed my

dissertation, and received my doctorate in 1964. After additional research it was

published as The Rumanian National Movement in Transylvania, 1780–1849

(Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1969). By then I was engaged in

other projects. While working on the dissertation, I had become interested in the

career of Andrei ªaguna, Bishop of the Romanian Orthodox Church in

Transylvania in the middle of the nineteenth century, who played a key role in

the Romanian national movement. He was a representative figure of national

movements generally in the Southeastern Europe of the time, the high church-
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man who served as national leader. For the 1965–1966 academic year I

received a grant from the American Council of Learned Societies enabling me

to return to Romania to do research on ªaguna. Cluj was my base, but I spent

much time in Sibiu at the Archive and Library of the Orthodox Metropolitanate

of Transylvania, which put at my disposal the marvelous ªaguna Archive. In the

summer of 1966, before returning home, I began research in Budapest at the

Hungarian National Archives, which housed the most important governmental

archives dealing with Transylvania in the eighteenth and first half of the nine-

teenth century, and at the National Széchényi Library. I spent another academ-

ic year, 1969–1970, in Romania under another grant from the ACLS working

mainly on the Romanian national movement in Transylvania from 1867 to 1914.

In 1973 I was in Budapest for seven months with a grant from the International

Research and Exchanges Board doing research on the same subject and also

on a new project, the Church Union with Rome of substantial numbers of

Romanian Orthodox in Transylvania and the consequences of their action for

Romanian cultural and political development in the eighteenth and nineteenth

century. These researches resulted in the publication of a number of books,

among them: Orthodoxy and Nationality: Andreiu ªaguna and the Romanians

of Transylvania, 1846–1873 (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1977);

A Nation Discovered: Romanian Intellectuals in Transylvania and the Idea of

Nation, 1700–1849, and A Nation Affirmed: The Romanian National Movement

in Transylvania, 1860–1914, both published in Bucharest by Editura Enciclo-

pedicã, 1999; and The Identity of Romania (Bucharest: Editura Enciclopedicã,

2009). I also wanted to attempt a broader synthesis of Romanian history in the

modern era, and the results were two books: Romania, 1866–1947 (Oxford

History of Modern Europe series, Oxford University Press, 1994) and The

Romanians, 1774–1866 (Oxford University Press, 1996), both of which were

translated into Romanian and published by Humanitas Publishing House in

Bucharest. The origin of all these books can be traced back in one way or

another to my first years in Romania.
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As I look back at my first stay in Romania it is clear to me that those two years

played a decisive role in directing my research and studies of history to

Romania, rather than to another country of the region, and more broadly to

Southeastern Europe, rather than to Russia or Western Europe. The contacts I

made then with individual scholars, the knowledge of the archives and many

other sources I acquired, the identification of intriguing problems to be investi-

gated that would shed light on many intriguing aspects of Romanian history,

and, no less important, the opportunity to know people from diverse walks of life

and different regions, all reinforced a decision already sketched in my mind as

a result of my earlier experiences in Paris, to concentrate on Romania. I am

often asked why I chose Romanian history as a subject for research. I suppose

because it is intrinsically interesting. But it also offers unique opportunities for

comparative studies and for illuminating the general processes of historical

development. Romanian history, treated from this perspective, can hardly be

considered a narrow field of specialization. 
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James K. McCollum
The Accidental Fulbright

Introduction

All people in academia and many not in academia know the prestige and satis-

faction of being chosen as a Fulbright Scholar, either as a student or as an edu-

cator. For students, it means that the recipients show promise for future activi-

ties and should be exposed to more of the world than is found in their own coun-

try. For educators, it is recognition that they can contribute more to the world by

sharing their existing knowledge and adding to that knowledge by immersion in

another culture. 

After my first college degree, I worked in management positions for 20 years.

Then, after getting a Ph.D. in Business Management, I worked my way up

through the ranks at “publish or perish” institutions from Instructor to Assistant

Professor to Associate Professor and then Full Professor with experience in

teaching an array of management courses including Strategic Management,

Project Management, Human Resource Management, International Manage-

ment, and Quality Management and had published a significant number of ref-

ereed journal articles on those subjects. I enjoyed teaching my graduate and

undergraduate students at my home university, yet I felt that I could apply my

knowledge further. But how?
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The breakout

In 1990, I was sitting as the interim chair of our Management & Marketing

Department while the “real chair” was on a sabbatical. Early in the school year,

advertising brochures and application forms arrived from the Fulbright Office in

Washington encouraging faculty members to apply for locations around the

world that were awaiting applicants. I had never seen such materials before.

Was it because the “real chair” was afraid some of the faculty members could

be chosen for Fulbright positions, leaving him with one or more vacancies and

had been throwing the materials away? 

I never investigated this aspect with the chair, but distributed the materials to all

of our faculty members and decided to put in an application for myself. I rea-

soned that getting experience in a foreign country would certainly enhance my

knowledge of International Management and probably other courses also.

Additionally, since it was soon after the fall of the Berlin Wall and demise of

communism in Europe, I wanted to see the conditions behind the former “Iron

Curtain.” I wanted to assist in the challenge of transitioning the former Soviet

Bloc countries into democracy and free market conditions.

First Fulbright in Romania

To my great pleasure, I was selected to go to Romania in the fall of 1991. My

wife, Barbara, and I left Huntsville in September, 1991 and soon found our-

selves in Bucharest where it was obvious that the transition would be difficult.

The free market was far from a reality at that time: there were lines of customers

seeking such items as milk, meat, eggs, and even bread. We were advised by

the Economics Officer at the American Embassy to immediately buy anything

we saw that we needed, because it would not be available for sale the next day.

We were given housing in a three room apartment belonging to the Academy of

Economic Studies (ASE) next to a ladies dormitory at 33 Caderea Bastilliei with
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a bare minimum of furniture and appliances. We appealed to the Embassy to

help us improve our living conditions and gradually improvements were forth-

coming: a kitchen sink, a couch, a telephone, etc. We didn’t bemoan our condi-

tions greatly because we knew we were there to help, not to be helped and our

other Fulbrighters were in similar situations, so we had interesting comparisons

to make when we met together. Still, we wanted to be able to invite our new

Romanian friends and fellow Fulbrighters to visit us.

I was first assigned by the ASE Management department to teach a General

Management course in the “Tempus Program” a program with European Union

sponsorship which had sections of students learning course in English or

French. Although I had brought 30 new textbooks with me as part of my book

allocation, our embassy staffers insisted that we turn the books over to the ASE

Biblioteca (Library). When I started teaching my class, the ASE administrators

didn’t want to let me use the books in the classroom. After a week of negotia-

tions I was able to get ten management books into the hands of my 21 students.

At that point, I was able to give reading assignments and to put the students into

teams to analyze business cases and make case presentations. Several of the

students said, “This is the first time we have ever had to learn using cases. We

like this method very much.” 

I, of course, was pleased to be able to teach these students without a transla-

tor, but in addition to teaching for ASE, I was assigned to the Romanian

Management Institute (IROMA) to present seminars to practicing managers.

This activity required a translator and was very enlightening for me to go to

cities all around the country and teach subjects such as Project Management,

Quality Management, and Human Resource Management. With my transla-

tor(s) I was able to learn a lot about problems Romanian managers were hav-

ing and about how the privatization of state owned enterprises was occurring

and later wrote several articles on these subjects.
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In the Winter Semester, I taught two courses for ASE: Introduction to Business

and Labor Relations. I continued holding seminars for IROMA in Bucharest,

Ploieºti, Brãila, Braºov, Sibiu, Cãlãraºi, Bacãu, Iaºi, and Suceava. The Embassy

invited us to go on trips to Sinaia, Constanþa, and the Painted Churches of

Moldova. On our own, we went to Oradea, Timiºoara, Arad, Alba Iulia, Baia

Mare, and Sãpânþa, enjoying the beautiful countryside. In mid-winter, we went

with The Embassy’s Cultural Officer, Alan Docal, to be poll watchers in Cluj,

Turda, and Alba Iulia. As summer approached, I made presentations in some

international conferences, had two weeklong classes for Iroma, and visited sev-

eral enterprises such as the huge Sidex steel factory in Galaþi. 

Barbara went with me on many of my teaching assignments outside Bucharest.

During the duration of the Fulbright assignment, she tutored students to improve

their English as well as doing her daily shopping to replenish the pantry.

Also in the Winter Semester, I began writing a book that I titled American Ideas

for Romanian Managers. Chapters from this book were published in a journal

published by IROMA, Revista de Management and a journal published by the

Bucharest Polytechnic Institute (now Bucharest Polytechnic University) Man-

agement Industrial. I interviewed managers in many Bucharest enterprises and

had many interviews with Romanian government managers. Through these

experiences, I amassed a lot of information about the problems left by the com-

munist system and the actions being taken to make the transition to free mar-

ket activities. This research was the basis for the book published in November,

1998, Is Communism Dead Forever?

During this Fulbright appointment, we took advantage of classical music

concerts at the Athenaeum and Radio Concert Hall, or Opera House in

Bucharest. Our moments musicaux began in 1991 as we attended concerts at

the Athenaeum Concert Hall in Bucharest in the first week we were in Romania.

We attended concerts and opera presentations frequently during the following
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months. In subsequent visits to Romania, either together, or alone, we took

advantage of our friends such as Dr. Eduard Rãdãceanu to go. 

Post Fulbright activities

From the Fulbright experience, I developed a desire to do more for the

Romanian people. While in Romania, I had been invited to return the next sum-

mer to the country to teach at the Black Sea University, a “University without

Walls” arrangement that had an office in Bucharest and held classes in loca-

tions on the Black Sea. I ultimately accepted this invitation, but before that, I

answered some Requests for Proposals from the U.S. Information Agency: (1)

to establish a University Exchange Program between my home university and

ASE plus Bucharest Polytechnic (not accepted) and (2) a Central and Eastern

European Training Program (CEETP) to bring managers from Eastern

European countries to the U.S. to be interns in American enterprises or institu-

tions (not funded at first by the USIA initiator, but partially funded by the Soros

Foundation in 1993, then fully funded by USIA and Soros in 1994 and 1995).

During the summer of 1993, I went to the Black Sea at Costineºti and taught

some courses, then entered into an agreement to create my own course in

Strategic Management for the Black Sea University in 1994 and 1995. For the

1994 class which was at Mangalia, I recruited 8 University of Alabama in

Huntsville Students while the Black Sea University added 15 Romanian man-

agers as students. I created mixed teams of Americans and Romanians to ana-

lyze cases and make case presentations. All of the students were very pleased

with the class. Again in 1995, I organized a Strategic Management class and

this time, we had 24 Romanians, 2 Bulgarians, 2 Russians, 2 Ukranians, and

10 Americans. We formed seven cross-national teams and they did a great job

of analyzing TAROM (the Romanian Airline), the Bucharest Pizza Hut, a

Romanian sugar factory, some Romanian construction companies, and some

Romanian construction supply companies.
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In December of 1993, I had gone to Romania to work with translators for my

General Management book. The translation was supervised by Mrs. Doina

Vlãduca who had translated some classes for me during my Fulbright in

1991–92. She and her team were able to get the book translated and published

and it became Idei Americane Pentru Manageri Români which was used in the

Black Sea University classes (for those who spoke Romanian)

The first intern group that came to Huntsville as a result of the proposals I had

submitted to USIA and Soros was consisted of five Romanian Managers from

Bucharest: two ladies and 3 men. After a one week orientation, they were

placed in local companies for the next four weeks. The interns received royal

treatment by the community and their companies as they went to many events

and parties as guests of Americans. The interns were very pleased to partici-

pate in the intern program and only wished it was for a longer time. With this

experience under our belts, new proposals were sent to USIA and Soros. They

agreed to fund a larger program of 20 managers and 4 business educators in

1995. We brought the 24, half from Bucharest, in two cohorts, 12 each, and

their experience and pleasure with the program was the same as in 1994 with

one difference: one lady manager got married and didn’t go back to Romania.

With some doubt about getting more funding, we again sent the proposals to

USIA and Soros for 1996. The answers were mixed: USIA awarded more

money than in 1995, but Soros was hesitant because of changes in their focus

of operations. I had insisted that my team from Huntsville would make the

choice of which candidates would get the internships rather than Soros admin-

istrators. For the 1995 program we had Soros administrators in Bucharest

advertise for candidates to come to a week-long free marked management

workshop. Soros screened the candidates, then my team of two other UAH pro-

fessors and I made the choice during the weeklong workshop of the 24 to get

the internships out of the 50 candidates in attendance. We thought that was

best so we could eliminate favoritism, cronyism, and nepotism. Soros didn’t
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agree to participate in December, 1995 as we desired, and only agreed to do

the advertising and screening in April and May of 1996.

At that time, I was assisting the University of Missouri with an exchange pro-

gram at the Lucian Blaga University in Sibiu. This assignment had occurred

when I met Dr. Charles Franz from the University of Missouri who had a USIA

university exchange program with Lucian Blaga and had been holding a train-

ing course for Lucian Blaga faculty members. When I visited him in Sibiu, he

learned about my book, Idei Americane pentru Manageri Români. He immedi-

ately decided that the book would be the perfect gift to present to his class of

educators and bought 12 of them on the spot.

Eventually while I was in Sibiu and negotiating with the Soros administrators in

Bucharest, they agreed to partner with us and we were able to have the free

market management workshop in May and choose the 24 managers to come to

Huntsville in September and October, 1996. These interns who came in

September and October of 1996 and probably had the best experience of all of

the groups. Immediately after they returned to Romania, I submitted a propos-

al to continue the program but was given the following message, “We appreci-

ate the good work you have done in the CEETP program, but unfortunately, the

U.S. Congress has not continued the funding for 1997.” 

In the next year, I came to Romania had a reunion with 42 of the 53 interns we

had brought to Huntsville. I had each attendee complete a questionnaire about

the subsequent work experiences following the internship. Immediately after the

reunion, I had 30 other Romanian managers of approximately equal status who

had not had an out of the country internship complete the questionnaire. A com-

parison of the data from the two groups indicated that the interns were doing

better than the control group in pay raises, promotions, knowledge of free mar-

ket management, and willingness to start new enterprises. I used this data for

presentations at professional meetings. Also, during that summer, I did the final
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research and writing for Is Communism Dead Forever? published in 1998 which

has many references to our Fulbright activities of 1991–92.

In 1998, I retired from active teaching at UAH but was kept on for part-time teach-

ing. In mid-year, Barbara and I took a one year contract teaching for the University

of Maryland European program and taught classes in Germany, Iceland, and

Hungary. In 2000, we took a one year contract to teach for the American

University in Bulgaria. I mention this last contract because it caused me to be

called to the Romanian-American University while I was again in a Fulbright

teaching position. In 2002, I completed writing Romania Opening all of the Doors:

A Travelogue of the Transition, a more personal journal of our Fulbright and other

experiences in Romania. This book was published in 2003, along with another

book I coauthored with my Romanian colleague, Doina Vlãduca.

Second Fulbright 

In 2002, the Fulbright office in Washington had sent me their booklet of position

openings. I noticed an opening for someone to teach Strategic Management in

Iaºi, Romania. I responded to the opportunity and was again chosen to go to

Romania. This time, there was a fully functioning Fulbright Commission that met

the new Fulbright Scholars and gave us a wonderful orientation in Bucharest

before sending us forth to our new positions. Barbara and I were transported to

Iaºi in early October and I began teaching immediately at the Alexandru Ioan

Cuza University. I taught two evening classes, Strategic Management on

Monday and Wednesday evenings, Project Management on Tuesday and

Thursday evenings. These were both graduate classes with students coming

from as far away as Suceava and Vaslui. The students were mostly working full

time, but very eager to increase their education attainments. This was quite dif-

ferent from my first experience in Bucharest where most of the students were

not working and taking classes at the same time.
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In the second semester, we returned to Bucharest and I was again teaching two

classes for ASE: Project Management and Human Resource Management.

While teaching for ASE, I met a young professor, Cristian Silviu Bãnacu who

was also teaching Project Management. We agreed to teach a session for each

other and in the process, we learned that we take some different approaches to

the subject – mine is more management oriented, his more finance oriented.

We decided we should coauthor a text book putting our differing perspectives

in it and make it bi-lingual: English and Romanian. I began my chapters on the

book and turned them over to Dr. Bãnacu to translate into Romanian. Late in

the time of that Fulbright, I was asked to stay on for the Fall Semester. I reluc-

tantly turned down the offer due to family commitments for that time of the year.

The Romanian-U.S. Fulbright Commission then asked me to come back in

Winter/Spring 2005 to teach classes at the Gheorghe Asachi University in Iaºi.

I agreed to do that and taught two classes to graduate students. After that, I

moved back to Bucharest and taught another Project Management class for

ASE while trying to finish the Project Management book. 

During that time, I was interviewed by the Capital newspaper. When the inter-

viewer learned that we had taught at the American University in Bulgaria, she

asked me why there is no American University in Romania. I responded that

there is one, but it doesn’t have American funding. Her article came to the atten-

tion of Dr. Ion Smedescu, Founder of the Romanian-American University (RAU)

now located on Expoziþiei Boulevard in Bucharest. I have known Dr. Smedescu

since 1992 when he was starting up his university in downtown Bucharest and

had asked me to come over and give a lecture to his students. When I met him

with him in 2004, he asked me, “Why did you say that? (referring to the news-

paper article) It makes it appear that my university is not well funded.” His uni-

versity is now very elaborate with new facilities since 2003. I apologized saying

that I hadn’t kept up with the developments of his university. He then said,

“What I really wanted to see you about was to teach some classes at RAU.” I

agreed to do so and have been teaching classes for RAU every year since then.
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One of the opportunities to teach for RAU occurred when Dr. Smedescu

requested that I come as a Fulbright Senior Specialist in the Fall of 2005. I was

given the grant to do that for a 42 day stay and during that time, I taught a class

to his students, gave some seminars on academic publishing for his faculty, and

was able to get the Project Management book launched in his Senate Hall with

many dignitaries in attendance. Since then, I have gotten a study abroad pro-

gram going by which I bring American students to RAU and join them with RAU

students for a two week class in the summer (w/50 American and 45 Romanian

Students so far.). In 2009, Dr. Ana-Marie Preda and I published a book, Applied

Business Management, and launched it in the RAU Senate Hall.

Summary 

So, the accidental discovery of how to apply for the Fulbright Program has

turned out to be a life-changing event for my wife and me. We have visited and

revisited Romania numerous times and are always eager to return at any time

of the year. Student teaching has been very gratifying, writing articles and

books from the research in the country has been very satisfying, attending

musical programs has been wonderful, and traveling to many beautiful locations

throughout the country has also been a continuing joy for us.

By my count since my first Fulbright, I have conducted in Romania 12 Graduate

classes, 22 Undergraduate classes, 7 Workshops/Seminars, 9 summer class-

es, and hundreds of meetings with company managers, directors, and their

staffs. The students have universally been eager to learn about management

methods and techniques and to learn about management successes and fail-

ures by studying business cases. Some of the students have then gotten

appointments to study business in the United States or in the European Union.

I have been pleased to write letters of recommendation for the best students

and to learn that they have gotten opportunities to engage in advanced pro-

grams. Three Romanian interns came to my home university and earned mas-
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ters degrees. Two of them have then gone on to achieve doctorates. Some

unknown additional number who came to the U.S. as interns, then returned to

the U.S. for graduate studies.

My publications count has also increased dramatically as a result of the

Fulbright appointments. Since 1991, I have 10 books published, 8 journal arti-

cles, 4 meeting papers. and one newspaper article. A listing of these publica-

tions is shown in the Selected references. 

We have greatly enjoyed interacting with members of the Romanian-U.S.

Fulbright Commission and meeting with other Fulbright Scholars. We appreci-

ate the contributions the Fulbright Program has made for Romania and are very

happy to have been a part of it. 

At this time, September, 2010, Barbara and I are preparing to go again to

Romania for a Fulbright Specialist program. We eagerly look forward to seeing

old friends and meeting new challenges. 
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Mircea T. Maniu
Prepared for the Present Day Crisis,
Almost Two Decades in Advance 
(a Post-Keynesian Experience)

The Romanian-U.S. Fulbright Commission’s call for papers honoring 50 years

of presence for the Fulbright Program in Romania caught me somehow by sur-

prise. I suddenly realized that actually I never questioned myself systemati-

cally about the outcome of my 1991–1992 Fulbright (Economics) year at the

University of Tennessee in Knoxville (UTK). Since that moment my profession-

al life was accompanied by several training and updating stages abroad, all

across the European Union and elsewhere. I also managed to have a long term

American academic connection, namely Michigan State University in East

Lansing, MI. So I could say that during the years I was more or less “plugged”

to the mainstream of Economics as taught and researched around the world

and this would enable me to answer decently to the questions raised by the kind

invitation to join the list of contributors to this book. 

During the years I learned quite well that beyond supply and demand, beyond

GDP allocation or various doctrines, “Economics is also about emotion, self-

esteem, human relations and ultimately happiness” (Lane, 1991). It is defi-

nitely a most comprehensive, of interdisciplinary consistence, holistic I would

say, science. It was much earlier when I realized how thin was my economic

background, a situation induced by the various political constraints of the time.
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I was educated in Romania in the late 1970s and early 1980s. Later on, I

found that while most of the English-language economists of the time have

been brought up to believe that “It’s all in Marshall” and later on “It’s all in

Samuelson”, in a mainstream of neoclassical-Keynesian synthesis (Mair and

Miller, 1991). But as I found in the U.S., they were also strongly encouraged to

think that “It’s all up to your mind!” and to act accordingly, while the economists

behind the Iron Curtain were definitely intended to be brought up to believe that

“It’s all in Marx” and his followers, and since the mid 1970, in Romania, “It’s all

in Ceauºescu”. 

Due to the specific features of local communism, we faced lots of ideologically

induced limitations, lacking almost completely basic sources of information, but I

should acknowledge also some spots of sound and perennial economics during

that time. The old tradition of teaching economics in Romania within the method-

ological mainframe of the Austrian school was somehow still in the air. Smuggled

Western sources were sometime available and allusively taught, as authors such

as Aligicã (2002) observe. Puzzling enough, during the decade of the 1980s,

along with the glasnost and perestroika in the USSR, Russian translations of the

Western literature managed to get through, but then you had to know somebody

able to understand Russian, which was no easy task in Romania. Though the

classics were not translated (with the exception of Adam Smith, as I recall) their

interpretation in the “approved texts” allowed you to get a relatively decent picture

of their vision. Not to mention the neo-classics or any contemporary Western

authors (again, with the exception of Galbraith). I have a quite vivid memory of the

only one insight in the Western economic literature of the kind, present in the

library of our Department, a famous piece of Keynesian flavor – the textbook of

Economics by Paul Samuelson, I believe the 1976 or 1980 edition. I and my col-

leagues of the time treasured that book for years.

The early 1990s were blessed years for me in many respects: a new dawn for

my country and Europe after almost half a century of communism, my son was
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born after many years of hope, I managed to fill a position of Lecturer (during

the 1980s all the higher education teaching positions in social sciences were

blocked for political reasons) and last but not least I got my Fulbright scholar-

ship. I was never issued a passport for the Western world before, but I must

confess that I did not feel the cultural shock some people mention. I was lucky

enough to join the team of the Center for Business and Economic Research

(CBER) at the University of Tennessee in Knoxville and started to learn, under-

stand, let’s say “grasp” economics, almost from scratch. It was a time of ram-

pant (neo)liberalism all across Central and Eastern Europe (CEE). Mises and

Hayek were the new Gods of Economics and Milton Friedman their Apostle.

Marxian Economics of all sorts were simply considered indecent due to the grim

legacy of the totalitarian regime and that seemed quite right at the time. Fully

convinced of my liberal (not libertarian, in the American sense) beliefs, I ended

up in a temple of post-Keynesianism such as UTK was. It could be branded so

indeed because advanced macroeconomics (MA and Ph.D. levels) was taught

by Professor Paul Davidson, co-founder in 1978 (along with Sidney Weintraub)

of the famous Journal of Post Keynesian Economics. 

I was the only student coming from “the new Europe” (the very term was “con-

cocted” later) and I was often asked in the class about my opinions concerning

the historical changes that were occurring in my country and all across Europe.

Of course, I was fully convinced that we should demolish everything, forget

about any role of the state, forget about any sort of planning and let the good

old invisible hand work. I was in good company at the time. Most governments

in CEE pledged for rapid return to capitalism as experienced previously to the

communist regimes and the academic world was more or less the forefront of

radicalism when it came to transition towards free market. It was considered

only commonsense that we should stick to the principles embedded in the

Washington Consensus, epitomizing a competitively fair global economy.

Reputed international institutions such as the IMF and the World Bank were

supportive in this respect and the name of Jeffrey Sachs was probably better
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known around that the one of lord Keynes. Though I was mostly interested in

macroeconomics and political economy, I could not refrain myself to plunge

also into the fabulous world of business, after all the Business of America is

Business! A class of business taught the American way (such as in the textbook

of Pride, Hughes and Kapoor, 1991) was something completely new for me. I

even enrolled some MBA classes and got what I considered to be a relevant

perspective of the completely new pattern of teaching graduate classes, at a

time when our higher education simply did not have this kind of framework. 

But most of all, I discovered the hedonistic approach of having access to a six

million books library with free shelf access. That was something inconceivable

in Romania, I mean browsing yourself in a library. It came with a huge liability

(seen in retrospective it could be also an asset) namely the fact that I could not

refrain myself to read whatever was related to Romania, communism, all the

topics that were taboos for the system I grew in. Contemporary history, Freud

and the sexual revolution during the sixties, superb art albums, memories of J.

Edgar Hoover (!) or whatever was in connection with Dracula (I just discovered

what this true national hero for Romanians means for the Anglo-Saxon world).

And all sorts and schools of economics. From the classics to the evolutionary

economists and institutionalists, from the most radical libertarians to Soviet

authors that were banned in communist Romania. Everything was there. More

than the cornucopia of the American hypermarkets, which was somehow

expected, the infinite sources of information I was facing was the real challenge

on my first Fulbright weeks. 

Gradually I cleared my mind and after this “book drunkenness” phase I got back

on the track of macroeconomics. I started to read, learn, make notes, make

copies (some of you remember maybe that copying machines were completely

banned for personal use in communist Romania) and nec plus ultra, to use a

computer, actually the first machine of this kind I have seen in my life. After a

couple of months I managed to get a lecture scholarship that allowed me to
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travel basically all across America, from Washington D.C. to Oregon and from

Atlanta to Utah. So I discovered how split would be the world of American

economists in their views concerning the path America and the world evolves,

how important and relevant were the outlook, the professional forecasts and the

overall assessment of the boom and recession. At a time when everything

seemed to me working well (1991–1992) there was a general concern about

what is going to come? That puzzled me completely. I was convinced that “old

history” (in Fukuyama’s terms) was, simply put, history and when it comes to

economics, liberalism has prevailed and nothing could jeopardize the chances

of the world, especially of Europe (including my country) to become stable,

prosperous (and even happy!) on the shortest run I could imagine. 

So it was a kind of professional shock to discover that my view, which could be

easily and simply branded as economic Manichaeism, view concerning transi-

tion, capitalism, economics in general was not shared in the country of all free-

doms. It was almost un-understandable for me at that time how apparently odd

topics such as the credit boom, the financing of the real-estate market, the sub-

prime approach (a concept that hit hard in 2008 and 2009), global liquidity, false

rating, or deleveraging would put their marks on the overall state of the

(American) economy. Or even less, it was difficult to understand how would

such competitive market issues would apply to the Romanian juncture. Long

before the decline of the American housing markets, the collapse of Bear

Stearns, Fannie Mae, Freddie Mac and Lehman Brothers, or the state funded

bailout packages, the methodology to deal with crises was embedded in the

economics of the mixed economy, never able to forget the grim experience of

the Great Depression (Cooper, 2008). But also the reality of how the economy

should be tackled within a more and more globalized economy, characterized

by erratic moves of the financial and business markets. 

Honestly speaking, I was again puzzled to find out how the mixed economy

worked and brought prosperity to America since the time of the New Deal.
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Broadly defined as a mixture of capitalism and socialism (Buchanan, 1986)

implying the U.S. Government intervention in certain moments, was not per-

ceived by myself and I would say most of the European economists, as the

American way of doing business. How could the largest economy of the world

cope with the sudden moves of the stock exchange, the under and over-regu-

lation of relevant financial institutions, significant variations of major currencies,

or overheating of the economy as a whole. I was prepared to accept that the

government is entitled to take any quantitative monetary steps needed in order

to provide the sound monetary vehicle for growth and development, because

that is what a state should in a historical perspective, but not much beyond.

Salvage schemes conceived by both public and private stakeholders, as pre-

sented in America, reminded me too much of the state endorsed soft budgets

(Kornai, 1980) that, along withy political factors, led to the collapse of the

European socialist economies only a couple of years ago. 

The theory underlying the efficiency of the American financial system, governed

by the so called laws of the efficient market hypotheses (Fama, 1976) was con-

stantly under “attack” even during boom time. Human error or misconduct of all

sorts, generating what economists consider to be Minsky moments or a time

when whole economies are destroyed by financial “arsonists”, to be tamed only

and only by Government force. Minsky (2008) fathered back in the 1960s this

theory and the stages of any financial process, as observed by this author,

include among other, displacement, unjustified euphoria and panic. But such a

view was so far away from the views I shared in those years and illustrated by

Friedman’s liberalism (Friedman and Friedman, 1979) or the anti-Government

rhetoric of Drucker (1989). My whole body of knowledge heavily influenced by

the reality that during the early and mid 1990s the world economy situation

could be described, in Michael Porter’s terms, as American exceptional-ism,

with world scale impact, was significantly shattered. So it was only natural to

look for a theory that would point to an answer able to satisfy my various inter-

rogations. In my case, this was the post-Keynesian school of thought. 
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If the traditional Keynesian remedies of increasing public spending were famil-

iar to every CEE economist, the evident liabilities of the classic interventionism

have been undoubtedly proven by the former communist regimes’ approach.

Moreover “Keynes had no sure cure for slumps” states the title of a famous arti-

cle by the 2006 Nobel Prize laureate Edmund Phelps and all his work that ulti-

mately led to this prestigious prize illustrates this vision (Phelps, 1994).

Definitely historic Keynesianism has been bypassed by the neo and especially

post-Keynesian approach to economics (Dow, 1991). Precisely because it is

considered to be the embodiment of capitalism, the American economy worked

and works during the years mostly with self generated (endogenous) “energy”

but also under a very elaborate and quite discrete governmental supervision

(Davidson and Davidson, 1988). But no matter how functional any system is, it

gets jammed from time to time, not as a direct consequence of lack of proper

functioning of the multiple technical (administrative) layers, lack of proper regu-

lations and procedures, which could be acceptable and were relatively easily

accepted as “trajectory events”. It is the human factor, notably the major politi-

cal errors that make the difference. At this precise point I found that the post-

Keynesian theory is definitely applicable to the uncertain and risky economic

outlook (Davidson, 1991) of most transition countries if not all, as it appeared in

the early 1990s, Romania included. 

Since those years my overall approach to economics and some of my publica-

tions expressed both explicitly and implicitly post-Keynesian views concerning

the inevitable ups and downs of any economy around the world, provided the

fact we are dealing with an open economy. In my Ph.D. dissertation (Maniu,

1998) dealing with the issue of the world economic outlook for the years

1970–1990, I tried to place the main movements of the world economy within a

Schumpeterian pattern of evolution, as presented by Talele (1991). Later on, I

became much more focused on the Romanian domestic economic realities. In

2000 I started to work within a reputed international research network – The

Global Development Network (GDN) doing comparative macroeconomic
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research, grounded on empirical findings. That was probably the most challeng-

ing phase of applying whatever I learned during my Fulbright stage and ended

up in several papers covering issues of great interest for Romania’s evolu-

tion nowadays (Kallai, Maniu and Popa, 2001; Maniu, 2006; Kallai and Maniu,

2009). One might say that I constantly tried to make the Romanian reader more

aware of the cyclical movement mechanisms of modern capitalism, of the

unavoidable (but controllable) self-adjustment processes generated by busi-

ness cycles and consequently to adopt and adapt the best feasible solutions. 

Educating the young generation, the society in general, in this respect was the

most affordable path I could take, since unfortunately there is no reliable source

indicating that policy makers in Romania have ever taken in consideration the

voice of the academic world. I honestly believe that economics and business

education, especially risk education, could be extremely fruitful on the short run.

Among my attempts to spread ideas in this respect some works could be men-

tioned: Maniu, 2002; Kallai, Maniu and Voicu, 2006; Kallai and Maniu, 2008;

Cojanu, Maniu and Nicolae, 2009. Emerging from the most closed and rigid

“post-Stalinist” type of society, free market knowledge of this kind and risk

undertaking, lacked for too many years from the Romanian society’s endow-

ment. It became evident during the last couple of crisis years, that there was

(and still is) a huge need to educate the whole society in this respect. An envi-

ronment such as the Romanian one looks nowadays, was shaped during many

generations that were taught anything but not these kind of issues. That

explains for instance why more people than elsewhere would perform lower

paid public jobs instead of undertaking the risk of being economically indepen-

dent. That attitude breeds more liabilities than the simple drying of the budget’s

revenue sources, as it happens nowadays. It certainly brings social distortions

that plague the society on the long run as Stiglitz (2009) observes analyzing the

case of Romania. 

In 2007, the year when the American real estate market crisis already reverber-

ated over the world financial markets, hints of crisis could be already noticed
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internationally. Most E.U. countries correctly perceived what was going on and

took proper counter-cyclical correction steps. But the E.U. fresh membership

euphoria of the Romanian society, generated by the accomplishment of a long-

dreamed goal, and the optimistic perspectives offered by the E.U. membership,

not to mention the unprofessionalism of the political establishment, simply

induced a state of over-confidence in the system, that nullified precautionary

policies. True enough, the mid 2000s were the best years for growth in

Romania in decades. It is somehow natural that under such circumstances the

vision of an upturn in the situation was simply fading. We should also observe

that following the E.U. full membership status, the increased volume of foreign

direct investment, but especially the unprecedented opening of the European

labor market for Romanians and the consequent wave of remittances, induced

a state of economic expansion that was perceived as “insulating us from the

world crisis” and this sentiment was still spread till the end of 2008. Several

electoral (local, general, European parliamentary, presidential) moments unfor-

tunately took also their toll on the situation, just as they did in the early 1990s. 

Concluding, I would say that the very core message of this recollection would

point to the fact that though prepared in advance for what was objectively going

to come, I (and probably a whole body of economists who believe that are

decently trained in this respect) could not ring any bell about the way an open

economy such as the Romanian one became during the last decades (Mundell-

Fleming pattern) moves cyclically. And this missed target has to be carried out

during the years to come due to the fact that endemic societal ignorance con-

cerning the adjustment mechanisms of the free market could lead to major

future setbacks. An evaluation (re-evaluation) of the state of post-Keynesian

measures to be taken in the present day Romanian juncture, along with a re-

thinking of the way Keynes and his legacy and is perceived in our country

(Maniu, 2008) are a must in my opinion. 
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Mihaela Miroiu
The Road to Autonomy is Crossing

Indiana University 

Why a Fulbright at Indiana University?

For about 17 years the American international programs were the only support

we had in terms of gender studies and feminist theories. Generally, from the very

beginning (1991), American universities have manifested a very open attitude

towards the latest newcomers in the democratic world: the academics from

Central and Eastern Europe. My own experience in universities like Montclair

State College (New Jersey), New York School for Social Research, Cornell

University and, later, Indiana University (Bloomington) played an overwhelming

role in my development as a specialist and influenced my research in

Philosophy, Political Science and Gender Studies. Before I applied for the

Fulbright Program, USA was already my intellectual and collegial homeland. The

central role was played in the last decade by Indiana University (Bloomington).

In the spring of 2001 and 2002 I have been for four and, respectively, two weeks

at Indiana University, Bloomington. The Institute for Advanced Studies, the

Department of Political Science invited me as visiting fellow and the Department

for Russian and Eastern European Studies hosted me as guest lecturer. This

experience had a substantial influence on my academic approach: it offered me

the opportunity to notice the importance of working on topics I considered
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extremely interesting with people in the Departments of Political Sciences,

Russian and Eastern European Institute (REEI) and Gender Studies1. 

Expectations

A longer period of residence in the USA was necessary for establishing endur-

ing direct and collaborative relations with colleagues from these departments,

who are impressive professionals in their fields, and for the opportunity of

accessing the libraries of the University. I thought it would be a high oppor-

tunity to help strengthen the particular relations between my home univer-

sity, National School of Political Studies and Public Administration (NSPSPA,

Bucharest) and Indiana University.

The title of my project was Conservatism and Emancipation Strategies in Con-

temporary Romania. The project was very coherent in terms of my personal and

professional background. I published two volumes on the Romanian political

transition: Romania: Matter of Facts (co-author), in 1997, and The Backward-

Looking Society (on Romanian contemporary conservatism) in 1999. I have

also published two books in Feminist Philosophy and I edited several volumes

on Gender and Education, Gender and Society and Gender and Politics; at the

same time I was the co-editor of other volumes relevant for the topic: Patriarchy

and Emancipation in Romanian Political Thought and Feminist Lexicon (both

appeared in 2002) as well as the coordinator of the collection of Gender Studies

at Polirom Publishing House (since 2000 until now). In August 2000 I coordinat-

ed The Gender Barometer, a poll realized in collaboration with the Gallup
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Organization, and a research concerning the new inequalities in transition.

Apart from these volumes, I have published many articles on gender and

democratization in Romanian and foreign journals and volumes. In 1998 I intro-

duced the first MA in Gender Studies in Romania (Gender and Public Policies);

research developed in this frame resulted until now in 17 volumes, mainly

focused on Romanian gender and politics issues.

The aims of my Fulbright project

My first aim was to relate what I consider to be the main characteristic of the

Romanian society in the post-communist transition: the left-wing conservatism,

with the evolution of gender relations. In my view, this evolution consisted in a

move from traditional patriarchy and communist egalitarianism to modern patri-

archy. On this basis, my idea was to formulate a theoretical correlation between

various expressions of conservatism in the public and private life, during

Romanian post-communism.

My second aim was to identify strategies of emancipation from the paternalist

state, from traditional and modern patriarchy; I was also interested in identify-

ing entry points for liberal values and behavior (personal autonomy as the focal

ethical and political value) in the public and the private space. My proposal was

to investigate the relations between political (both left and right-wing) conser-

vatism and gender relations, supposing that in transition countries like Romania

emancipation strategies have to address differently the different social cate-

gories in order to promote the same values (the values I will center on are per-

sonal autonomy and partnership).

I considered the project as relevant for: a) Political Science, in that it deals with

a new concept: left-wing conservatism, which was almost unexplored; b)

Gender Studies, given the focus on the creation of modern patriarchy in post-

communist countries like Romania; c) studies in post-communist transition,
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especially the relations between the public and private paternalism after the fall

of communism. 

I believe the relevance of the project for my personal professional development

proved to be substantial; a) the opportunity to combine better, in an interdisci-

plinary manner, my work on the Romanian transition with my special interest in

Gender and Politics; b) the opportunity to overcome the separation between the

descriptive and the normative approaches; c) I hoped that I shall be able to pub-

lish a new book, both in Romanian and English, and that it would be a book of

professional maturity and relevance.

What you have read until now is related to my professional expectations. Beyond

the measurable, “objective” proposals it was also something else which cannot

be estimated a priori. The feeling I had, according to my short previous experi-

ences, was that I would gain enormously in terms of deep inner experience. I

needed a new sense of friendship, of community, and a respiro in a stable, mer-

itocratic democracy (as much as a society can be all these). The last idea about

a respiro came with the fulfillment of a status of “Jane of All Trades”, which peo-

ple like me have experienced for more than a decade, in the multiple pioneering

tasks we have taken on as agents of different transitions in our own fields.

From expectations to fulfillment. The academic community

My host Department at IU was Political Science. From the very beginning the

Head of the Department, Jeffrey Isaac, offered me his former personal office as

Professor. There was a whole library in Political Theory all over the place, then

an extraordinary resource by itself to which the Department added the full

access to electronic resources, apart from those offered by the Main Library, a

great place for documentation. 

From the first day of my arrival I was integrated as a full member in the academ-

ic community, as participator to the whole academic life, from the Monday’s work-
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ing breakfasts, to job talks, classes, research projects, academic meetings, col-

leagues talks, workshops and conferences organized by the Department as well

as by the Department oh History or by the Institute for Russian and East-

European Studies (REEI). This total integration coincided with my plan to under-

stand how an American academic institution works on a daily basis in terms of

rules and customs. Later on, this extraordinary experience allowed me to lead as

President of the first Commission for Quality Assurance in NSPSPA, having in

mind the standards I had studied directly at IU. The same experience had a very

significant impact on the research project on Ethics in the Romanian Universities,

immediately after my return, in 2004–2005. Thanks to my IU source of inspiration

I was able to design the research, which included 13 Romanian universities and

it ended in a proposal for a Code of Ethics for our home universities. It was a very

relevant project at that time and the Ministry of Education adopted the Code as a

national model and has imposed to each university to have a Code and Ethical

Commissions properly organized as principals and methods.2

I have learned the experience of a proper peer-reviewing community which I

tried to reproduce with my Romanian colleagues and students after my coming

back home. Yes, I thought, this is the cornerstone to creating an academic com-

munity, to build together intellectual products in a fair critical manner.

Beyond the daily experiences, I have participated to the lectures given by the

impressive guests of the Department as the famous figures of our common field

Robert Dahl, Craig Calhoun, Martha Nussbaum or public intellectuals likes

Tony Judt. It was a privilege I never expected, to talk personally with one of the

best intellectual figures of American academe. 
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What I did within my own research project?

At the very beginning I concluded that, first of all it was appropriate for me to

produce a research paper for the Department itself and to submit it to my IU col-

leagues. If I benefited from their talks and the peer-review system, it was time

for me to offer them in exchange the same: my own work. By the end of my stay

I gave a public talk with the title: State Men, Market Women (February, 24,

2004). The title is not just an appealing finding, it expresses the conclusions I

have reached working there: In the first decade of the transition men succeed-

ed to appropriate the state for themselves while women entered into the mar-

ket, without unionized or political representation. Men became the privileged

victims as well as the favorite clients. It was an unexpected new experience

which is for sure interesting for those who are studying gender and politics. The

feed-back was great. I presented the same paper at University of New York,

Centre of European Studies on January, 30, 2004 with the same success. It

was extraordinary feeling that your work can be validated within an internation-

al community and the critiques will be more than useful for publication. The final

results of my research were published in two separate international publications

under the titles: “State Men, Market Women” in the review Feminismos, Muyer

y participation politica (2004) and “A Mayflower turned Titanic: The Metamor-

phosis of Political Patriarchy’ (2006).

But my intention was also to produce something relevant for the Romanian

public interested in Political Theory and feminism. I worked for a whole book

with the aim to make the public understand better feminist approaches in poli-

tics, similarities and differences between the international and Romanian femi-

nism, the particularities of gender politics and communism as well as in the post

communist transition. By the end of my stay in Bloomington the book was

almost ready, thanks to my previous work and the achievements in the IU envi-

ronment. Seven month after my return to Romania the book was published with

the title: The Road to Autonomy. Feminist Political Theories. The volume was
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reviewed in Hypatia, The Journal of Feminist Philosophy 3 and became the main

reference within the field of gender studies in Romania.

Later on I presented the idea of autonomy as the focal criteria for a feminist

agenda at the Society for Women in Philosophy UK within the framework of the

International Association of Women Philosophers Conference: Feminist

Philosophy Made Simple. The title of my paper was: “A Mind of Their Own.

Feminism as a Road to Autonomy” (13th February 2009).

A community of friendship

What mattered a lot in terms of the continuity and the relevance of the Fulbright

experience (sustainable developments) was the fact that the environment

allowed and is nourishing a community of professional trust and friendship.

Indiana University is also one of the best places for Romanian Studies abroad,

as a part of the Russian and East-European Institute. The Director of those

days, David Ransel, represented a permanent source of methodological inspi-

ration and had a very comprehensive view on the region. Dr. Cristina Zarifopol

is coordinating the Romanian Studies in a very successful manner. Her stu-

dents gained grants to come in Romania and NSPSPA became a host institu-

tion for them. Dr. Maria Bucur was playing an impressive role in promoting the

knowledge and the collaboration in the region with a future relevance which I

shall present later, as Ilinca Zarifopol and Matei Cãlinescu have done for many

years. Professor Nicholas Spulber was himself the host of NSPSPA and Doctor

Honorius Causa of my home university. Dr. Aurelian Crãiuþu, the new achieve-

ment of the Department of Political Science as political theorist is also a focal

point for the interest for Romanian politics and public life as well as for the
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European politics. But the same can be said about other professors with no

direct connection with Romania: Elinor Ostrom (Nobel Prize for Economy,

2009), Vincent Ostrom, Jeffrey Isaac, Jeffrey Waserstrom, Jean Robinson, Jack

Bielasiak, Gardner Bovingdon, Russell Hanson from Department of Political

Science and others form many departments. 

In 2008 Elinor Ostrom was invited at NSPSPA to be become Doctor Honorius

Causa, and she accepted kindly, but due to objective reasons, she couldn’t

come. In 2005, Jean Robinson and Jack Bielasiak came at our university

(NSPSPA) for lectures and the same did Aurelian Crãiuþu in 2006. In 2007 and

2008, the Director of the Department, Jeffrey Isaac came also at NSPSPA for

conferences, workshop and to work with our Ph.D. students. A permanent guest

of our university with an impressive collaboration became Professor Maria

Bucur Deckard who is now the Director of REEI. Between 2005–2010 she was

in NSPSPA every summer for a month, teaching, giving lectures, training the

Ph.D. students in methodologies, working in common research projects. Some

of our Ph.D. students went at Indiana University for research, especially under

Elinor Ostrom, Jeffrey Isaac and Aurelian Crãiuþu supervision. It was easy for

them to work in Indiana once the benefited from IU support (classes, lectures,

workshops, bibliography, teachers trained at IU) since they were at their very

beginning of postgraduate studies. To make possible such large developments

in time meant to start a trustful intellectual and human relation, to be a full-time

colleague irrespective to the distance. 

My colleagues, both American and Romanian were a great and exceptionally

friendly support for me. The subjective memory of my Fulbright six month

became public as a part of the autobiographical volume The R’East and the

West (with Mircea Miclea) under the title: “The Cronique of a Chosen Solitude”.

Writing and publishing my bloomingtonian diary represented a moral duty to

keep the memories alive for myself and to give to the others the sense of pro-

fessional community of friends. Indiana became my second home as universi-
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ty, professional community and group of friends. This is why the side effect is

my home sickness if I am not going back for more than one year.

The effects in time

As I mentioned earlier, soon after my coming back I started a sort of revolution

in terms of quality assurance and academic ethic which had effects even at the

national level (see the research and the Code of Academic Ethic). New projects

have started between my American partners and my university. Our Ph.D. stu-

dents have benefited a lot from the American academic network, I kept my

source of inspiration and feed-back and, not at all at least, I kept my main intel-

lectual partners and friends. In March, 2005 I came back for the conference

Studies of Post-communism organized by the Institute for Russian and East-

European Studies with the paper “The Costless State Feminism”. In 2007

(March and April) I came back for one month of the Institute for Advanced

Studies. As visiting fellow (the second time) within this program I gave a public

lecture titled: Morality in Politics and the Politics of Morality. REEI organized the

conference Hour of Romania and I participated to the panel designated to the

political scientist on the topic: “The Evolution of the Social Sciences in

Romania”. November, 2008 was my next time in USA and particularly at IU. The

first task was related with the American Association of Slavic Studies

Conference and my paper was Ten Years after: Gender and Politics in

NSPSPA, (Philadelphia, November, 20-23). The IU Department of History orga-

nized a workshop with the topic Gender and Citizenship and other colleagues

analyzed in my presence two of my published texts. In the same period I gave

a talk (November, 24) to my host Department of Political Science with the title

Communist Feminism is a Contradictio in Terminis. Matters of principals and

matter of fact.

In the last two years me and three of my Ph.D. students became research part-

ners with REEI (Indiana University) in a 3 years project (2009–2011) coordinat-
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ed by Professor Maria Bucur Deckard: The Everyday Experience of Women’s

Emancipation in the U.S. and Romania in the Twentieth Century and Beyond:

A Transnational Study (an IREX program funded by the U.S. Department of

State). We have completed already 120 interviews, 3 focus-groups, many doc-

umentary movies as raw material for a professional documentary for a larger

public, apart from the academic one. It is projected to be a comparative

research between women’s approach on daily citizenship from two counties:

Monroe (Indiana) and Hunedoara (Romania). Now the team is very excited

preparing a first volume, both in English and Romanian, a script for the movie

and an enlargement of the team with TV professionals. Professor Bucur is

working with me between one and two month every year for the field research

in Romania. 

And, for sure, our common projects will not end with this one since my Ph.D.

students are almost as familiar with her as they are with me. Sometimes,

Professor Jeffrey Isaac is joining the club and I am doing the same with his

“club” (read projects). 

Needless to say that for me it would be almost impossible to imagine my own evo-

lution after 2003 without the Fulbright experience and the great opportunity I had

to became a real partner with my American colleagues. The results are many, the

effects were more then I ever expected. Yes, indeed, the fulfillments are far more

impressive then the expectations and they did not come to an end. I have many

reasons to think that, in my case, Fulbright had lifetime consequences.
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Bruce O’Neill 
Placing Homelessness in Bucharest 

Expectations

My Student Fulbright (IIE) year in Romania began in the Summer of 2007. I

could not have been happier to begin the grant. I had just completed my first

year of doctoral work in Anthropology at Stanford University, where I proposed

to conduct a study on urban homelessness in Bucharest. I was new to

Anthropology, and the rigors of doctoral coursework (as well as the monastic

grounds of Stanford’s campus) kept my curiosities tightly located within the

library. And so I read. I studied the Romanian language, I familiarized myself

with Romanian history and politics and I did my best to master anthropological

theory and practice. While intellectually exciting, this meant that my day to day

existence was consumed entirely by literature. By the time my first year of

coursework ended, I was all too ready to get away from my desk for the expe-

rience of a year of fieldwork provided by the Student Fulbright Program. 

I arrived in Bucharest eager and with a healthy list of objectives. I set about

revising for publication my Master’s thesis from the London School of

Economics on the communist-era re-development of central Bucharest (O'Neill

2009), I began intensive Romanian language tutorials, and I drafted a course

syllabus on Urban Anthropology, which I eventually taught in the Faculty of

American Studies at the University of Bucharest. The course required students

to read each week a prominent text in urban anthropology and to think through
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the text’s relevance to Bucharest. I was constantly impressed by my students’

close reading of the materials and by their thoughtful comments, questions and

interpretations. Over and beyond coming together as a group to learn urban

anthropology, our discussions also helped me to develop an awareness and

appreciation for Bucharest’s particularities. Additionally, I spent one day a week

carrying out a side interest that I eventually named “The Metro Project.” Usually

on Sundays, I would take the Bucharest Metro to a new stop. I would then

spend the afternoon walking through the surrounding neighborhoods, taking

photographs, writing descriptions and recording my observations. While I can-

not say I have been everywhere in Bucharest, my ‘Metro Project’ ensured that

I saw a great deal of a rapidly changing city. The lion’s share of my energies,

however, went to completing my proposed Fulbright project: a study on the spa-

tial politics of homeless shelter development in Bucharest.

The project & its findings

My project sought to understand homelessness as a new social problem in post-

socialist Bucharest that is being governed spatially. Homelessness, to explain,

did not exist in communist Romania before 1989. To be sure, some Romanians

during the communist era went without regular access to housing. They even

slept in the streets when left with no other option. However, Romanians under

communism conceived of `the unhoused’ (for lack of a better phrase) in ways

that do not match the Western category of homelessness in any cultural, politi-

cal, or economic sense. Romanians under communism, rather, mobilized a sys-

tem of categorization for making sense of urban deprivation that was very differ-

ent from that of Western liberal democracies. In this context, homelessness

proper did not represent an experience or object of knowledge. Yet, after the fall

of communism in 1989 homelessness did emerge in Romania as a salient cul-

tural category, but only through efforts at liberalization and democratization that

were consistently augmented by international aid organizations. 
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This makes sense when one realizes that the Romanian Communist Party

(PCR) oversaw an impressive rate of housing construction. From 1950 to 1985

the Romanian state built well over 4.4 million apartments and houses, with the

lion's share of this construction taking place in cities (Turnock, 1990, page 135).

By 1985, the PCR built nineteen urban residences for every rural dwelling and

built forty-five residences for every privately financed residence (B O'Neill, 2009;

Turnock, 1990, page 140). By 1990, the year after the PCR's removal from

power, the deposed government's massive investment of money and labor had

produced 73% of Romania's national housing stock (UNECE, 2001, page 18). 

I organized my research underneath the overarching question: How is home-

lessness spatialized in Bucharest? I focused my energies on three particular

“spaces”: (1) urban plans, (2) public policy and (3) homeless shelters. Over the

course of the year, I found that as the E.U. and international NGOs framed the

unhoused in Bucharest as a homeless population, homelessness in Bucharest

became an object of knowledge with a certain kind of physical density.

Homelessness became, in Romania, a social and political fact with spatial char-

acteristics. At the same historical moment, I found that local politicians and a bur-

geoning class of nouveaux riche interpreted the `homeless' as a form of urban

blight that needed to be cleared from the city center for the sake of attracting

development. This logic motivated similar processes to displace the homeless

from key public spaces at roughly the same moment in cities throughout the

European Union (Baptista and O'Sullivan, 2008; Doherty et al., 2008; Hradecky,

2008; Tosi, 2007) and the Americas (Caldeira, 2001; Harvey, 2000; Low, 2006;

Smith, 1996; 1998). To this end, I discovered that a range of agents in Bucharest

had converged in the late 1990s to move homelessness (among other signs of

urban poverty) in two directions: (1) off the streets and (2) away from the city

center. By moving homelessness off the streets and away from the center, city

stakeholders free Bucharest's primary public spaces for economic development.

My interviews with the Ministry of Development, Public Works and Housing,

however, made it clear to me that homeless persons are not intentionally being
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segregated into the urban periphery. A Deputy General Manager for housing

policies for the Ministry of Development, man who I will call Radu, explained to

me with great enthusiasm, that “[the Ministry] is militant about social mixing. We

are against social exclusion. We want to prepare the legal tools to solve the seg-

regation [in the city], because we have this problem. We want to promote the

moderate development of the city.” Radu's comments unflinchingly, and with

great sincerity, bundle liberal democratic planning principles with the future well-

being of Bucharest's development. Radu enthusiastically embraces the idea of

economic diversity and a commitment to public spaces as though the two princi-

ples are self-evident goods. Radu, in fact, hinges the future well-being of the

city's `moderate development’ upon the proliferation of economically diverse

communities. At stake in Radu's perspective is the liberal democratic project in

Romania. Radu's comments, in fact, are representative of a larger ethos of post

communist rhetoric that seeks to reinforce notions of democracy, civil society,

and equality in Romania (Paley, 2001; Tismãneanu, 2002; Verdery, 1997). 

Radu insists that the increasing exclusion of the poor from the city center is an

unplanned outcome of the planning process. Radu ascribes the problem to the

municipality's land reserves – the buildings within the municipal government's

control and which can be set aside for use by the local authorities. As Radu

explained, “The municipality does not have a sufficient land reserve. It also does

not have a pressure policy [to encourage local authorities to purchase available

lands for social housing]. The Ministry of Development will be improving in the

housing law the obligation to buy lands in order to build social housing.”

Radu indicates that Ministry of Development's desire to create mixed income

communities is constrained by the municipality's land reserves. While employ-

ees of the ministry, such as Radu, would like to see shelters integrated through-

out the city – even in the wealthier neighborhoods of central Bucharest – the

city's land reserves for social housing are not evenly distributed. Subsequently,

shelters and other social housing must be placed where the city has land avail-
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able, inhibiting the implementation of the ministry's mission to create communi-

ties that are, in practice, open to all. The placement of shelters in Bucharest

speaks to a social scientific notion of “unintended consequences,” or the

unplanned results of an action that nevertheless brings about a convenient end.

Regardless of the individual and institutional politics of the Ministry of

Development, the ministry cannot afford to put shelters anywhere; the place-

ment of shelters depends on the location of the city's available land. Presently,

the municipality's land reserves are located outside the city center, where land

is comparatively much cheaper than in the city center. Lower land rents in the

urban periphery enables the municipality to control more properties, to develop

more services, and ultimately, to assist more people for less money than if oper-

ating in central Bucharest. Nevertheless, one observable consequence is that

the placement of shelters draws homeless persons far away from the city's pri-

mary civic squares, public parks, and piatas located in central Bucharest. While

this spatial segregation from key public spaces may trouble the Ministry of

Development and run counter to its stated objectives, the placement of shelters

along the periphery nevertheless contributes to wider efforts at economic devel-

opment geared towards a burgeoning middle class. 

In the end, I found the development of homeless shelters in post communist

Bucharest as both a charitable response to changing economic conditions and

as a means through which those invested in Bucharest manage homelessness,

both consciously and unconsciously, but always towards the creation of a new

city designed for the upwardly mobile. While providing much-needed support for

a new and growing homeless population, government officials, NGOs, and pri-

vate businesses produce shelters that also have the effect of removing certain

segments of the homeless population from the street and hiding them away

from public view. The ethnographic fact that these shelters operate simultane-

ously as tools that promote and frustrate democratic ideals points to a funda-

mental impasse in governing practices (see Povinelli, 2007). On the one hand,

the invention of homelessness, and the shelters designed to care for the home-
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less, speak to the liberal democratic project taking hold in postcommunist

Romania. This project seeks to reinforce notions of democracy, civil society,

and equality. On the other hand, the commitment of stakeholders to free-mar-

ket logic places shelters in certain sectors of the city as opposed to other sec-

tors. While maximizing cost-efficiencies, allowing the market to determine the

placement of shelters produces effects that compromise Romania's own efforts

at democracy. In particular, placing shelters in cost-effective spaces alone ren-

ders key civic sites inaccessible to society's poor and vulnerable members.

Subsequently, homeless persons become invisible within central Bucharest

even as their labor works to reproduce it. This invisibility matters, according to

Arendt, because visibility is the condition of possibility for achieving political

recognition (1958, page 201; Gordon, 2002).Visibility is necessary for homeless

persons to be acknowledged within public discourse, to engage in advocacy,

and to make claims upon the existing political structure.

In the end, I found that re-thinking shelters through the liberal registers of indi-

vidual and social responsibility (Benson, 2008; Bourgois, 2003; Farmer, 2004;

Ferguson, 2006; Kleinman et al., 1997; O'Neill, 2009) might shift the discourse

about shelters in promising directions. For example, while Bucharest's shelters

already suggest a developed emphasis upon individual responsibility, the plan-

ning process that places these shelters may be critiqued for failing to adequate-

ly consider questions of social responsibility. These include wider considera-

tions about society's responsibility in creating the conditions that lead to home-

lessness as well as society's obligation to care for those left behind by

sequences of structural adjustment policies (Ferguson, 2006; Harvey, 2006;

Sassen, 2001). As a result, the effect of real estate development, zoning poli-

cies, pension schemes, the rising cost of living, as well as an absence of pro-

grams to retrain workers for the new economy, are, to date, left curiously absent

in current debates about poverty and homelessness in Romania. 

While the effect of this shortcoming in the planning process on public attitudes

towards homelessness rested outside the ethnographic scope of my Fulbright
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project, the 2007 National Report on Homelessness in Romania provides some

material for speculation. In Bucharest over a third of respondents believed that

the size of the city's homeless population is 90% lower than official estimates,

75% of respondents estimated that homeless persons lack either formal or pro-

fessional qualifications, and 60% of respondents believed that homelessness is

caused by alcoholism. Not surprisingly, only 2% of respondents disagreed with

the statement “Homeless people are responsible for their homelessness”

(Tilling, 2007, page 15). The unusually strong attribution of personal fault for the

condition of homelessness reflects a management strategy for homelessness

that places the story of the working poor outside frames of view. And as these

bodies become hidden, so too do the larger structural causes that produce

homelessness – even among the employed. (For a full description of my find-

ings, please see: (O'Neill 2010).

Life after my student Fulbright year

After a very exciting and rewarding Fulbright year, I returned to Stanford to com-

plete my coursework and to pass my qualifying exams. The findings of my

Fulbright year have since been published in the Journal of Social Archeology

(O'Neill 2009), Environment & Planning D (O'Neill 2010) as well as Spiegel On-

Line (http://www.spiegel.de/wissenschaft/mensch/0,1518,630732,00.html). I am

most grateful for the Student Fulbright Program for its support and for giving me

the opportunity to teach and to conduct research early in my doctoral program. I

am happy to report that I have since returned to Bucharest for the 2010 – 2011

academic year as a Fulbright Hays Doctoral Dissertation Research Abroad

recipient. I am eager to continue my teaching at the University of Bucharest, my

research inside Bucharest’s homeless shelter system and to become involved in

the Romanian-U.S. Fulbright Commission’s program of events. It is a privilege to

be a part of the Fulbright community in Romania, and I look forward to being an

active member throughout my time in Bucharest and beyond.
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Links to additional centers and institutions affiliated with 
my research 

In addition to the Student Fulbright Program (IIE) and the Fulbright Hays

Program (DOE), my dissertation research has also benefited from the financial

and intellectual support of the following centers and institutions: The National

Science Foundation (http://www.nsf.gov/), The American Council of Learned

Societies (http://www.acls.org/), The Institute for Romanian Culture

(http://www.icr.ro/bucuresti/), the Center for Russian, East Europe & Eurasian

Studies at Stanford University (http://creees.stanford.edu/) as well as Stanford’s

Department of Anthropology: (https://www.stanford.edu/dept/anthropology/cgi-

bin/web/). 
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John M. Polimeni
It's Always Sunny in Romania

This article is not about the weather in Romania, as the title may suggest.

Rather this article is about the continuous promises of better days and condi-

tions, typically not kept, expectations, usually unmet, and hope, usually dashed.

Hence, the title. Furthermore, this article will provide one possible economic

solution, counter to what the country has been told to do by the International

Monetary Fund and the European Union. Largely, researching and developing

solutions for these issues is what my Fulbright experience was about. 

Following the 1989 Revolution, Romanians were full of expectations and hope,

and they were made many promises by both their leaders as well as the inter-

national community. After years of brutal oppression, they were finally free; free

to live their lives like the Westerners that many Romanians hoped to emulate.

Expectations and hope were high, Romanians wanted to achieve the living

standards that they knew their Western European brethren had. Unfortunately,

the promises made to Romanians, typically from Western European countries

and America, more often than not, were not kept. Many Romanians expected

the transformation of the country to be swift. However, the institutional and

social changes (moving from a planned economy to a market economy, from a

dictatorship to a democracy) take generations before many of the benefits of

such a change are observed. Unfortunately, few leaders told the population that

the changes would be slow and those that did were scoffed at. 

As a result, many Romanians, in general, have a low self-esteem about their

country, often pointing out things they see as problematic or not up to their stan-
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dards. However, like most families, should an outsider criticize their country

nationalistic pride starts to surface. In fact, Romanians have much to be proud

of since the Revolution; a solid democracy being one. I myself have witnessed

many positive changes to the country in the nearly seven years I have traveled

to Romania. Recreational parks have been cleaned-up, modernized, and are

much more people friendly; public transportation vehicles have been modern-

ized; new businesses have been created throughout the country; and electron-

ic communications, such as the internet, have been improved, just to name a

few. However, similar to the infrastructure projects, such as new highways, that

seemingly take years to complete, change has been slow. Unfortunately, the

slow speed of the improvements has caused a number of Romanians to long

for the past, either for the monarchy or, most sadly, for the Ceauºescu era. 

Unmet expectations and hope, as well as promises not kept have had a major

impact on the Romanian people, and there is plenty of blame to go around for

this. Certainly there has been corruption in the government and the under-

ground economy comprises approximately 30% of Romanian GDP. However,

probably most problematic have been the promises that economic policy

changes suggested by international organizations, such as the International

Monetary Fund and the European Union, have made over the years would

work. Arguably, these economic policy recommendations have been a miser-

able failure.

In order to get much needed monetary aid and support, the Romanian govern-

ment has had to agree to implement drastic economic changes over the years.

These economic policy changes have typically focused on reducing the deficit

and debt level. The required changes have resulted in drastic spending cuts by

the Romanian government that has often done little more than hurt the

Romanian people. For example, to meet the requirements for the latest round

of IMF aid in 2010, the Romanian government severely cut the salaries of public

employees. This is in addition to the E.U.’s requirements for debt and deficit lev-

els. These policies follow the macroeconomic theory that decreased deficit and
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debt levels, in combination with an increased savings rate, will lead to econom-

ic growth for a country. However, this one-size-fits-all approach to macroeco-

nomic policy has rarely worked. Furthermore, any macroeconomic policy must

be specific to the conditions of the country that they will be implemented in. That

the economists in these international organizations, as well as in the govern-

ment, believe that economic growth can occur while taking money out of the

economic system is puzzling. How can the savings rate increase if the popula-

tion must spend a higher percentage of their take-home pay on everyday living

expenses? How can economic growth occur, ending the vicious circle of con-

tinuously needing financial aid, if the populace does not have money to pur-

chase goods and services which will lead to the creation of more businesses

and more employment? Perhaps economic hardship is what these internation-

al agencies want so they can continue to implement their economic theories. 

Researching these issues became the focus of my Fulbright experience.

Originally, I set out to examine the connection between energy and agriculture

policy. Specifically, I was going to explore how energy policy requires that agri-

cultural production move towards producing just a few crops which is ultimate-

ly harmful for the environment and the economy. Therefore, sustainable agricul-

ture could be used to offset the negative externalities associated with the con-

verging policies for energy and agriculture (i.e. the focus and push for more bio-

fuels). However, after attending the Black Sea Energy and Economic Forum

hosted by the Atlantic Council in September 2009 and meeting with various

stakeholders, it quickly became apparent that my primary focus should be sole-

ly on Romanian agricultural policy. 

As such, I developed a series of surveys aimed at collecting quantitative and

qualitative data that were administered to consumers and sellers at local fresh-

food markets in cities and villages around the country. This primary data will

allow for the money flow of the agricultural sector in Romania to be approximat-

ed, how much consumers spend on food, the production levels of farmers sell-
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ers their products at the local fresh-food markets, and the vulnerability of con-

sumers and producers to economic and/or environmental shocks. To date, over

300 surveys have been collected. Other projects are in development. These

projects will examine farm sizes in Romania as well as the organic and tradi-

tional agricultural production methods. 

These projects were implemented with the assistance of members of the

Institute of Economic Forecasting at the Academia Românã and a faculty mem-

ber at Academia de Studii Economice (ASE). The data collected will be used to

publish a series of papers aimed at providing a much deeper understanding of

the Romanian agricultural system allowing macroeconomic policies to be devel-

oped that will promote economic growth. A focus on economic growth, instead

of a reduction in the budget deficit and debt, can benefit both the people of

Romania, as well as help stabilize the financial situation of the country. In par-

ticular, the Romanian government could work to grow the agricultural sector of

the country. The agricultural sector directly contributes 9% to 12%1 of GDP on

an annual basis. If other sectors that are impacted by the agricultural sector are

counted, then the percentage of GDP from the agricultural sector climbs to 20%

to 25%2.

Promoting the agricultural sector would help to stabilize the rural economy and

provide many benefits to the country. First, increasing agricultural production

will help to reduce food prices in the country, as well as increase exports of agri-

cultural products. A reduction in food prices is a vital component of the econom-

ic growth of the country. Currently, Romanians spend 35% or more of their

household income on purchasing food3. In fact, it is not uncommon for house-

holds to spend 50% or more of their income on food. Lowering food prices will
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3 Based on conversations with political and consumer stakeholders.
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allow Romanians to have more disposable income which they could either save

and/or use for the consumption of other products. Thus, a multiplier effect

occurs and the whole economy benefits. 

The results would be numerous as the rural economy would be stabilized. First,

there would be less rural to urban migration which would put considerably less

pressure on urban areas in terms of employment and infrastructure. Less peo-

ple flocking to the urban centers would mean that existing infrastructure would

not have to be expanded for additional users, lessening the pressure on already

overburdened urban budgets. Furthermore, urban sprawl would not increase at

such a fast pace which would mean that the costly expansion of metro and bus

routes could occur at a measured pace. Less people moving to urban regions

would decrease the competition for jobs which would lead to higher non-farm

employment rates which in turn will ultimately lead to higher wages. Consumers

will spend their disposable income resulting in economic expansion as new

businesses and support services will be created to satisfy consumers’ wants

and needs. Once this economic expansion occurs, the government will have the

necessary financial resources to develop and expand the infrastructure within

Romania. Much needed road and rail repairs can occur, and highways can be

built without the expansion of the national deficit or the debt load. 

This solution is perhaps a little simplistic. However, the plan used to be part of

a standard economic development strategy before organizations like the IMF

decided that deficit and debt load reduction would be their main economic pol-

icy tool. Additionally, the Romanian government has focused mostly on increas-

ing foreign direct investment and attracting firms to the country, primarily in

urban regions. While this strategy is an important component of any economic

development plan, it is but one small piece of what should be an economy-wide

approach. Without also addressing the rural economy, the main result will be

massive urban migration which will only add to the financial problems of cities,

and as a result the country also. Given the importance of agriculture to the
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Romanian economy, a rural economic development plan must be part of any

economic growth strategy. So, that begs the question, if this strategy for eco-

nomic growth is so easy why was the plan not implemented prior to this? 

There are several problems that must be addressed in conjunction with the strat-

egy to ensure vigorous and sustainable economic growth. The agricultural pro-

duction level of Romania is among the lowest in Europe, of which there are sev-

eral reasons. After the 1989 Revolution, the government began the process of

giving land that was confiscated during the communist era back to either the

rightful owners or their descendants. In many cases, farmland was given to peo-

ple who had never farmed before and they left the land faro, developed the land

residentially for a weekend, country retreat, or sold their rights to the land. On

seemingly rare occasions the land was returned to people with knowledge of

farming. In either case, a typical farm in Romania is well below the efficient size

of a farm for optimal production. As a result, many of the farms in Romania are

used for either subsistence of semi-subsistence farming. Increasing the income

flow in rural regions will assist these people in improving their quality of life. 

In order to increase production levels the government could encourage larger

farm sizes either through the sale of multiple adjacent plots of land or through

associations or cooperatives. The selling of farmland has been occurring but is

problematic because the land is often purchased by large, international organi-

zations that will use monocropping and industrial agricultural techniques which

could degrade the land. Regional associations and cooperatives are the ideal

solution. However, the stigma of the connection of associations and coopera-

tives to the communist era prevent their spread. Furthermore, those farmers

wishing to form a cooperative or an association often have a lot of bureaucrat-

ic problems to overcome, often frustrating them to the point that they give up

their quest. Therefore, the Romanian government should significantly reduce

the barriers to forming agricultural associations and cooperatives while educat-

ing farmers that these organizations can be capitalistic. 
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The farmers in Romania have extensive knowledge of how to work the land and

grow food. This knowledge, in many cases, has been passed down through the

generations. However, with the Revolution, worsening economic conditions,

and entry into the European Union, many of the young people in rural villages

went to other countries, leaving the knowledge of older villagers with no one to

pass it onto. Thus, associations and cooperatives become even more impor-

tant, helping to retain this knowledge. 

Based upon qualitative data collected from interviews with various stakeholders

around the country, several important points became clear. If created, associa-

tions and cooperatives can be used by farmers to purchase tractors and other

machinery and inputs to help increase their production levels. Regional associ-

ations and cooperatives can purchase the equipment and the farmers in the

group can schedule time to use the machinery to improve their production lev-

els. Moreover, the associations and cooperatives can also be used to build

regional food processing plants to store and process their extra production lev-

els. Farmers throughout the country state that they can produce more but do

not because they do not have a food processing plant and the extra food they

produce will spoil otherwise. On the other hand, policy-makers state that agri-

cultural production is too low and see no need to build food processing plants

for so little production. Therefore, the farmers are unlikely to have food process-

ing plants built for them by the local or national government. As a compromise,

and a possible solution that could help the agricultural sector become in accor-

dance with European Union goals and objectives, the Romanian government

and international organizations could provide farmers a combination of low

interest loans and grants to purchase equipment and build processing plants. 

In conjunction with increasing agricultural production levels, Romanian farmers

could concentrate on growing high-end organic food on a larger scale. These

products are demanded by Western European consumers and Romanian farm-

ers can command a high price for this food. The agricultural models of Italy,
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Spain, and France, can be used as a basis for developing the organic agricul-

tural sector and market in Romania. For example, the wine industry in Romania

could be expanded substantially, similar to what has occurred in the Moldavia

region. The higher value product will help accelerate the economic develop-

ment of the rural sector and the economic growth of the country. 

The austerity measures required by the IMF for Romania to receive financial

assistance in 2010 could cause their economy to shrink unless accompanied by

policies designed to create economic growth. Given the importance of the agri-

cultural sector to the Romanian economy, the development of this sector is vital

to the macroeconomy and is a natural area to focus on for economic growth.

The projects briefly outlined above are intended to gather as much information

as possible in order to recommend policies that can be used to develop the agri-

cultural sector of Romania, and, as a result, expand the economy. Developing

the agriculture sector will spur growth so poverty can be reduced while increas-

ing the food security of the country. Only a focus on economic growth policies

will improve the Romanian standard of living. 

My Fulbright experience also consisted of providing a number of seminars at

various universities. At the University of Iaºi, I offered a short-course for eco-

nomics graduate students on how to conduct research and how to publish their

work. These seminars were took place over two days. Additionally, I traveled

around the region meeting with key stakeholders in the agricultural sector,

obtaining important qualitative information for the research projects I continue

to work on. In Bucharest, I presented a seminar for undergraduate students

specializing in economics and business at the Ecological University. I spoke

about macroeconomic issues and ecological economics. At ASE I offered a

seminar for graduate students on agricultural issues in Romania and their con-

nection to the country's macroeconomic policy. 

Lastly, I worked independently with several graduate students and faculty mem-

bers, assisting them in writing grant proposals and applications to attend
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American university. While these experiences were not part of my original project

proposal, these were, perhaps, some of the most meaningful experiences I had

during my Fulbright fellowship as these relationships have been maintained. 

While my Fulbright fellowship was only for four months, several projects and

many other meaningful experiences occurred during that timeframe. These pro-

jects are continuing and are likely to continue for the next couple of years as

additional data and research is conducted. Only through the support of the

Fulbright Program would these projects have been conducted as they necessi-

tated a stay in Romania of several months, something that would not have been

possible otherwise. Thus, I can only say that my Fulbright experience was ful-

filled completely.
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Levente Salat
Diversity, Democracy and 

Social Capital

Beginning with February 15, 2010, I have had the honor to be hosted for four

months by the Center for International Development and Conflict Management

(CIDCM), affiliated with the Department of Government and Politics, University

of Maryland, College Park, to carry out research under the guidance of Dr.

Jonathan Wilkenfeld, director of CIDCM. I planned to investigate the relation-

ship between diversity, democracy and social capital, building on previous

results of CIDCM, one of the leading institutions engaged, since many years, in

investigating several aspects of diversity’s political consequences, especially

ethnic conflict, political instability, crisis behavior and conflict management. 

My Fulbright experience – from expectations to fulfillment

My first encounter with the important work carried out by CIDCM dates back to

the late 1990s, when I read for the first time about the Minorities at Risk (MAR)

project, initiated and coordinated by the Center’s former director, Ted R. Gurr.

The project monitors and analyzes the status of 283 politically active communal

groups in all countries with a current population of at least half million, the infor-

mation provided by the MAR dataset being critical in understanding the roots of

ethnopolitical mobilization and conflict worldwide. Since this first encounter, I

have followed regularly the periodically updated dataset and I have included

several references to it in my publications. I have also followed with great inter-
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est the POLITY project, initiated as well by Ted R. Gurr, which examines the

performance of governing institutions of all major independent states in the

global system over the period 1800–2008. The results of the POLITY project

reflect the concomitant qualities of democratic and autocratic authority in the

analyzed states, the dataset being one of the most widely used resources for

studying political stability, performance of political institutions and regime

change. Since 2001, I have also followed and used, both in my writings and

teaching, the biennial Peace and Conflict reports of CIDCM, which analyze the

global and regional trends in societal conflict, development and governance. 

Given these important projects evolving under the auspices of CIDCM, closely

related to my research interest, my expectations regarding the possible gains of

my Fulbright experience were quite high. In addition to what I believed that

CIDCM could offer, I have also been relying on the gains of possible exchanges

with Eric Uslaner, one of the world’s leading researchers in issues related to

social capital, who is member of CIDCM’s larger institutional environment, the

Department of Government and Politics of the University of Maryland.

As compared to these expectations, my stay at the University in Maryland has

been outstandingly productive, both as far as the envisaged research, and my

general academic interest are concerned. CIDCM has proven an excellent host,

providing me with competent assistance in all possible concerns. Dr. Wilkenfeld

has been an attentive and responsive supervisor, and other members of the

CIDCM staff have also been open and helpful: the assistance I received from

them in accessing and utilizing the various CIDCM databases has contributed

significantly to the overall success of the project. My achievements are largely

due also to the access to the informational environment of the University of

Maryland, especially the complex services of the McKeldin Library, facilitated

generously by CIDCM.

In addition to the research activity, I have enrolled in two classes offered by the

Department of Government and Politics: Professor Wilkenfeld’s “Seminar in
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International Relations and World Politics: Conflict and Crisis”, and Professor

Uslaner’s “Seminar in Political Behavior: Social Capital”. Following the evolution

of the two seminars throughout the whole semester has offered me an impor-

tant insight into the teaching methods utilized by the two distinguished profes-

sors, as well as into the techniques aiming to enhance student involvement and

methods of evaluating and appraising performance in one of the world’s lead-

ing universities. 

My general sense of fulfillment is also rooted in two further events: my partici-

pation in the Fulbright Visiting Scholar Conference organized at Georgetown

University, Washington D.C., and a public lecture I was invited to give at the

University of California, Berkeley, the Institute of Slavic, East European and

Eurasian Studies, within the frameworks of the Occasional Lecturer Program of

the Council for International Exchange of Scholars. 

As far as the Fulbright Visiting Scholar Conference is concerned, meeting more

than 150 Fulbright Scholars from all over the world, based in almost as many

universities in the U.S. has been a uniquely enriching experience. The topics

addressed during the conference have offered me a deeper understanding of

the Fulbright ethos, as well as of the way in which academic institutions and

nongovernmental organizations in the U.S. can trigger change in the society, by

establishing partnerships and becoming actors of civic involvement. The expo-

sure to the research environment of University of California, Berkeley has also

been highly inspirational. 

The project

The aim of my project was to explore the relationship between diversity, democ-

racy and social capital, trying to identify the circumstances that can account for

the negative correlations between diversity and several indicators of social

development, on the one hand, and for institutional arrangements that prove

successful in the management of diversity, on the other.
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The importance of the project is given by the challenges governments have to

face worldwide in seeking to provide stability and good governance, which often

implies successful accommodation of different aspects of diversity. As far as

Romania is concerned, the topic is relevant to the efforts of various institutions

of the State to elaborate appropriate policies aiming to integrate the sizeable

Roma community, to deal with the autonomy-claims of the Hungarian minority

and to prepare to the face the foreseeable challenge of receiving larger number

of immigrants from Third-World countries. 

In spite of the tacit assumption, deeply rooted in Western political thought,

according to which the good political community is homogeneous from ethnic,

cultural and linguistic point of view (Salat 2008), ethnocultural diversity is an

imperative structural feature of our contemporary world, with far-reaching polit-

ical consequences. During the past two decades a raising awareness of the

importance of those consequences could be observed, both on the side of

important intergovernmental organizations (UNESCO 1996, UNDP 2004,

UNESCO 2009), and the academic world. 

Diversity is seen by most of the accounts as a Janus-faced phenomenon: a

political community characterized by cultural diversity can reap great benefits

from its pluralism, by exploiting diversity as a source of creativity, but also runs

the risk of conflict, or – at least – difficult negotiations on the terms under which

diversity can be accommodated in the polity.

The academic accounts on the political consequences of diversity have been

focusing so far mainly on considerations of normative political philosophy,

under the label of “multiculturalism”. Important theoretical contributions (Taylor

1992, Habermas 1998, Raz 1994, Kymlicka 1995, Glazer 1997, Parekh 2000,

and many others) have raised intriguing questions and have provided provok-

ing answers during the past two decades concerning the possible normative

responses to the challenges posed by global diversity. 
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Despite this eloquent academic concern, from the perspective of empirical polit-

ical science it can be stated, however, that the global phenomenon of ethnocul-

tural diversity has been, until recently, largely under-researched. After an early,

and mostly forgotten, attempt to define cultural diversity as a sociologically rel-

evant variable, capable to explain the behavior of other indicators of social and

political development (Haug, 1967), beginning with 2003, several research

results provide detailed data on the ethnic, linguistic and religious fractionaliza-

tion 1 of the World’s 193 countries, reflecting the probability that two randomly

selected members of a polity will belong to different ethnic, linguistic or religious

groups (Fearon 2003, Alesina et al. 2003, Montalvo and Reynol-Querol 2004).

Montalvo and Reynal-Querol (2005) have also suggested an index of polariza-

tion 2 which measures the normalized distance of a particular distribution of eth-

nic and religious groups from a bimodal distribution. Since evidence show that

there are more conflicts in societies where a large ethnic minority faces a major-

ity, the polarization index is a more reliable predictor of ethnic conflict than frac-

tionalization. Alesina and Zhuravskaya (2009) have further nuanced the overall

picture of global diversity by calculating the segregation index 3 for a large num-

ber of states: they found that states tend to be segregated rather along ethnic

and linguistic lines, and to a lesser degree on the basis of religion. 
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As far as the impact of the different diversity measures on various structural

variables is concerned, the opinions of different authors vary on a large scale 4.

Haug found that geographic size and thinly scattered, illiterate population regu-

larly correlates with high values of the pluralism index, as dependent variable,

while pluralism, as independent variable in this case, goes hand in hand with

low per capita GDP and political instability (Haug 1964). Rustow (1967)

reached the conclusion that linguistic diversity correlates with delays in modern-

ization, while Rabushka–Shepsle (1972) warned that pluralism and democracy

are incompatible, in the sense that divided and conflicting preferences in a plu-

ral society cannot be managed in a democratic framework.

Beginning with the mid-1990s, several further accounts shed light on the rela-

tionship between different aspects of diversity and political performance, based

on more and more detailed and accurate cross-country data. Mauro (1995), for

instance, found a strong negative correlation between ethnoliguistic fractional-

ization and institutional efficiency, and a quite evident positive correlation

between fractionalization and corruption. Furthermore, his account indicates

that high level of ethnocultural diversity generally implies a lower level of invest-

ment. Mauro sees fractionalization as a proxy for ethnic conflict, too, which may

lead to political instability or even civil war. 

Easterly and Levine (1997) suggest that ethnic diversity helps in explaining

cross-country differences as far as public policy choices and other economic

indicators are concerned. Focusing on Sub-Saharan Africa, they found that the

region’s high ethnic fragmentation can explain a significant part of the indicators

which reflect low schooling, political instability, underdeveloped financial sys-

tems, high government deficits and poor infrastructure. In their view, the find-

ings are not particular to Africa: it can be generally stated that high ethnic diver-
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sity is regularly associated with interest group polarization which leads to rent-

seeking behavior and reduces the consensus on public goods. 

La Porta et al. (1999) found, as well, that ethnoliguistic fractionalization is in a

significant degree negatively correlated with latitude and per capita income, and

has a consistent adverse effect on government performance: higher fractional-

ization is associated with more interventionism (worse property rights and reg-

ulation), lower government efficiency (more corruption, longer delays and lower

tax compliance), inferior provision of public goods (higher infant mortality and

illiteracy, lower school attainment and infrastructure quality), more state enter-

prises and less political freedom, due mainly to the predisposition of ethnic

groups in power to redistribute. 

Fearon (2003), on his turn, warns that the effect of ethnic fractionalization on

structural variables like economic growth, political conflict, party structure, etc.

might depend on the specific measure of diversity the particular researches

deploy. In a more nuanced analysis of the different dimensions of diversity as

possible predictor of certain structural variables, Alesina et al. (2003) conclude

that high values of ethnic and linguistic fractionalization regularly correlate with

low GDP output and poor economic performances, democratic deficits, bad

governance (reflected in the quality of public policies, literacy rate and infant

mortality), poor performance of public institutions (measured by the extent of

corruption, indicators of fundamental and political freedom, etc). However, they

emphasize that it is difficult to assess precisely the size of such effects, due to

the strong correlation of ethnolinguistic fractionalization variables with a number

of other potentially explanatory variables, especially geographic ones (latitude,

for instance). Alesina et al. found on the other hand that religious fractionaliza-

tion correlates positively with economic growth, public policy quality, corruption

control, literacy rate and civic and political liberties. They also observed that

ethnic fractionalization has a stronger predictive potential than linguistic frac-

tionalization, which seems to generate effects less significant statistically. 
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Montalvo and Reynal-Querol (2005) go further in refining the analysis by

assessing separately the impact of ethnolinguistic fractionalizations (F) and eth-

nolinguistic polarization (Q). They confirm the significant negative direct effect

of ethnolinguistic fractionalization on economic growth, reported by many other

authors, while the ethnoliguistic polarization exerts, in their view, its negative

impact through indirect channels: investment, government consumption and the

incidence of civil war. As far as the religious dimension is concerned, according

to Montalvo and Reynal-Querol, religious polarization exerts the expected neg-

ative effect on the above mentioned indirect channels, while the effect of reli-

gious fractionalization is the opposite: more diversity increases the investment

rate, decreases the level of government consumption over the GDP and

reduces the probability of civil war, which is largely consistent with the findings

of Alesina et al. (2003). 

The relationship between ethnocultural diversity and the probability of civil war

is addressed by Fearon and Laitin (2003), too, who argue that conditions which

favor insurgency – weak states marked by poverty, large population and politi-

cal instability – are better predictors of the likeliness of ethnic violence than indi-

cators of ethnic and religious diversity or even measures of various grievances,

like economic inequality, lack of civic and political liberties, state discrimination

against minority religions and languages. 

In addition to the cross-national perspective detailed in the above, Alesina,

Baqir and Easterly (1999) observe that more ethnically diverse jurisdictions in

the United States have higher spending and higher deficits/debt per capita, and

yet devote lower shares of spending to core public goods like education, roads,

sewer and trash pickup. These findings confirm theories holding that heteroge-

neous and polarized societies value less public goods, patronage more and are

collectively careless about fiscal discipline.

Putnam (2007) distinguishes between the immediate and the long lasting

effects of ethnic diversity on social solidarity and social capital. Based on a
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quantitative analysis conducted in the United States, his findings suggest that

in ethnically diverse neighborhoods, residents of all races are likely to present

lower levels of trust. Other studies focusing on social capital and its impact on

society claim that social trust presupposes homogeneous societies, therefore

this dimension of social capital is more difficult to be assessed in the case of

diverse societies (Hooghe 2007)12. Hooghe (2007) and Hooghe et al. (2006)

suggest for that reason that attempts to evaluate the relationship between

social capital and ethnocultural diversity need to pay attention to contextual

information about the environment in which diverse social interactions occur, as

well as to various attitudinal aspects of social cohesion. According to Uslaner

(2009), for instance, it is not diversity as such, but segregation which drives

down trust.

Diversity, however – including its forms manifest in segregation –, is not incom-

patible with high level of democratic performance, economic growth and institu-

tionalized forms of interethnic cooperation either. Indeed, if we compare the

“most democratic” 28 countries and the “least democratic” 28 countries of the

world ranked by The Economist Intelligence Unit democracy index for 2007

(Kekic 2007) with the values of the ethnic fractionalization index calculated for

the same countries by Alesina et al. (2003), we find that high values of fraction-

alization generally correlate, indeed, with low scores on the democracy index,

but amongst the highest scores of the democracy index we find also deeply

divided societies like Switzerland, Spain, Belgium or Canada.
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5 A research carried out within the frameworks of an MA program of the Political Science

Department of Babeº-Bolyai University suggests, for instance, that the widely used

standard survey-based interpersonal trust questions – Generally speaking, most people

can be trusted. Do you agree or disagree? Generally speaking, would you say that you

can trust [X ethnic group]? Generally speaking, would you say that you can trust [cate-
gory of people having Y social role?] – function as stimulus cues which activate specif-

ic group stereotypes (Moºteanu, 2010).
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E.U.I DI: The Economist Intelligence Unit Democracy Index, 2007;

F: Ethnic fractionalization according to Alesina et al., 2003.

Since diversity, as explanatory variable, has been found both responsible for

political instability and institutional failure, on the one hand, and compatible with

institutional forms of cooperation leading to high level of performance, on the

Country EIU-ID high F Country EIU-ID low F

Sweden 9.88 .06 North Korea 1.03 .03

Iceland 9.71 .07 Central African Republic 1.61 .82

The Netherlands 9.66 .10 Chad 1.65 .86

Norway 9.55 .05 Togo 1.75 .70

Denmark 9.52 .08 Myanmar 1.77 .50

Finland 9.25 .13 Turkmenistan 1.83 .39

Luxemburg 9.10 .53 Libya 1.84 .79

Australia 9.09 .09 Uzbekistan 1.85 .41

Canada 9.07 .71 Saudi Arabia 1.92 .18

Switzerland 9.02 .53 Guinea-Bissau 2.00 .80

Ireland 9.01 .12 Guinea 2.02 .73

New Zeeland 9.01 .39 Equatorial Guinea 2.09 .34

Germany 8.82 .16 Laos 2.10 .51

Austria 8.62 .10 Eritrea 2.31 .65

Malta 8.39 .04 Syria 2.36 .53

Spain 8.34 .41 Djibouti 2.37 .79

USA 8.22 .49 Angola 2.41 .78

Czech Republic 8.17 .32 United Arab Emirates 2.42 .62

Portugal 8.16 .04 Tajikistan 2.45 .51

Belgium 8.15 .55 Zimbabwe 2.62 .38

Japan 8.15 .01 Bhutan 2.62 .60

Greece 8.13 .15 Gabon 2.72 .76

Great Britain 8.08 .12 Vietnam 2.75 .23

France 8.07 .10 D. R. Congo. 2.76 .87

Mauritius 8.04 .46 Oman 2.77 .43

Costa Rica 8.04 .23 Qatar 2.78 .74

Slovenia 7.96 .22 Sudan 2.90 .71

Uruguay 7.96 .25 Iran 2.93 .66
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other, it seems reasonable to ask ourselves which are the structural and insti-

tutional conditions which push a political community characterized by relatively

high values of the ethnic fractionalization into one direction or the other. Can we

assume that social capital, or the lack of it, plays an important role in the way in

which diversity influences the overall stability and institutional performance of a

political community? 

Implementation, outcomes 

In order to provide and answer to the above research questions, I envisaged to

achieve the following objectives: (1) to identify further sources of aggregate data

referring to different aspects of diversity – ethnic, linguistic, religious, legal –, in

order to nuance the overall picture on global diversity; (2) to look for correlations

between high values of the fractionalization indexes and democratic perfor-

mance of political communities, both in synchronic and diachronic perspectives;

(3) to explore the possibilities of measuring social capital in ethnoculturally

diverse societies and to look for correlations between ethnic fractionalization

and social capital; (4) to provide empirical evidences on the consequences of

diversity, by establishing conditions which can account for either negative, or

positive outcomes of diversity; (5) to make policy recommendations based on

the findings of the research. As the final outcome of my undertaking I hoped to

elaborate the structure of a book which would summarize the results of the

research and documentation carried out at the University of Maryland.

As far as objective (1) is concerned, I succeeded to identify, access and pro-

cess the most important data sources available to date, based on which the eth-

nic, linguistic and religious dimensions of the global diversity can be mapped

into a single comprehensive picture. As far as the legal dimension of global

diversity is concerned – i.e. the coexistence of different legal traditions within

the same polity – I had to conclude that no aggregate data exist for the time

being which could facilitate cross-country analysis and comparison. Since the
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consequences of legal pluralism are evident on the side of the institutional

responses to the challenge of diversity, the construction of datasets reflecting

this dimension of global diversity remains a task for the future.

With regard to objective (2), I identified the main datasets based on which the

impact of diversity on the political communities’ performance can be calculated,

both in synchronic, and diachronic perspectives. Since this assessment, relying

mainly on statistical analysis, requires more time, I decided to postpone the ful-

fillment of this objective, and to concentrate instead on documentation and

information gathering based on which the research can be continued and con-

cluded back home, after the grant period is terminated. 

As far as objective (4) is concerned, I have identified, accessed and utilized an

impressive amount of sources which provide valuable insight into more than

100 cases (polities), reflecting both positive and negative experiences as far as

the institutional responses to the challenge of diversity are concerned, each

case including the detailed description of the institutional arrangement’s evolu-

tion over time, as reflected in various sources. The cases provide insight into

three broad types of diversity’s consequences: (i) ethnic conflict, (ii) arrange-

ments based on conflict prevention or conflict management and (iii) advanced

forms of institutional accommodation, including forms of differentiated citizen-

ship, policies aiming to integrate the immigrants, language policies, measures

enhancing political participation of marginalized groups, representative bureau-

cracy, religious policies, legal pluralism, power-sharing arrangements, and dif-

ferent types of democracy adapted to the circumstances of diversity. This out-

come of the project constitutes the most important source of information based

on which the initial research question can be answered, most probably as the

conclusion of the book I plan to elaborate.

Returning to objective (3), I have gained a more nuanced insight into the rela-

tionship between diversity and social capital, in general, and the impact of diver-

sity on generalized trust, in particular. Based on the findings, I came to the con-
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clusion the role played by social capital (trust) in influencing the relationship

between diversity and the various institutional responses to it has to be further

evaluated, since it is not clear weather social capital (trust) acts as an interven-

ing, or explanatory variable in the attempted answer to the initial research ques-

tion. Processing the bulk of information mentioned under objective (4) will hope-

fully facilitate a more accurate approach to the dilemma weather it is institution-

al success and performance which fosters trust among members of a political

community, or it is culturally embedded trust that builds, respectively under-

mines trust in institutional arrangements in different types of communities.

As far as objective (5) is concerned, though several policy recommendations

would be readily available based on the results of the current phase of the

research, the envisaged recommendations will be included in the concluding

chapter of the book which will summarize the results of my research and docu-

mentation carried out at the University of Maryland. 

Based on the sources of data and information I had access to, as well as the

valuable exchanges with professors, researchers, students and other members

of the staff of CIDCM and the Department of Government and Politics, the plan

of the book which will constitute the final outcome of the research has been out-

lined in all its critical details, including the conceptual framework, methodology

and structure. 

Conclusion

The four months spent in the U.S. with the generous support of the

Romanian-U.S. Fulbright Commission Romania proved to be an outstanding

experience for me, both professionally, and personally. I hope that the gains of

this experience will be reflected not only in my future academic endeavors, but

in my didactic activity, too. 
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Victoria Seitz
Romania: A Journey of Growth

My Fulbright in Romania was a life changing experience. The time I spent and

the time I continue to spend are a lifetime of fond memories of friendships made

as well as research, education, and teaching. Since my first exposure to the for-

mer communist nation, Romania is moving quickly to become an ardent contrib-

utor to the European Union. 

In my teaching experiences in Romanian universities the students have evolved

as fast as the curriculum and pedagogy employed by faculty. Universities such

as Alexander I. Cuza and the Academy of Economic Studies are continually col-

laborating internationally with American schools as well as those throughout

Europe. The faculty are employing more experiential exercises in their instruc-

tion and using technology with ease. Even students embrace technology and

bring their laptops to classes to the same degree as students in my home state

of California. 

The research

I had been teaching at California State University for 11 years and had done

extensive research in the area of global advertising and marketing for a num-

ber of years. Publications on the topic have appeared in the European Business

Review, Journal of Promotion Management, Journal of Marketing Practice, the

Marketing Management Journal and the Journal of the Academy of Business.

Focus of the research had been on the subject of standardization and adapta-
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tion of advertising by multinationals. Given that Romania was a former commu-

nist nation, a study of advertising and marketing of global products and services

in the country was paramount. In reviewing the political climate of communism,

basic consumer needs were satisfied on a minimal level from housing to ser-

vices. Marketing and advertising efforts were minimal if nonexistent. But with

the fall of the regime in 1989 the face of Romania changed to one where mar-

keters grapple with issues of how to address this transitioning market economy.

Specifically, the purpose of the study was to examine print and television adver-

tising as well as promotions in Romania. Findings from the content analyses of

214 print ads showed that comparative advertising was a rarity in Romanian

media and so was puffery1. Other cues employed in western advertising such

as guarantees, findings from independent or company research, safety and

energy consumption were used to a very limited extent in ads. Women’s roles

portrayed included career-oriented, housewives and as equal to men.

Implications of the findings suggested that companies should consider employ-

ing studies from independent firms and guarantees. Also, regarding creative

executions, given that the Romanian culture is family-oriented, slice-of-life exe-

cutions involving families would help break through the clutter of advertising2.

For multinational companies, findings indicated that the local language should

be used over English. Further, even though young consumers identify with

western brands, marketers should present positive role models in behavior that

supports the family structure3. 

Further, in the race to gain market share in Romania and many other newly

democratized countries, the globalization of brands took a turn for the worse.

Rather, than taking the time to understand the market, marketers utilized
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economies of scale to capture sales. Davies4 states that globalization is an inten-

sification of social relationships whereby local happenings, such as employment,

are shaped by events occurring many miles away. However, it seemed for low

involvement products, and electronics maker such as Phillips, and other brands,

marketing to Romanians was an afterthought rather than a planned strategy. For

brands of products and services that are in the mature stage in other parts of the

world, practitioners need to market and advertise these brands as if they are in

the introductory stage of the their life cycle in Romania.

It was apparent from the initial research that companies marketing to Romania

considered it the same as marketing to all of Eastern Europe. However, Central

and Eastern Europe are very different and deserves special needs. Due to the

influence of a severe communist regime, consumers had very pessimistic atti-

tudes toward brands of products and services as well as toward their country5.

Moreover, as a result of the communist era attitudes toward Russia, its products

and brands were very negative. Given this, marketers can’t expect to make deci-

sions outside the country to a country that has such unique perspectives.

Romanians, as indicated by the research, are brand conscious consumers, but

they are more conscious of the fact, that, they have not been getting value for

their money from brands6. Moreover, they are not familiar with western business

practices; hence, exploiting economies of scale in this country would be counter-
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productive and ultimately affect the future of the brand and its potential as the

country transitions to a more affluent nation. And although western brands have

been idolized for years, domestic brands, such as Poiana, are being rediscov-

ered and are gaining value. In Romania, long term strategic planning is neces-

sary to build brand equity and needs to include a thorough environmental scan

that goes beyond the current climate but also understands the history of the

country politically as well as the attitudes, opinions, values and interests of the

people and their culture7. Further, multinational corporations should limit control-

ling marketing efforts from a central headquarters and consider branch offices in

the home country. This level of decentralization gives the subsidiary operational

flexibility as well as control by the parent company. This will also allow the com-

pany to address the needs of the marketplace as it matures8.

Romania is growing by leaps and bounds; however, it is still plague by practices

of corruption prevalent during the communist era. Further, a lack of laws to reg-

ulate advertising and marketing efforts prevails that hinders business growth.

However, more and more businesses are emerging as the country transitions

to a market economy that will enhance employment opportunities for

Romanians and increase tax revenues to the state. 

Helping small business

Given the extensive role of marketing and advertising in the transitioning of the

Romanian economy, Dr. Mariana Nicolae, from the Academy of Economic
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Studies, and I worked together to develop advertising and public relations

strategies for small business owners in the country. Given the research findings

as well as the state of the Romanian economy, it was critical to educate a grow-

ing number of small business owners on the various aspects of promoting their

business. For these owners, public relations methods and techniques offer the

least expensive strategy to tell their story to the target market. To be success-

ful, however, it is imperative that a public relations plan be developed that com-

municates the brand image consistently over time. Given the unique needs of

Romanian owners, a step-by-step approach including exercises to help expe-

dite implementation of the material and strategy development was needed. 

The first collaboration focused on developing public relations strategies for

small businesses and was published by the Academy of Economic Studies9.

First a plan must be developed and in doing so must first conduct a situation

analysis that includes an assessment of the company as well as trends that are

occurring outside the firm. It is also important that an evaluation of competitors

be included in this analysis. Public relations today are evolving to a more cen-

tralized component of advertising and marketing planning. Not only is it imper-

ative to maintain and enhance the image of the company to the publics it serves

but also to have procedures in place should a crisis occur. Public relations, in

its simplest form, involve being in contact with the media and sharing informa-

tion regarding events, people and things happening in the firm. With the inter-

net, a website helps owners establish a point of reference for the media as well

as customers, employees, and vendors. 

In the second collaboration, Dr. Nicolae spearheaded a manuscript focusing on

advertising and image marketing for small businesses in Romania10. The book
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included chapters on developing an advertising plan, the role of sales promo-

tions, personal selling and media planning. The aim was to assist small to medi-

um sized businesses to communicate effectively and promote sales. As in the

first book with Dr. Nicolae on public relations, exercises were included to help

foster retention and implementation of the information.

Teaching for the future of Romania

Investment Business Weekly11 reported that entrepreneurs are the foundation of

economic growth for the U.S. and the world. Moreover, entrepreneurial educa-

tion has been adopted as a major course of study at various universities in the

U.S. and is gaining ground in Europe. 

As an educator, my philosophy has always been to promote syntheses and

application of material in a course. This is usually done through experiential

exercises such as cases and projects such as marketing and advertising plans.

This was the same protocol that I employed when I taught graduate and under-

graduate classes in Romania. Through my initial Fulbright experience and sub-

sequent Specialists awards I was able to bring this style of teaching to students.

Moreover, they thrived doing it.

According to Seitz and Lupu12 the experiential learning model focuses on learn-

ing – centered processes as oppose to static teacher – centered. Experiential
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exercises are at the core of entrepreneurial programs in the U.S., while integra-

tion in Romania has been extremely limited. In most classroom settings, the

professor lectured and the students took notes and completed an exam at the

end of the term. Hence, as my role as instructor in Romania, marketing plans

were part of the course requirements. This real world application of concepts

and principles was and continues to be essential in assisting students in devel-

oping a proactive approach to business. Most students were not in favor of

starting their own business, let alone, even thought about it. Given that in the

former economy most graduates worked for the state, being an entrepreneur

was the farthest on their mind. 

Specifically, for the graduate advertising class, students formed groups, devel-

oped and presented advertising plans for brands of Romanian products or ser-

vices. In the International Marketing Seminars students worked in groups and

developed international marketing plans for a Romanian products or services

as well. For the undergraduate advertising course, students, again, worked in

groups and developed a print ad for a brand of service or product along with the

objectives and creative strategy. Students who worked in groups were required

to turn in confidential peer evaluations. This practice was new to these stu-

dents; but they did appreciate the opportunity to evaluate the contribution of

their group members.

To encourage classroom discussion, assignments focused on current advertis-

ing campaigns, sales promotions, and product packaging. It was difficult for the

students to discuss openly current issues for fear that they would say it wrong

or that they didn't know how to say it in English. Also, the university culture does

not seem to encourage discussion in the classroom. Moreover, being that the

environment was more masculine-centered; men's opinions were valued more

than women's. Thus it was no surprise to note that whenever something was

said, it was mostly by the male students in the class. This was more of the case

with undergraduate courses than graduate ones. However, overtime, and with
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much encouragement and prodding, the women became more vocal and

shared their opinions and provided input.

The more I reminisce about my teaching experience in Romania, I realize that

the modifications made to the class to enhance understanding of the concepts,

are the same principles that successful multinational companies employ when

marketing outside their home country. Standardization is not the key to success

in teaching outside one's home country but adaptation. In teaching, whether it'd

be in the classroom or on the internet, educators can learn from “global media

companies and advertisers – who achieved cultural adaptation.13” Even fran-

chised TV game shows such as Big Brother have adapted their core products

to different markets. Big Brother is franchised in Romania with Romanians par-

ticipating in culture-specific type games and challenges. 

Since my initial Fulbright and subsequent experiences, Romanian educators

are moving to employ experiential exercises to develop students’ ability to apply

concepts and promote entrepreneurial thinking. For example, Dr. Lupu14 devel-

oped a five-stage interview structure named the “critical practice audit” for a

business communications course. The hands on experience exposed students

to business leaders in Romania and helped to foster an entrepreneurial mind-

set. Moreover, there is a growing body of research and practice that Romanian

faculty are incorporating experiential pedagogy into the classroom15. At

Alexander I. Cuza University, faculty in marketing courses are integrating sports
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marketing projects that students develop, market and implement. The educa-

tion of students is shifting to being learner-centered through mentoring and

entrepreneurial exercises16 and employing strategies and tactics will enhance

Romania’s transition to a market economy.
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Jonathan J. Stillo
The Romanian Tuberculosis Epidemic,

the Sanatoria System 
and a Fulbright Year

Mrs. Stancu shuffles onto the balcony and sits across from me. Her eyes are

bright blue but wet with tears and framed by harshly weathered skin. A tattered

headscarf covers her graying hair. Her small frame is lost in oversized clothes.

Before she got TB, these clothes may have fit her; but this disease consumes

you until you are just skin stretched taut over bone, always cold, shivering even

beneath a blue woolen robe. Mrs. Stancu is in her fifties, but looks much older.

Her hands are rough from years of work in the fields. A widow, she desperate-

ly misses her sons, her gardens and especially her cat. She tells me how she

grows cucumbers and beautiful tomatoes in her gardens, but because she is liv-

ing at a tuberculosis sanatorium in the mountains, far from her home she will

not get to see them. Sitting across from her on the balcony of an abandoned

section of a massive Romanian TB sanatorium built in the interwar period, I

think to myself: “How did we get to this point? It was not supposed to be like

this”. How can TB, an ancient and curable infectious disease still cause so

much suffering, especially here in the European Union? 

When I tell people that I went to Romania to study tuberculosis, they often stare

at me blankly; some ask “I thought they eradicated TB?” I often tell people, I am

not supposed to be living in Romania, at a TB sanatorium collecting sad stories
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of TB patients, some desperately poor, some alone in the world. In 1989, the

U.S. Centers for Disease Control (CDC) announced that TB would be eradicat-

ed in America by 2010 (CDC 1989). TB was to be like polio and smallpox.

However, the “magic bullet” that would defeat TB has yet to be discovered

(Brandt 1987). 

Everyone, from researchers to volunteers that I have met along my journey, has

a sequence of events that led them to an unlikely relationship with Romania, a

country with fairytale landscapes, castles and some of the last truly untouched

wilderness in Europe. Romania is a place where freshly waxed Ferraris drive

past sad, old women selling flowers on the street corners, a country full of con-

tradictions, but also great potential. In addition to the serendipitous track that

led me to Eastern Europe, the opportunity to become an anthropology doctoral

candidate researching tuberculosis (TB) in Romania did not present itself as an

obvious one. 

My experience with Romania began in 2001. I was an undergraduate and intend-

ed to study poverty and health in the U.S. I encountered a professor, teaching a

course on the anthropology of Eastern Europe, who had spent years in Romania

researching agricultural decollectivization and then the mining industry. The

course focused heavily on Romania; and my curiosity began here. The profes-

sor announced that he would be leading a Fulbright-Hays Group Projects

Abroad trip to Romania and that anyone interested should apply. I applied, but

did not believe that I would be chosen. When I learned I was chosen, I began

intensive research on Romania, including memorization of useful expressions in

my Romanian phrase book. Looking back on my first Fulbright trip, I am

impressed by how comprehensive my introduction to Romania was. We ferried

across the country in a bus, from village to village, landmark to landmark. I was

given the rare opportunity to go deep underground in a coal mine. I began many

friendships and made important contacts on that trip that have developed into

diverse relationships with academics, activists, and incredible people. 
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I am a medical anthropologist and my priority has always been the poor. My

experience of working with the poor began in crack houses and heroin shooting

galleries, gathering information about homelessness and HIV/AIDS. Health is

always major concern for the poor, regardless of where they live. Poor people

across the globe have more in common than one might imagine. Despite geo-

graphic, cultural or differences in absolute income, poor people have to worry

about the same things: safety, food, shelter, and providing a better future for their

children. My first years as a doctoral student were spent searching for a way to

combine my interest in Romania with medical anthropology; and I eventually

found it. I came across a news headline stating that Romania had the second

highest rate of TB in all of Europe and Central Asia, second only to Tajikistan. I

began to consider the circumstance in Romania and how they could result in a

higher incidence of TB, despite the fact that Romania is not the worst off in terms

of infrastructure. I put together a five year plan that included Romanian language

classes, summer research trips and began preparing to acquire funding for my

dissertation project. My plan came together and in the 2009 I was awarded a

Fulbright-Hays Doctoral Dissertation Research Abroad (DDRA) grant, which in

conjunction with funding from the National Science Foundation and the Social

Science Research Council, currently funds my research. 

Originally, I knew that Romania was a poor country, in fact, its poverty rate

peaked in 2001 at 42%, an increase the United Nations Development Program

called “explosive” (2002:19). During my early research trips, I was exposed to

some of the causes at least partially responsible for Romania’s TB rate, which

had almost tripled since 1985. First, health care spending was virtually cut off

during the last years of the Ceauºescu administration and the valuable health

infrastructure and programs, that were such successes in the early years of the

socialist era, were crumbling and forgotten. The health sector infrastructure

would remain with little or no reforms or investments for twenty years beyond

the revolution. As I considered the challenges of the current health care infras-

tructure, I became concerned about effective treatment for Romania’s chronic
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TB patients, “problem” patients who oftentimes spent years of their lives living

in the country’s network of TB sanatoria. 

Romania is one of the only countries in the world that still uses TB sanatoria as

a major part of TB treatment. Chronic patients account for nearly 20% of

Romania’s TB cases (Didilescu 2008). Romanian doctors express frustration

regarding how to cure these patients, whose social and economic problems are

so serious. I decided to make these institutions and their chronic patients the

topic of my research. I cannot take total credit for the idea. The project was the

collective idea of Romanian doctors and patients. I asked, “What is the great-

est health problem here and how should I research it?” Romanian doctors

advised that I go to the sanatoria to see the worst cases. These are the same

doctors who struggle to cure chronic patients who not only have TB but are also

homeless, mentally ill, alcohol dependent, or without social supports. 

Romania still has by far, the highest TB rates in the European Union and some

of the very worst in the entire region. However, there is little mention of the dis-

ease on the Romanian Ministry of Health webpage. Instead, it focuses on

issues like swine flu, diabetes and even dental hygiene. TB in Romania is con-

sidered a shameful disease to have on both an individual and national level. I

have been told that I should not be researching such an “ugly” subject.

However, TB is a problem far larger than Romania; it is truly a global problem.

My findings will help contribute to improve understanding of how epidemic dis-

ease is intertwined with social, economic and political concerns in the former

socialist states. I also work in conjunction with Romanian doctors and health

policy makers to help improve TB treatment, especially for poor and patients

with other problems in order to prevent them from becoming chronic and drug-

resistant. As an anthropologist, I have a responsibility to conduct research that

is as objective and accurate as possible, but, as a member of the global com-

munity, I am committed to improving the lives of patients who, while suffering

from TB, are generously sharing their stories. 
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Project description

My research examines the TB sanatoria system in Romania and focuses on

those patients who are labeled “chronic1”  –  patients who again and again

become ill with TB. Over a period of sixteen months I am conducting an inten-

sive ethnographic study of one large sanatorium. While living at the sanatorium

I completed a demographic survey of all patients there and interviewed select-

ed patients, doctors and nurses at that location as well as at one of the nation-

al M/XDR-TB wards. I am also collaborating with my research assistant from the

National School of Political Studies and Administration (SNSPA) on a survey of

Bucharest residents to capture general public perceptions and knowledge

regarding TB infection. This survey will provide data on how people view TB

and also gauge public knowledge which I believe will be low regardless of

demographic characteristics given the lack of public discussion of the disease.

One major goal is to determine what exactly the role of TB sanatoria in Romania

presently is, and whether or not there might be a role for them in the future,

despite widespread calls for their closure based on their cost and alleged inef-

ficiency (Stillo 2010). 

TB incidence has gone down substantially since its peak in 2003, but is still

about twice as high as its all time low in 1985 – 55 cases per 100,000 people

(WHO 2007:232). The cure rate for chronic patients is low and they tend to

acquire antibiotic resistance due to incomplete or interrupted treatment. Former

National TB Program Manager, Constantin Marica, calls chronic patients the

greatest “reservoirs” of Multi Drug-Resistant TB (MDR-TB) in the country; with-

in this chronic population, approximately 30% are infected with forms that have

substantial antibiotic resistance (MDR and XDR) (2008). TB has long been rec-
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ognized as a social disease, largely influenced by standard of living (Dubos and

Dubos 1951, Packard 1989), as well as a disease of poverty (Farmer 2005,

WHO 2005). Chronic patients are male and female, young and old, but are

overwhelmingly poor. They begin with normal cases of non-resistant TB that

could be easily and cheaply treated but often acquire resistance, sometimes

even becoming Extensively Drug-Resistant (XDR) which is expensive, difficult

and sometimes impossible to treat.2 These patients are the focus of my

research, because they tend to have multiple social and medical problems, of

which TB is only one. If their TB is treated without regard to these other prob-

lems, they often relapse. I have met entire wards of chronic patients, many of

whom have been infected with TB for years, even decades. Each of these

patients has a tragic story of poverty, a family history of TB, homelessness,

domestic abuse, mental illness, and alcohol dependency. At present, there is

no system of case work and social support for TB patients. There are only two

psychologists that work exclusively in TB wards in the entire country, one at

each of the two national M/XDR-TB wards funded by the Global Fund to Fight

AIDS, Tuberculosis and Malaria. Combined, these wards only have a capacity

of about 100 patients, even though there are 22,000 new cases of TB in

Romania every year. 

When patients are discharged from the intensive inpatient phase of treatment

and begin the continuation phase, which is conducted on an outpatient basis,

those who come from chaotic, impoverished households find themselves

unable to complete the treatment. My findings echo those in other countries – it
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2 One of my biggest surprises came when I was in the office of one sanatorium doctor

and saw stacks of patient files on his bookshelf. The stack labeled “XDR” was tall. In the

space of about 18 months XDR-TB went from a rare, not often discussed condition in

Romania to a serious and rapidly growing problem. Worse still, no one knows how many

XDR-TB cases there are in Romania due incomplete drug sensitivity testing and obso-

lete and time-consuming methods used. 
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is not that TB patients do not want to complete treatment; it is that they cannot

(Greene 2004, Farmer 2005, Stillo et al. 2010). Thus, if treatment outcomes for

these patients are to be improved, the solution must be larger than simply

antibiotics and more funding for surveillance, it must include funds to assess

and address the actual conditions of life that predispose Romanians to catch-

ing TB and serve as the most substantial barriers to treatment. The Romanian

case is an excellent example of the limitations of TB treatment. As TB rates

dropped in the 1970s and 1980s, research on new drugs and vaccines came to

a halt. The U.S. prematurely declared victory predicting in 1989 and now in the

target year of 2010, TB is far from eradicated (CDC 1989). It remains stubborn-

ly present with new and increasingly resistant strains. TB never really disap-

peared: instead it remained endemic in the most economically and socially

marginalized populations. When TB periodically spills over into the general pop-

ulation, there is media attention and outrage, at least in the U.S. and other

wealthy countries. However, in Romania, TB routinely infects professionals

such as doctors, lawyers, journalists and bankers; yet, people are still reluctant

to discuss it openly. 

Spreading the word about a little-known and 
misunderstood epidemic

Romania’s history, and its recent entrance into the European Union, remains

unknown to most Americans; although they are aware of a Romanian connec-

tion to Dracula. When I first came to Romania to research TB in 2006, I

observed that there were historical and economic changes occurring that many

Romanians were not aware of, in terms of cause and effect, especially when it

came to the ailing health system and the TB epidemic. One reason for this

public unawareness can be explained by the way TB was historically controlled

in Romania. Part of the complicated legacy of socialist health care was an effec-

tive, albeit heavy-handed centralized national TB program. There were manda-
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tory screenings at schools and workplaces and if one was found to have TB,

they would face compulsory treatment and even the possibility of being sent to

a sanatorium and their children being sent to a preventorium. During socialism

these measures brought the TB rate to an all-time low in 1985, but the poverty

and turmoil of the early 2000s brought with it a TB epidemic that peaked at an

incidence rate of 146 cases per 100,000 people (WHO 2009: 254). This rate

was more than 30 times higher than the present U.S. rate and more about ten

times higher than even the E.U. rate. 

Impoverished people, the world over, tend to take less advantage of medical

care (Mullings and Walia 2001, Quimbo et al. 2008). This is true in Romania

also; many doctors report that TB patients do not even seek treatment until their

disease is well advanced, often waiting until they are coughing up blood. In the

late 1990s, well-intentioned reforms, aimed at improving health system efficien-

cy by centering it on general practitioners, led to insufficiently trained doctors

and nurses, especially in rural areas, failing to diagnose TB until its later stages.

However, these diagnostic errors are not entirely the fault of medical profes-

sionals. Under socialism, family doctors were not trained to diagnose and treat

TB and most would never encounter a case of the disease. At the time, Doctors

of the World, an American NGO was partnering with the Red Cross on a num-

ber of projects aimed at combating TB, including offering trainings to medical

personnel. These activities would unfortunately cease when the NGO left

Romania in 2007. The level of TB knowledge among medical personnel has

risen since the DOW trainings and survey (2004). However, even with the exis-

tence of some public information campaigns, general public knowledge of TB,

in Romania, is still very low. 

TB is an airborne bacterium that anyone, under the right circumstances can

catch. However, Romanians view TB as a “shameful” disease associated with

filth and irresponsibility; discussing the disease and its symptoms is considered

impolite. Even among TB patients, knowledge about TB is low. For example, in
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a survey I conducted of patients at one large Romanian TB sanatorium, only 14%

were able to correctly identify the source of their infection as another person ill

with TB (n=154). Furthermore, majorities of respondents incorrectly believe that

one can catch TB by having poor hygiene (88%), sharing a glass with a TB patient

(84%), or being in cold, damp places (97% n=147). Interestingly, these incorrect

notions coexist among TB patients with the knowledge that TB is caused by a

bacterium (85% n=147) (Stillo 2010a).

Unforeseen outcomes and surprises

I felt well-prepared at the beginning of the Fulbright grant period. I had already

taken four trips to Romania totaling almost six months. I already had institution-

al affiliations, Institutional Board of Review approvals from the U.S. and Romania

and even official permission from the Romanian Ministry of Health, however

there were many unforeseen complications. For example, all of the officials who

granted me permission to conduct my research, from Ministry of Health, the

National TB Program and even the sanatorium where the research is mainly sit-

uated had been replaced. As time went on, I witnessed similar turnover in all lev-

els of medical administration, national and local, as new appointees were

installed after each election. This politicization of the health system means that

nearly the entire management structure turns over every 2-3 years. This is a seri-

ous impediment to achieving meaningful change in the system. 

I thought that I had been prepared to adapt to changes and the level of uncer-

tainty (neasiguranþa) that daily life in Romania includes. I experienced petty cor-

ruption; low-level bureaucrats sometimes stall progress of paperwork and other

necessary details of life. Systems are improving, but, the average Romanian

faces considerable frustrations when they engage with the state bureaucracies.

A minor paperwork error can render a day’s worth of standing in line worthless.

There are much bigger challenges that face Romanians, such as finding the

money to pay the fees and bribes to gain access to hospital treatment. These
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uncertainties, along with the everyday problems of surviving in an economic cri-

sis and facing rising costs of living are worsening the scourge of stress that was

already affecting the country (Weber 2009). On July 1, 2010, in response to IMF

pressure, Romania increased its value added tax (TVA) to 24% at the height of

the economic crisis making it one of the highest in Europe. This 5% tax increase

(on virtually everything purchased including food) will be a major problem for

those who are barely getting by, especially pensioners some of whom live off of

less than 100 euros a month. The day before the increase, Romanians rushed

to the stores to fill their carts with oil, sugar and other food staples. Worse still,

at the same time, all public employees received a 25% pay cut which includes

doctors, nurses and other medical staff. People all over the country especially

those in rural areas (45% of the population) and the elderly, face high levels of

stress and uncertainty and the worst of the economic crisis may be ahead of

Romania (National Institute of Statistics 2008). 

The most challenging issue for me has been the severity of the anti-TB drugs’

side-effects, especially the “second-line” drugs used to treat M/XDR-TB. In fact,

many of these drugs were discovered in the 1940s and 1950s, but were quick-

ly deemed too toxic to use. The side-effects include: liver and kidney failure,

permanent hearing loss, depression, anxiety, crippling nausea, headaches and

severe insomnia. When a person is being treated for TB, the treatment often

makes you feel worse than the disease. This is true across the globe, however

in Romania there are very few psychologists or caseworkers to help manage

the side effects. Doctors will prescribe sleeping pills if the patient has insomnia

or painkillers for headaches, but for now, the country still lacks adequate social

and psychological support for these patients. At the two specialized M/XDR-TB

wards patients have access to a psychologist; however these two wards treat

less than 10% of Romania’s M/XDR-TB patients.

Another surprising discovery was the high rate of TB among medical profes-

sionals in Romania. Healthcare workers in one study had a TB incidence almost
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ten times higher than the general population (Sotgiu et al. 2008:606). Because

of the danger, I take precautions and regularly get tested. I am facing the same

risk as the men and women who treat these patients, but it is still dangerous.

During the winter, I had a bad cough and was doing my best to conduct inter-

views through a mask. A particularly sly elderly woman pointed out to me that

perhaps she and I might have more in common than I think – that I might

become a sanatorium patient and not just a researcher. I am doing all I can to

prevent this, but despite the risks, this is important research on a very serious

problem that needs attention. 

Florin

Statistically, most TB cases end with the patient being cured. Romania’s cure

rate is approximately 82%, below the WHO threshold of 85%. This means that

approximately 6000 patients every year are not cured (Ibraim 2010). The cure

rate drops drastically for chronic patients. However, being cured of TB rarely

means that the infection is completely removed from the body. Persister bacilli

(Gandy and Zumla 2003) remain in the lungs, particularly in M/XDR-TB patients

who are unable to take rifampicin, the strongest anti-TB drug with the best ster-

ilization activity. Every year, some patients get cured, some fail treatment, some

relapse and some die. I often meet patients who are sick, alone and poor, and

I know that some of them will die in the same condition. 

Romania’s social welfare system is overtaxed and inadequate for the popula-

tion’s needs. Family violence and inadequate nutrition contribute and even

stress all work together chipping away at one’s immune defenses, as well as

their ability to care for themselves. TB patients often continue to work long after

the first symptoms appear, putting their entire family at risk for infection. Nursing

homes (azil de batrani) are difficult to gain entry to, requiring bribes, which des-

titute elderly people cannot afford, or long periods of time to wait for a bed.

Many Romanian TB patients do not seek care for months or even years attribut-
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ing the fevers and persistent cough to other problems. The poor commonly

avoid the health care system, unable to pay the expected bribes and unaware

that TB diagnosis and treatment (unlike other conditions) are provided free of

charge. Commonly, patients wait until great damage has already been done to

their lungs and the begin coughing up blood; by the time the disease may have

already advanced too far. 

Sometimes, the thought of living with the disease is worse than dying. I met

Florin, he was 21, a young man living at a sanatorium. He had caught TB from

his father who was severely ill with MDR-TB. Unlike most of the other young men

at the sanatorium, Florin was not considered tough by comparison to the young

patients, who are hardened from working in the fields. Until he was infected by

TB, Florin lived in an apartment in a nearby city and was happy. When we first

met he tried very hard to reach out to me by using English slang, he said the

word cool, a lot. I was exhausted. The cold winter had been affecting me and I

had surveyed nearly a dozen patients before him. I was frustrated by the mask

that covers most of my face, hurts my nose and fogs up my glasses. It was not

so out of the ordinary for patients to reach out to me. They live on top of a moun-

tain and often their only contact with the outside world is through newspapers,

sometimes weeks old. I am an American researcher, speaking Romanian, who

asks them about their lives. I am also a source of small gifts like chocolates, and

other luxuries like a bit of sugar to sweeten the morning’s bitter coffee – simple

things that are beyond the reach of these impoverished patients.

Florin’s father was infected with MDR-TB, which means that he would be resis-

tant to the first line of TB drugs. Florin was treated (according to standard pro-

tocols) with the standard DOTS regimen, the first line of drugs. His doctor

ordered a drug sensitivity test (DST), to test whether the drugs would be effec-

tive or not. However, Romania uses an inexpensive but obsolete method that

yields results only after months. The day I met Florin is the day that that he

received his test results; his TB, like his fathers was resistant (of course it was,
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he obviously caught the TB from him). Yet, his survey was just like the others;

he chose sometimes, when I asked if he was ever depressed, anxious and

bored. When asked if he was happy with his life he responded simply, “Now?

No.”. While many have told me they cry themselves to sleep, Florin, did not

seem as bad off as these patients. However, Florin surprised everyone; he

returned to his apartment, threw a party for his friends, said good bye and hung

himself when he was alone. 

There was no psychologist or social worker available to explain his diagnosis,

perhaps if there was, he would have been better prepared to recognize his fear

for what it was, a normal symptom of having TB and not enough information.

Perhaps if Romanian doctors had access to more rapid drug sensitivity tests

used in other countries, they would have known in days, instead of months, that

he had MDR-TB and treated him accordingly. Perhaps if I had been warmer in

his interview, I could have reassured him. Perhaps if his doctor had taken the

time to explain his diagnosis, Florin would have felt like there was hope. I can

never be sure about the sequence of events on that day for that young man.

However, I am confident that Florin’s death could have been prevented. 

I recently met with the head of an NGO that focuses on TB. When he asked

what my goals were, I told him that the purpose of my work is to put myself out

of a job. Romania should, eventually, not need anthropologists to catalog and

document the causes of people’s TB-based suffering. I want to see Romania

achieve a public health standard that does not require NGOs to work on behalf

of TB patients. I want to contribute to minimizing the occurrence of TB related

preventable death. I remain optimistic about Romania, more so than most

Romanians. The TB epidemic, if taken seriously, funded adequately and

addressed in a comprehensive manner (focusing on the social and economic

aspects that make the disease so difficult to cure (Stillo 2009, Stillo 2010a)) is

not a problem without a solution.
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Present and future activities

To be considered for my 2001 Fulbright Grant, I was asked to write an essay

on the multiplier effect, how I would be able to spread the knowledge and expe-

riences I gained on the trip to Romania to others in the future. That trip shaped

my academic career and helped me develop into an anthropologist specializing

in Romania. Since then, I have taught hundreds of my own students about

Romania and have been able to provide people with a nuanced picture of a

country that is too often misunderstood. A Fulbright grant this year has allowed

me the opportunity to not only conduct research but also to share my findings

with a wide audience of Romanians and Americans who live in Romania at con-

ferences organized by the Romanian-U.S. Fulbright Commission.

The purpose of a Fulbright grant is never strictly for research. There is also the

opportunity to serve as a representative, working cooperatively with

Romanians, as equals. Yes, Romania has a serious TB epidemic, by far the

worst in the European Union and one of the very worst in the entire region.

However, the United States also has a TB problem. While the overall rate is low,

the disease remains stubbornly endemic among prisoners, poor people and

those suffering from HIV/AIDS. I believe both health systems have valuable

lessons to teach one another. As a Fulbright grantee, it is my task to be open

to these lessons, while also offering what benefits the U.S. approach can pro-

vide. I also have a responsibility to support and work with Romanians whenev-

er possible both inside and outside the academy. Therefore, I have been serv-

ing as a mentor to social science Romanian students. For literature searches,

surveying and transcription/translation I hired Romanian research assistants. I

assisted the Fulbright Commission by speaking at orientations for prospective

and successful Fulbright grantees, leaving Romania for the U.S. Further, I co-

authored an article in Romanian, with doctors at the National Pneumology

Hospital, on the social and economic issues that prevent some TB patients from

completing treatment (Stillo et al. 2010). In the fall, I will be guest lecturing on

public health and TB, to American college students in Romania, and spending
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a semester in Petrosani, a depressed coal mining area. This will not be my last

trip to Romania. I will remain close with the doctors, professors and NGOs that

I have been working with. I plan to coauthor additional papers with my research

assistants, and collaborators; and once completed, I will translate my disserta-

tion into Romanian.

Anthropology, especially medical anthropology, is not common as an academ-

ic science in Romania; it was strictly regulated like other social sciences during

socialism. For this reason, these disciplines, even twenty years later are

severely stifled. In 2003, I spent part of the summer with Romanian anthropol-

ogy masters students, most of whom were doing fieldwork for the very first time.

In the U.S., most anthropology courses will require small field research projects

involving interviewing, surveying and most importantly, participant observation

– an anthropologist’s most valuable research tool. Participant observation is the

skill of being with people and trying to observe and participate in their experi-

ences as fully as possible. Of course this does not make me the same as the

patient. I stay at the sanatorium, spend time with the patients and eat the same

food, but I am not sick. I can return to the city when I need a break and I do not

suffer the awful side-effects of the medications. Yet, I do my best to draw their

experiences. In the future, it would be an honor to serve as a senior Fulbright

grant recipient here. My research experiences can enable me to, not only teach

modern methods of anthropological inquiry which take into account culture, pol-

itics, economics, and many other factors, but also the research methods that

allow students to approach their own questions anthropologically – to teach

them to use anthropology to better understand their own country as well as

other cultures. 

The role of the Fulbright Program

For sixty-four years now, the Fulbright Program has been fostering internation-

al exchange and cooperation. Based on my experience, I believe Fulbright is
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among the most valuable U.S. government programs in existence. The benefits

of these five decades are priceless. Generations of American students have

experienced new cultures and generations of foreign students have been able

to study in America. This intercultural exchange is the basis for the Fulbright

Program. Our world is growing more interconnected every decade, it is more

important than ever that Americans understand and appreciate other nations

and cultures as friends and collaborators. By facilitating genuine interactions

between future American educators, politicians, and business people with other

places and cultures, an investment is made in good future relations. My first

Fulbright trip to Romania in 2001 opened my eyes to a people and a part of the

world I had never experienced before. I have seen the arresting natural beauty

of the country and felt the warmth and kindness of the Romanian people. By the

time I returned in 2009, it was already my second home. These experiences

have shaped my understanding not only of Romania and this part of the world,

but also of the United States. I wish that all interested young people were able

to benefit from a Fulbright year abroad from both countries. It has been a valu-

able experience for me and it is only the beginning of my relationship with the

Fulbright Program. 
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Matei Stîrcea-Crãciun
A Pioneering Hermeneutic Approach to

Brâncuºi’s Sculpture

Background of post doctoral grant on ‘Hylesic (Material) Symbolism
in Brâncuºi’s Sculpture’, Queens College, CUNY, May-December 1995

At the time when I decided to write on Brâncuºi’s work, somewhere around

1988, the idea was to put up a story that was to focus on the inner life of sculp-

ture, rather than on its making – as this latter chapter of knowledge happened

to be already outstandingly shaped owing to the valuable contributions of sev-

eral generations of scholars. Apart from the artist’s private life, and in addition

to aesthetic assessments provided by critics and art historians, Brâncuºi’s com-

positions vest in an aura of connotations and sustain an articulate discourse on

human values, the intelligence of which may help towards better ways to high-

light their true worth and their uniqueness. To take Brâncuºi’s work out of the

museum and cut it free from biographic intricacies appeared to me as a neces-

sary prerequisite for an effective alternative examination of the mastership of

bending shape into artfully codified meaning.

In my Ph. D. thesis, ‘Symbolic Languages in Romanian (Modern and) Contem-

porary Visual Art’, Bucharest University, History Department, 1993, expanded

consideration was granted to three major sources of inspiration in Brâncuºi’s

work that had been granted scarce attention by scholars: neo-mythological

symbolism, semantic confluences with the one generation younger – and
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Romania’s greatest poet – Mihai Eminescu, and, most important in point of aes-

thetic impact, hylesic symbolism (Greek, hyle, matter). As early as 1986, I came

forward with the concept of hylesic symbolism to designate visual codification

techniques in contemporary Romanian sculpture that rely on materials as on a

semantic/axiologic matrix.1

A first well structured comment on hylesic symbolism is to be found in a small

hastily written volume devoted to Brâncuºi’s sculpture2. While the volume shows

The Wisdom of the Earth (1907), The Kiss (1907), The Prayer (1907), Adam and

Eve (1921) as well as The Târgu-Jiu Ensemble (1938)3 to form the backbone of

a remarkably dense comment on neo-mythologic themes, it simultaneously iden-

tifies these compositions as articulating a sustained philosophic cogitation on the

semantic/axiologic relationship between matter and shape that was to prompt

Brâncuºi’s increasingly resolute departure from figurative expression. A major

contention in my applying for a Fulbright grant was that Brâncuºi’s place among

20th century founders of artistic movements had to be seen as strongly correlat-

ed to his hylesic discoveries. Of course, assessments of such discoveries were

to call for anthropologic and historic surveys of symbolic codifications of materi-

als across various cultures4 as well as for explorations of the current expanse of

hylesic thinking in modern and contemporary art. 
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1 The concept of hylesic symbolism was first put forward in an essay on Romanian
sculptor Ovidiu Maitec (1925–2007). Cf. Matei Stîrcea-Crãciun, “Maitec, avagy a
hülésikus szimbolizmus (Maitec i.e. hylesic symbolism)”, Tett, 1986/2, pp. 54-56. See
also M.S.-C., “Symbole et symétrie, considérations sur deux théories de l’imaginaire”,
Anthropologie littéraire, Cahiers roumains d’études littéraires, 3/1987, pp. 38-47. 
2 Matei Stîrcea-Crãciun, Brâncuºi – Simbolismul hylesic, Bucharest, Edinter, 1992, p. 144. 
3 The Târgu-Jiu Ensemble (1938) includes three monumental compositions: The Table
of the Silence, The Gate of the Kiss, The Endless Column.
4 A quick survey of material codifications in classical Greek and Rome in included in
Brâncuºi – Simbolismul hylesic in the section ‘Întemeieri estetice’ (Aesthetic Founda-
tions): see chapter Perspectiva culturologicã: Grecia ºi bronzul – Roma ºi piatra (A
Culture Oriented Perspective: Greece vs. bronze – Rome vs. stone, ibid, pp. 95-111. 
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The 1992 BHS volume argues that The Wisdom of the Earth, The Kiss and The

Prayer are forming a triptych dedicated to biblical Eve. About thirty hermeneutic

indices are provided to sustain this interpretation. Moreover, Adam and Eve

(1916–1921), a wooden composition in the collections of the Guggenheim

Museum, N.Y., was proved to occupy a central position in the economy of

Brâncuºi’s whole work. Indeed, the Eve motif Brâncuºi resumed in 1916 using a

dramatically altered stylistic register as against the above mentioned 1907 Eve’s

triptych is bearing a clear indication of significant conceptual progress. At the time,

my interpretation of Adam and Eve was of course solely based on iconographic

analyses. But it adequately identified the essence of Brâncuºi’s radically new

approach to the biblical theme as having to do with the master's most elaborate

attempt to use matter (wood) as a semantic/axiologic matrix. Additional data on

Brâncuºi’s efforts to highlight what he called, the language of materials’ 5 was pro-

vided in the volume BHS by the analysis of The Târgu-Jiu Ensemble. 

Objectives of the Fulbright grant as spelled out or implied in the
detailed project statement

a) double checking own hypotheses and findings from previous investigations

of Brâncuºi's works available in Romania as against data provided by

Brâncuºi’s works shown at the 1995 Brâncuºi retrospective exhibitions in Paris

and Philadelphia; documentation on critical assessment of Brâncuºi’s work to

be completed in U.S. Art Libraries; contacting U.S. specialists on Brâncuºi and

specialists in 20th century art history and in the philosophy of 20th century art; 

b) carrying out morphologic and symbolic analyses of an additional dozen

sculptures perceived as closest connected to previously explored brancusian
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5 ‘We should not enforce our language upon materials, Brâncuºi used to explain to vis-

itors, but rather endeavor to take them to the point where others would understand their

language.’ Cf. Doina Lemny and Cristian-Robert Velescu (Eds.), Brâncuºi inedit,
Bucharest, Humanitas Publ. House, 2004, p. 454.
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motifs: The Sleeping Muse, Miss Pogany, Danaide, Caryatide, Prodigal Son,

The Sorceress, The Princess X, Socrates, The King of Kings, The Fish, a.s.o.;

c) further work on my provisional answers to the questions: 1) how ponderous

are hylesic trends in 20th century art; 2) what is their anthropological relevance;

d) interest American research workers to join in a common effort for extending

symbolic anthropology methods to a systematic investigation of contemporary

art productions.

Methods 

Brâncuºi’s work to be investigated during the Fulbright grant was to rely on

analyses techniques previously developed in Romania. These were mostly

inspired by myth investigations in structural anthropology (Claude Lévi-

Strauss), studies on material imagination in literary texts (Gaston Bachelard),

symbolic anthropology (Mircea Eliade, Gilbert Durand, André Leroi-Gourhan),

archeology (Waldemar Deonna, Jean Pierre Vernant), philosophy of culture

(Northrop Frye), aesthetics (Wilhelm Worringer).

Intended significance of the Fulbright grant

The research project on hylesic symbolism in Brâncuºi’s sculpture was intend-

ed to provide a foothold for engaging into long term cooperation ventures

across Romania, Europe, and the U.S. with art historians, art philosophers,

symbolic anthropologists, designers, and other specialists in cultural studies on

object environments. 

Excerpts from the final report on completion of the 
Fulbright grant, January 15, 1996

The application for the Fulbright Postdoctoral Research Award on ‘Material

Symbolism in Constantin Brâncuºi's Sculpture' was filed on September 20,
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1993. On February 14, 1994, a letter signed by Mrs. Maria Berza, Director of

the Romanian-U.S. Fulbright Commission, nominated me for a six month long

post doctoral research Fulbright grant to be completed during the academic

year 1994–95. By August 10th, 1994, Mrs. Christine Djondo, C.I.E.S. Program

Officer, announced that a professor willing to serve as faculty associate had

been identified, inviting me to take written contact with her. This was Professor

Anna C. Chave, an experienced art historian, teaching at Queens College, City

University of New York, the author of an outstanding monograph on Brâncuºi's

Sculpture, published at Yale University Press in 1993.

The grant calendar, May 1st-November 1st, 1995 was defined so as to allow for

visits of the 1995 Brâncuºi Retrospective Exhibitions in Paris and Philadelphia. I

am particularly grateful for the advice provided to me by the Fulbright Officers in

Bucharest and by Mrs. Christine Djondo from the Washington Headquarters, as

well as by Professor Chave, for ways to optimize my calendar so as to take

advantage of both exhibitions. At this point I got informed about the possibility of

taking my wife along with me. I decided to take advantage of this opportunity as

a way of further enhancing favorable logistic circumstances for my work.

A grant calendar was defined as follows: (a) arrival in New York on May 1st; (b)

stay in New York for one week until May 7th to accommodate, meet relevant fac-

ulty people, and learn useful addresses; (c) fly to Paris on May 8th, and stay on

until May 22nd, to complete my descriptive notes on Brâncuºi's sculpture pieces

shown in Paris; (d) return to the U.S. on May 22nd to start the New York based

research making the object of the grant. As the Brâncuºi Exhibition organized

by the Philadelphia Museum of Art was due to open at the beginning of October,

I could also hope to be able to visit it before reaching home on November 1st.

Professor Chave, when I first met her on May 2nd, kindly completed the briefing

on useful addresses and professional advice. In point of housing, I was lucky to

get a provisional arrangement at a friend's place, in southern Brooklyn. This

was a nice home, yet far too remote from my points of interest. Adequate hous-
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ing, in a shared flat on Third Avenue was found upon my return from France by

browsing New York Times ads. The fortnight trip to France to visit the Brâncuºi

Exhibition curated by Margit Rowell at Centre Georges Pompidou was a cardi-

nal experience. This was my real encounter with the master’s work, i.e. the first

major opportunity to reassess previous assumptions and findings and lay the

bases for the next steps to be taken. On returning to New York to set on work,

I found that summer time is unfortunately not the best season for establishing

professional contacts in university circles. However, it did prove a great time to

carry on documentation in libraries, visit museums and art collections, meet

American critics and American artists. The project has been an ambitious one.

I initially estimated that I would need about nine months of work to carry it out.

I will state from the start that I am much satisfied about the global results

achieved during the seven months of my stay, although these results may dif-

fer to some extent from what I first anticipated.

Globally speaking, the grant was too rich and diverse an experience to let itself

synthesized in a few lines. The possibility to visit the retrospective exhibitions

on Brâncuºi organized in Paris and Philadelphia in 1995 provided me with a

truly unique chance to see the most relevant pieces of the master's work dis-

played together. The exhibitions were indeed the largest ever to have been

organized on Brâncuºi’s sculpture, a unprecedented opportunity for a resump-

tion of interest among specialists for a reassessment of Brâncuºi's contributions

to the making of modern art. Throughout 1995, a rich selection of papers on

Brâncuºi were published in art journals, several important monographs resur-

faced in bookshops, lectures were dedicated to his art.

I could benefit directly of all these circumstances to proceed to a reassessment

of own findings. To my great satisfaction, I not only found them correct and sup-

plying a safe basis for future elaborations, but I could test their interest to

American specialists and artists, as well as to students in American art schools.

I was pleased to address several seminars in a couple of art schools; and to

give lectures on Brâncuºi at the Romanian Cultural Center in New York, or the
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New York Studio School, a distinguished art training establishment, or at Bard

College, and to present papers at scientific meetings or sent articles to art jour-

nals. The lecture I gave at the New York Studio School on October 19th, as part

of the Lecture Series organized by the school, was attended by several notori-

ous personalities in the field of brancusian studies like Sidney Geist or Margit

Rowell as well as by chief editors of art journals, artists, professors and stu-

dents. It was a successful event and a gratifying experience to me.

I enjoyed enormously the chance to visit museums and exhibitions and studios

of artists as well as scores of art galleries, in New York, Washington,

Philadelphia, and Paris. It has been an extremely enriching experience, an

overwhelming one. Apart from my discussions with Professor Anna Chave,

which I found constructive in many respects, and to whom I am addressing

afresh my most sincere thanks, I had the opportunity to meet prominent special-

ists in the field of brancusian studies like Sidney Geist – the author of several

classical volumes on Brâncuºi; or Margit Rowell who directed the organization

of the Paris exhibition dedicated to Brâncuºi; or William Tucker, a notorious

American sculptor, as well as a teacher of sculpture, and the author of an impor-

tant monograph on Brâncuºi and other modern artists; or Lee Tribe a provoca-

tive sculptor illustrating an original approach to iron sculpture. 

I remain indebted to Professor Graham Nickson, Director of the New York

Studio School, for his encouragement and valuable advice, to William Tucker

and Lee Tribe (NYSS) who invited me to conduct seminars in their class, and

visit their studios, and to Professor Laurie Adams. More names to be gratefully

recalled are Mr. Eric Gibson, Executive Director at Art News, Reverend Leo J.

O’Donovan, President of Georgetown University, Professor Reimand Erickson,

Dean of Art and Humanities at Queens College, Professor Virgil Nemoianu,

from the Washington Catholic University, Professor Suzanna D. Simmor, Head

of the Art Library at Queens College and Mrs. Alexandra de Luise, her

Assistant. The list is not complete nor can it be.
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One of the lessons of my grant was that the size of the aesthetic phenomena I

had been interested to address went much beyond my original appreciation. My

seven month stay was decisive to operate a change in my perception about the

size of issues, and to widen my awareness about the need for culture oriented

approaches to artistic productions. 

The aftermath of the Fulbright grant

Surveying Brâncuºi’s place in the leading monographs devoted to him as well

as in treatises on modern art history published in the 50’, 60’, 70’, 80’, 90’, and

up to the present, results in a stunning observation. Progress in knowledge

about either his science of composition, or his visual discourse, or his aesthet-

ic contributions is difficult to notice over six decades of critical effort.

While optimistic feelings pervade early writings with respect to where and how

to classify Brâncuºi’s creation, later on these tend to dry out. Brâncuºi keeps

being acknowledged as an undisputed milestone to contemporary sculpture.

Yet, from one decade to the next, there is growing hesitation in naming the

essence of his contributions (as it happens in the case of Picasso’s cubism,

Dali’s surrealism a.s.o.). Eventually a disturbing opinion appears to have sur-

faced among art critics, art historians and curators: to those that share it,

Brâncuºi’s art ‘escapes analysis’ for ‘being difficult to situate in terms of

sources, and deprived of direct followers’.6

However, putting the blame on Brâncuºi for alleged obscurity of sculptural dis-

course inevitably raises the question of whether deficient critical strategies are

not to be incriminated as well. The few brancusian motifs which the 1992 BHS

monograph showed to be transparent in terms of underlying symbolic values
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6 See Margit Rowell, A Modern and Timeless Work, in Friedrich Teja Bach, Margit

Rowell, Ann Temkin, Constantin Brâncuºi, 1876–1957, Gallimard, Centre Georges

Pompidou, 1995, p. 40. (citation translated from the French version of the Catalogue). 
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were setting a direct challenge to me for more efforts to be devoted to further

understanding of Brâncuºi’s whole work. On the one hand there was the stim-

ulus that I apparently did avail of an efficient approach. On the other hand, while

bringing to an end the 1992 monograph, a prevailing feeling was that more

instruments were needed to proceed further. For real progress involved both a

capacity to cover the remaining motifs in Brâncuºi’s work as well as intelligence

about how to dig deeper with respect to each one of them.

As early as 1993, a change in research tactics was initiated. Hylesic expression

in Brâncuºi’s work sometimes appears to grow thin. This is hardly surprising with

an artist crossing virgin land in an attempt to renovate artistic thinking. He was

looking for answers to questions he felt no one had asked before. Inevitably, any

hesitation he may have had experienced was potentially apt to blur the intended

effects and confuse later critical assessment. In 1993, I happened to meet Paul

Neagu (1938–2004), the most important Romanian sculptor since Brâncuºi – as

I was soon to learn. Neagu was established in the U.K. He was two generation

younger than Brâncuºi. His work seemed impregnated with hylesic ideas. So, a

natural inference to me was that composition principles Neagu may have had

inherited from Brâncuºi were likely to be more mature – i.e. easier to be

described – in the former’s work than in his famous predecessor’s. This is why

on returning home, further studies on Brâncuºi slowly turned into a second pri-

ority as compared to intensive efforts to explore Paul Neagu’s work. 

Intensive studies, in this case, involved long term research. It took seven years

to complete a monograph on Paul Neagu’s work. It took three more years to

translate it in English and get it published – owing to a generous donation of the

Romanian Government.7 Paul Neagu, like Brâncuºi, had developed a reputa-
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7 Matei Stîrcea-Crãciun: Paul Neagu – Nine Catalytic Stations, A Study in Hylesic
Symbolism, Bucharest, Anastasia Publishing House, 2003, 236 p., 214 black-and-white

illustrations provided by the artist. (English version carefully edited by Derrick Hawker,

a former Principal with the Lincolnshire College of Art and Design, U.K.). 
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tion of a hermetic artist, so this happened to be the first comprehensive mono-

graph on Neagu’s sculpture.

As PN-NCS the monograph on Paul Neagu marked a corner stone in my quest

on the conceptual bases of hylesic symbolism, a short reference to it may be

welcomed in this context. Paul Neagu emigrated to the UK in the late ‘60s and

devoted a lifelong to investigate shape and material as a witness (and agent) of

cultural value and change. The result of his quests gradually grew into an

impressive fresco of a ‘dialogue’ humanity and materials have sustained since

times immemorial. 

Nine Catalytic Stations (steel, 1975–1987), undoubtedly a masterwork, groups

together nine sculpture pieces of an abstract design. The steel sharp shapes of

Neagu’s Catalytic Stations, can be seen – it is our contention –, as many

metaphors on the ways steel (iron) subliminally catalyzed the growth of human

mind and culture. Remarkably, The Stations are not randomly chosen

metaphors, a haphazard mosaic stating some loose connection to the subject,

but – as shown in the monograph – a string of deftly interconnected symbolic

constructs. Each Catalytic Station in the cycle is determined as regards its

value meanings by the preceding Station while it conditions the values of the

next Station. The hermeneutic approach highlights the artist’s astounding con-

trol in compounding together nine metaphors on iron which span progress from

incipient iron tools (knife, plough) to such grandiose achievements as contem-

porary human civilization boasts about.

Speaking about Nine Catalytic Stations, Neagu explained that it was meant to

tell ‘a tale of the spiral’. And in the light of our interpretation, the cycle is elo-

quently shown to eulogize evolution. The quality of Neagu’s sculptural dis-

course is surely going to recommend it in the near future to the attention of a

broad audience. With Nine Catalytic Stations, he enriched the patrimony of 20th

century visual art with a genuine founding myth of modern make, tuned in to fit

the emergent global consciousness of our times. 
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So, the PN-NCS monograph provides an intensive anthropological scrutiny of

hylesic discourse in the work of one definite artist. It is meant as a useful com-

plement to contributions by art historians, critics or curators on topics such as

“expression through the material” where material vs. shape issues are

approached extensively with respect to the artistic production of a whole gener-

ation of artists.8

More important, the PN-NCS monograph points out Paul Neagu’s major com-

mitment to relay on safer ground Bachelard’s investigations of material imagi-

nation. Poetic texts investigated by the French philosopher provided hundred of

metaphors where, careful analyses showed once and again shape perception

to be subliminally conditioned by a material perception. Imagination about

shapes was thus eloquently demonstrated to be catalyzed, i. e generated, by

imagination about materials.

Poets use words – the most immaterial vector of communication – to express

feelings and thoughts. When immaterial words are meant to gloss what materi-

als stand for to human consciousness, freedom of expression is boundless. Yet,

what is being said may ultimately prove to be less substantial as compared to

e.g. an architect’s discourse on stone. Bachelard was well aware of this poten-

tial pitfall, but deliberately chose to ignore it, for his main goal was to impose

material imagination as a distinct chapter of human knowledge. 

This is where Neagu’s contribution is worth a tribute. In Nine Catlytic Stations

he usefully supplements Bachelard’s extensive quests to explicit rarefied poet-

ic discourse on material imagination with an intensive approach diligently

appropriated by sculpture – an art where imagination is most strongly condi-
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8 Cf. Carmen Giménez, Dore Ashton, Francisco Calvo Serraller, Picasso and the Age of
Iron, Catalog to exhibition, March 19-May 16, 1993, Guggenheim Museum, 1994, p.

329; Florence de Mèredieu, Histoire matérielle et immatérielle de l’art moderne, Bordas,

1994, p. 406. 
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tioned by intimate experience of materials. Neagu’s standing merit has to do

with providing an outstanding sculptural demonstration about the way materials

thoroughly condition patterns of thinking and cultural values – not just human

imagination. In Nine Catalytic Stations, hylesic discourse may be said to reach

the ninth exponential of hylesic information a single piece of sculpture may be

expected to convey. As already said, the cycle succeeds to encompass the

whole ‘spiral’ of evolution since prehistory to present times – an impressive

result duly emphasized in the PN-NCS monograph. 

It is worth mentioning that the PN-NCS monograph on Paul Neagu was suc-

cessfully launched in March 2004, at Slade College, in London, the institution

where Paul Neagu had taught sculpture to students that were to turn into the

best-known British sculptors of the 1980s and 1990s such as Tony Cragg,

Richard Deacon, Antony Gormley, Shirazeh Houshiary, Anish Kapoor,

Langlands & Bell, Rachel Whiteread. Favorable reference on the monograph

was published in British journals a few months later, in obituaries deploring

Neagu’s untimely death, on June 16th, 2004.9

With the monograph presented at the 39th AICA Congress, Ljubljana,

September 2005, the author was elected an international AICA member.

Mention should also be made that in 2007, a survey of research results on

Neagu’s work was published in Sculpture magazine 10, and the PN-NCS mono-

graph was entered on the New York International Sculpture Centre list of

‘Books on Sculpture’.
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9 Richard Demarco, “Paul Neagu, Influential sculptor, painter and performance artist”,

The Independent, 21 June 2004, Obituaries, pp. 28, cf. http://www.independent.co.uk/

news/obituaries/paul-neagu-730612.html.
10 Matei Stîrcea-Crãciun, “Paul Neagu, Cross vs. Hyphen – Global Symbols Revisited”,

Sculpture, October 2007, vol. 26, no. 8, pp. 48-53, New York, International Sculpture

Center.
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Latest Developments of the Research Project on Hylesic Symbolism 

Starting 2004, brancusian studies were resumed on a comparatively broader

methodological scale. The goal in mind was a treatise of applied hermeneutics

on abstract sculpture with Brâncuºi’s work explored as a case study – undoubt-

edly the most relevant to be found in Romanian art. 

I feel privileged to report on the scope and findings of the latest stage of com-

pletion in the research project on Brâncuºi’s sculpture and on hylesic symbol-

ism. The recently published Brâncuºi – Material Languages, A Study in the

Hermeneutics of Abstract Art 11 adds contributions on:

Composition Principles. In applied hermeneutics, as illustrated by the above

mentioned BML study, intensive morphologic scrutiny of an artist’s work proves

instrumental to identifying composition principles. While no more than half a

dozen morphologic observations per item of sculpture often underlie current

critical interpretations of Brâncuºi’s compositions, hermeneutic interpretations

may rely on up to forty indices. With critical assessment availing of 20-40

indices to put up an interpretation, sculpture virtually converts into text.12 Applied

hermeneutics as defined herein postulates an artist’s work to form the equiva-

lent of an idiolect – a language spoken by one individual – and claims respon-

sibility to investigate its vocabulary and grammar. BML provides in-depth

descriptions of previously unnoticed composition principles in Brâncuºi’s work

such as: infantile projections, hylesic symbolism, plastic syncope, object
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11 Brâncuºi – Limbajele materiei, studiu de hermeneuticã a artei abstracte (Brâncuºi –
Material Languages, A Study in the Hermeneutics of Abstract Sculpture), Anima

Publishing House, 2010, 488 p, 95 ill., 40 hermeneutic plates. The present Romanian

version of the monograph is to be followed by separate editions in French and English.
12 See in BML the six hermeneutical plates in Addenda I and the 34 hermeneutic

schemes in Addenda II (pp. 372-457) accounting for morphologic observation and

hermeneutic analyses devoted to each motif. To illustrate this, the hermeneutic plate of

the Kiss has been annexed to this essay.
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metaphors, symbolic lateralization, symbolic resection, sequential themes,

heroes in travesty, a.s.o.

Work-wide Corroboration of Interpretations. An extended data bank of morpho-

logic observation appears to be a prerequisite for achieving a unitary interpre-

tation of Brâncuºi’s whole work. BML shows Brâncuºi’s work not to be made up

of heteroclite motifs. Indeed, each motif is demonstrated to emerge as an out-

growth of preceding motifs. As indicated in the map of the brancusian imaginary

(see Addenda III, pp. 486-488 in the volume), about forty motifs accounting for

Brâncuºi’s whole work congregate harmoniously into a unique structure and are

meant to sustain an elating story about love, and equality, and responsibility

addressed to the human civilization at large.

Aesthetic Vision. In compliance with the hermeneutic bias of this study,

Brâncuºi’s work is assessed from a history of culture perspective rather than

from a history of art perspective. His aesthetic vision then clearly appears as an

outgrowth of a relentless quest to consolidate the ethic foundations of a global-

izing modern civilization. Brâncuºi’s bold approach reconstructs the phylogeny

of human imaginary by reaching back deeper than mythologies, down to the

common ground of materials – a common denominator for all cultures around

the earth with respect to the emergence and growth of human action, human

aspirations, human knowledge, and cultural values. The hylesic argument

underlying Brâncuºi’s sculpture invites humans to respond and manage as one

single family their material, biologic and spiritual common heritage. This state-

ment needs emphasis. From the present generations’ point of view, no state-

ment or vision is more ponderous in Brâncuºi’s creation than his striving to con-

solidate the status of (modern) art as an institution meant to manage the

dreams – i.e. the future – of mankind. (See discussions on hylesic symbolism

on pp.: 38-40; 90-91; 103-108; 222-247; 295-305; 320-323).

Trend Launched by Brâncuºi in 20th Century Sculpture BML as well as PN-NCS

converge to highlight Brâncuºi’s major role in pioneering a distinct aesthetic
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trend in 20th century art – herein designated as hylesic (material) symbolism13 –

a trend that has so far been granted little critical attention. Several critical

essays we have devoted over the years to prominent Romanian sculptors and

painters such as Horia Bernea, Ovidiu Maitec, Constantin Popovici, Napoleon

Tiron, Ion Nicodim, Simona Runcan witness for the relevance of approaching

their work from a hylesic perspective.

Indirect international corroboration of our findings was recently provided by a

seminal anthology of 20th century sculpture.14 In Modern Sculpture Reader

major names in 20th century sculpture are shown to share a common concern

for exploring materials not just as regards their expressive potential. 

Contributions to an Applied Hermeneutics of Abstract Sculpture. In fact, the

hermeneutical analysis set forth in the BLM – alongside its contribution to

reconstructing the sculptural discourse of a major artist (Constantin Brâncuºi) –

is mainly intended to advocate in favor of wider anthropological and axiological

assessments of modern and contemporary art productions. These ought to be

ranked as necessary complements to the general assessment provided by

established art criticism. 

Conclusion

In BLM, a second short conclusive chapter titled Seven Theses for the Institu-

tionalization of Symbolic Anthropology Approaches to Modern and Contempo-

rary Visual Art provides guidelines for the continuation of the project. Human
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13 In hylesic compositions, materials transcend their common physical role of a medium

to turn into a subliminal subject of a painting or sculpture. Research on material imagi-

nation’ was initiated in France, back in the late ’30s by Gaston Bachelard, and was lim-

ited to literary criticism (See pp. 39-40 and p. 351, note 32). 
14 Jon Wood, David Hulks & Alex Potts (eds.), Modern Sculpture Reader, The Henri

Moore Institute, 2007, 511 pages.
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knowledge in contemporary society appears to be predominantly managed in

accordance with a rational logic. As however the brain is designed to combine

harmoniously rational activities and symbolic activities, it may be inferred that a

substantial share of human thinking is mismanaged. 

In a context of spreading crises that are not limited to the economic sphere, an

idea emerges about the need to sustain scientific and technical progress by

improved knowledge and handling of the ‘shaded side’ of contemporary human-

ity – i.e. symbolic thinking as most relevantly accounted for by artistic produc-

tions of every kind. Surprisingly, the grammar of modern and contemporary

symbolic languages does not make the study object of specialized institutions. 

It is my hope that findings of the present research project conducted under

the common aegis of the Francisc Rainer Anthropological Institute and the

Romanian Academy will stimulate cooperation with research units in the U.S.

and elsewhere in the world.
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Paul E. Sum 
Locke meets Rousseau: 

Reflections on Public Diplomacy and
Cultural Exchange as a 

Fulbright Scholar in Romania

The Fulbright Program was founded in 1946 with a mission to facilitate cross-

cultural, academic collaboration in both the areas of research and teaching. The

cultural exchange is perhaps the most crucial aspect of the program because it

forces Fulbright award recipients and those with whom they have contact in the

host country to reevaluate firmly engrained assumptions. The process certain-

ly leads to personal enrichment but may hold greater dividends in terms of for-

eign relations through what has been termed public diplomacy (Lindsay 1987;

Snow 2008; Spiller 1966; Woods 1987).

As a recipient of a lecturer-researcher award to Romania (AY 2009–2010), the

expectation of intense cultural exchanges was certainly met. I was housed at

the Center for the Study of Democracy in the Department of Political Science at

Babeº-Bolyai University. I taught three classes: Problems in Research Methods

(graduate level), Social Entrepreneurship (graduate level) and Comparative

Politics (undergraduate level). The latter course was team-taught with a

Romanian colleague. The partnership fully embraced the spirit of academic col-

laboration. I also delivered a series of guest lectures to many other classes.
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My research investigates sustainability for Romanian non-governmental organi-

zations (NGOs). Under the Fulbright award, I addressed this question through

structured interviews with NGO representatives. I also pursued other streams

of my research agenda related to the determinants and consequences of gen-

eralized trust as a building block of sustainable democracy. Toward this end, I

met regularly with scholars interested in the political attitudes and behaviors of

Romanian migrant workers (my interest focuses on the extent to which they, as

a group, are “trusters”). I also joined a working group of political scientists and

psychologists at Babeº-Bolyai University interested in the issue with an eye

toward sharing research experiences and literatures across our disciplines.

As any Fulbright scholar knows, these professional duties are only the tip of the

iceberg when it comes to the cultural exchange experience. Living in Romania

with my spouse and two young children brought a host of pleasures and chal-

lenges. These included our interactions with the Romanian school that our sons

attended. We renewed personal relationships with Romanians we have known

from previous stays in the country and made many new acquaintances. Added

to these people, we interacted regularly in a less personal but frequently just as

intense way with an array of others: our landlords, neighbors, shopkeepers, ser-

vice workers, and bureaucrats.

As a political scientist, I am drawn to a thought process that finds unifying

themes that describe patterns within diverse social and professional settings.

Yet, with the rich experience Fulbright offered, this has been a difficult task

because I do not wish to oversimplify reality. Nevertheless, given my academic

training and interests, considerations of the nature of public authority and the

appropriate role of the state sums up many aspects of my experience and high-

lights cultural differences between myself as an American and the Romanians

with whom I interacted. Debates originating with differences of social conceptu-

alizations between John Locke and Jean-Jacque Rousseau encapsulate the

essence of my observations. Therefore, I begin this piece with an outline of the

primary differences between these political thinkers. Then I provide three illus-
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trations of cultural exchange that reflect different mentalities rooted in the differ-

ences between Locke and Rousseau, at least as far as I experienced them. I

conclude with reflections on how such cultural exchanges might serve broader

goals of public diplomacy and why the Fulbright Program can be an appropri-

ate vehicle toward this end.

Locke and Rousseau: the role of the state

Much of democratic theory is premised around the idea of a social contract that

presumes the consent of the governed as the rationale for legitimate state insti-

tutions. The nature of the state and the reach of its authority has been the sub-

ject of intense debate since the Enlightenment. Although simplifying this debate

in many respects, the differences between John Locke and Jean-Jacque

Rousseau capture a fundamental difference in the way we understand the role

of the state.1

Locke and Rousseau share a number of assumptions about human nature and

potential which validate their democratic credentials. Both reject Hobbes’ pes-

simistic vision of the state of nature as “nasty, brutish, and short” requiring a

constitutional authoritarian regime to establish political order. Locke and

Rousseau do not fear uninhibited individual freedom in the abstract state of

nature. However, they differ substantially in terms of the conditions that give

rise to the need for a state, and as a result, see the nature of the state in differ-

ent terms.

For Locke, the state of nature may have been pre-political in the sense of the

absence of state institutions but it was not pre-moral. Moral codes were to be

found in the law of nature and were divinely bestowed. These codes limited
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1 For Locke, I draw on the Second Treatise on Civil Government (1690) to characterize

his position, for Rousseau, I rely on The Social Contract (1762).
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impulses to harm others and encouraged behavior that was consistent with how

we would not want to be treated. The state of nature manifested ultimate free-

dom within these moral limitations. However, a moral code could not prevent

conflict from arising, especially in the face of the mass accumulation of

resources in the modern era resulting from capitalist economic innovation and

organization. When conflict arose from property disputes, the tendency would

be for escalation until freedom was interrupted on a societal level. Therefore,

communities erected states to establish civil authority and further limit if not pre-

vent these conflicts. Through the state, society gains laws, judges to adjudicate

the laws and an executive to implement the laws (Locke 2003).

Locke’s theory requires some qualification regarding the state’s defense of

property rights. Although the impetus for the state is the protection of private

property, we might interpret this in the widest of terms. Private property extends

beyond material goods to include individual rights and one’s dignity as a human

being, both of which are “exclusively possessed” by each of us (Thompson

1987, 28). Although each individual holds these rights equally, Locke recog-

nizes that economic inequalities will persist as a product of human diversity.

Furthermore, Locke sees no need for the state to eliminate economic inequali-

ties. He assumes that human beings are not motivated by ill-intent and the role

of the state is to ensure a level playing field in terms of rights. Once that condi-

tion is met, individual initiative will solve the worst transgressions of material

inequality. Moreover, individuals, as rational beings, understand and accept the

limited role of the state as preserving their own opportunities for betterment

and, in the process, advancing the human condition (Waldron 1994, 55-8). With

such an interpretation, Locke provides a solid foundation for our modern under-

standing of the liberal democratic state. Such a state should remain minimalist

in favor of initiatives that individuals pursue to solve problems outside the

purview of the state and only intervene when social relationships become struc-

turally unequal, for example if a dominant class begins to use coercion to

defend its position.
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Rousseau shares Locke’s relatively benign understanding of the state of nature.

He sees the arrival of modernity, which includes increases in population densi-

ty and a realization of the scarcity of resources, as creating the need for a state.

Modern conditions may permit accumulation and increased living standards but

simultaneously reveals the worst of human emotions in the form of shame,

envy, pride, and contempt, each of which spill into the public sphere. Thus, con-

flict arises, as seen by Locke, but a minimalist state created under such circum-

stances simply cements the inequalities and perpetuates social conflict into the

future. This led Rousseau to famously claim that, “Man was born free, and he

is everywhere in chains” (1987, 49). Modern society has enslaved individuals to

social and economic situations which grossly inhibit their freedom. In other

words, modern life in and of itself is structurally unequal.

Despite this disequilibrium, Rousseau did not see it to be desirable (if possible)

to return to the state of nature for individuals to regain their freedom. Instead,

he proposed that the community gather and formulate civil authority which will

restore the freedom lost. The resulting social pact would constitute a collectivi-

ty that would transcend and exceed the aggregation of individual interests and

wills. The general will, which is the rule of law, provides the state with the

authority to govern. Citizens collectively renounce individual rights and freedom

as possessed in the state of nature and transfer these rights to the collective

body polity (Rousseau 1987, 59). 

Despite our endowment of freedom and relative equality in nature, modern life

has corrupted our moral and political situation. However, through our ability to

think rationally, we can overcome this corruption through reconstituting our-

selves through democratic principles that restrain excesses of individual free-

dom. Rousseau, therefore, is not inconsistent with liberal democracy, but more

often is aligned with social democracy with its tendency toward a more interven-

tionist role of the state. Citizens can and should regularly reconsider the social

contract but day-to-day social problems should be directed to and through the

state for resolution. 
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The difference between viewing the world through the eyes of Locke versus

those of Rousseau holds dramatic implications for how we view the role of the

state. Although the state of nature and the notion of a social contract are high-

ly abstract, they are important in terms of how we develop our expectations

about the political system. The thoughts also contribute to way we view our-

selves as political actors.

As a sweeping generalization regarding my experiences as a Fulbright scholar,

these differences manifested themselves in different ways in nearly all of my

social relationships, professional and personal. I found Romanians to conform to

a Rousseauian interpretation of political life more often than not. Although

Americans display wildly variant political attitudes, there is a higher tendency to

adhere to Locke compared to Rousseau (Dalton 2009). I found that my Lockian

tendencies, still quick to identify structural inequalities, became more pro-

nounced during my stay in Romania. The following describes three contexts that

illustrate the distinction and constitute practical instances of cultural exchange.

Cultural exchange encounters

An important component of the Fulbright Program is the opportunity for cultural

exchange. Over the course of a year, I interacted with hundreds of Romanians

within a variety of situations. Each context varied in terms of my relationships to

local residents. Yet, certain themes remained remarkably similar. Although I

have no ability to measure the impact these exchanges might have had on my

Romanian counterparts, it does not seem implausible that locals with whom I

interacted reflected upon their own core assumptions about the role of political

authority and their roles as democratic citizens as much as I did.

Conducting research on civil society sustainability

Civil society is the set of (1) organized groups or associations that are (2) self-

governing, (3) autonomous from the state, (4) not motivated by profit, (5) and
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voluntary in terms of membership (Salamon and Anheier 1997; Warren 2001).

The variety of organizations that meet this definition is broad. Civil society

includes many forms of interest groups and extends beyond overtly political

associations to include non-profit social service providers, professional associ-

ations, cultural organizations, religious groups, and sports or leisure clubs.

The focus of my research as a Fulbright scholar in Romania asked two interre-

lated questions: to what extent is the Romanian non-governmental organization

(NGO) sector financially sustainable within the new funding context of E.U.

accession and what are the characteristics and strategies of successful NGOs?

The research followed earlier research I had conducted that evaluated the

impact of USAID civil society development assistance in 2007. Under the

Fulbright award, I re-contacted 81 of the original 94 NGOs for structured inter-

views.

The interviews revealed many of the challenges faced, as well as the success-

es enjoyed, by many of the core members of the Romanian NGO sector. The

structured interviews followed a rigid sequencing of questions, allowing for

respondents to elaborate and pursue tangents when appropriate. However,

after the interviews were complete, these encounters would frequently become

more conversational. Commonly, our exchanges would center on American

versus Romanian expectations regarding the relationship between the NGO

sector and the state especially in terms of public financing.

The American viewpoint, at least as far as it operates through my perceptions,

sees civil society as primarily a vehicle for accountability and advocacy vis-à-

vis political officials, civil society often is seen as providing a bulwark against an

ever-encroaching state (Kymlicka 2002, 94-5; Tocqueville 1990, 106-110;

Warren 2001, 61). Under such a conceptualization, NGOs necessarily distance

themselves from dependency on the state. However, they need not be adver-

sarial. American NGOs are more likely to operate parallel to the state and

accept responsibility for a variety of services and public goods in a way that
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keeps the state as an afterthought. Partnerships exist, of course, but with mutu-

al recognition of the different spheres in which each actor operates (Anheier

2005, 283). The distance between nonprofits and the state has been especial-

ly true since the 1980s when we see changes in demographics, public attitudes,

technology, and the traditional sectors served by nonprofits as well as compe-

tition from for-profit entities and new commercial impulses (Salamon 2003, 4).

The Romanian NGO representatives maintain a similar disposition: NGO auton-

omy is closely guarded and financial dependency on the state is seen as an

unacceptable. A strong sense of suspicion surrounded the state, which was

often linked directly or indirectly to the communist legacy. Yet this legacy also

formed the basis for the distinction between the Romanian and American view-

points. Romanian NGO representatives were more likely to see their organiza-

tion and the sector as a whole as a supplement to an imperfect state. The dis-

tance they wanted from the state was not a Lockean assertion that sought

autonomy for civil society from the state on principle. Rather, the sentiments of

respondents acknowledged an imperfect post-communist state which is inca-

pable of expressing the “general will” and therefore, incompetent in managing

social relations. In other words, civil society was better prepared to fulfill the role

of the state as caretaker for society, an adaptation of Rousseau’s vision of the

state as arbiter of social relations. Many respondents saw the role of civil soci-

ety to intervene as the state might if its competency level was higher. The impli-

cations of this attitude included respondents seeing a minimal role for citizens

in civil society beyond support for an NGO. Indeed, voluntarism is exceedingly

low in Romania with fewer than six percent of the population having participat-

ed in this way (USAID 2009, 186).

To be sure, not all Romanian respondents expressed these ideas. Some NGO

representatives appear to be dedicated Lockean adherents. However, these

respondents were the exception to the rule and often overtly critical of what they
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saw was a prevailing viewpoint in the sector. Thus, these exceptions served to

amplify the more Rouseauian view expressed by others.

In the classroom: social entrepreneurship

During my tenure as a Fulbright scholar, I had the pleasure to teach a course at

the Masters level entitled “Social Entrepreneurship and NGO Advocacy.” The

course reflects my research interests regarding the democratic potential of civil

society. Commenting on democracy in America, Tocqueville argued that through

associational life, Americans were able to: 1) soften the negative by-products of

uninhibited individualism pursuing narrow self-interest; 2) overcome collective

action problems; and 3) innovate in all facets of economic, political and social life

(Tocqueville 1990). Be this as it may, ample evidence suggests that such an

optimistic scenario requires, at a minimum, careful qualification. The NGO sec-

tor comes with as many purposes and ideas as exists in the mosaic of the

human tapestry. Thus, the central question raised in the course was: Under what

circumstances can, or do, NGOs serve as engines of innovation?

We approached this question through the lens of social entrepreneurship: the

process of challenging an existing systematic status quo, considered to be

inherently unjust, and creating a new equilibrium through innovation (Dees

2007). The key component of entrepreneurship that we utilized was enhanced

productivity: increasing output or yield without a comparable increase in

resources. Normally, this form of innovation is seen as having a profit motive.

The “social” aspect broadens the notion of profit from private, material gain to

public, non-material gain although it is entirely possible for material benefits to

accrue simultaneously.

Social entrepreneurs come from all walks of life. Muhammed Yunas, who cre-

ated Grameen Bank and revolutionized international development financing

through micro-credit, is a well-known figure. He also addressed the type of con-
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stituency we normally consider when thinking about social entrepreneurship.

However, Robert Redford’s creation of the Sundance Institute, which offers an

alternative production vehicle and venue for independent filmmaking, equally

conforms to the definition of social entrepreneurship (Martin and Osberg 2007).

Thus, the central goal of the course was to explore the potential for NGOs to

drive innovation especially in the political and social realms. We began by crit-

ically examining the concept of social entrepreneurship in terms of its definition-

al features, limitations, and many applications. We then considered the theory

of civil society in a democracy, especially in terms of our expectations and the

consequences of NGOs on the political arena through advocacy. Our final task

pulled these two concepts together, social entrepreneurship and NGO advoca-

cy, and evaluated where, when and how they interact. Here, we dedicated time

to identifying stakeholders who may benefit from the status quo, or perhaps

may resist change to avert risk, and how to realign their allegiance and, per-

haps, their interests.

The entire premise and approach of the course comports with a worldview con-

sistent with John Locke. The assumption is that innovation and problem-solving

will come from civil society. The state is not divorced from the process. In many,

if not most, cases the state will be a stakeholder in whatever issue a student

may select. However, the social entrepreneur should partner with the state only

as far as it accomplishes the broader goal, a very pragmatic disposition.

The course required students to identify a social ill (disequilibrium) and develop

a proposal that, through innovation, would remedy the identified unjust situation.

As ideas developed during the semester, I was struck that nearly every student

envisioned the state passing a law (or alternatively that an appropriate govern-

ing body, such as a university senate, would pass a binding set of rules) as the

solution to whatever problem they had selected. There are certainly instances

when passing a law is a necessary part of the social entrepreneurial process but

enacting a law seldom rectifies a social problem without a plan to assure imple-
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mentation. Moreover, even with proper implementation, passing laws is hardly

innovative and in effect truncates the potential of civil society from driver of social

change to a transmission belt of information from citizens to public officials,

which fits well with Rousseau’s vision of civil society and the state.

Similar to my exchanges with NGO representatives, not all students rejected

Locke. One memorable project addressed underage alcohol abuse through a

public information campaign rather than passing new laws. The student recog-

nized that laws were adequate on the subject and instead the problem was real-

ly one of community values that would be best tackled by civil society. Despite

some exceptions, we spent a great deal of the semester on this point with stu-

dents sharing their experiences and perceptions that shape their worldviews

and me countering with mine.

Grãdiniþã: the role of parents in educational institutions

My last illustration operates on a personal level and involves the school my chil-

dren attended during my stay in Romania. My sons were aged three and five

when we arrived and we sought to enroll them in a kindergarten near our house.

We selected a private school with a good reputation and an English-language

track. Days after our arrival my wife and I met with teachers and school staff.

Near the end of our meeting, we asked what sort of volunteer opportunities the

school provided for parents. Met with looks of confusion, we suggested a vari-

ety of roles we might fill. For example, we might read stories or act as a teach-

er’s aid once per week and assist with activities and clean-up as needed. My

wife mentioned that she had taught yoga to children in the past and that she

would be happy to provide this to classes on occasion. 

The response from the teachers continued to be one of near disbelief. We

explained that in American schools, public or private, that is was common for

parents to volunteer in many different capacities as far as their time and skills
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permitted. Straining to be polite, they patiently but firmly said that there were no

such opportunities. They remained very guarded with respect to their positions

and responsibilities. Implicitly they made the argument that the state is in

charge of education, and they were representing the state, even as a private

school. Had they not assumed we were simply naïve, they might have taken

offense since from their perspective they likely thought we were challenging

their competencies as professionals.

As the year progressed, we continued to have (delicate) discussions around the

role parent volunteers might play for the school. My wife ultimately did offer a

yoga session to one group of students. In the spring, the school even

announced a new program of parental involvement; yet, we never saw anything

materialize from this initiative. Perhaps, other parents, all of whom were

Romanian, also did not envision such a role.

Reflections on cultural exchange and public diplomacy

The Fulbright Program rightly points to its activities as academic collaboration

that facilitates cultural exchange. Those selected for Fulbright awards will influ-

ence, and be influenced by, the local culture and then return to their home coun-

tries and continue the dialogue. The anecdotes above capture elements of

these cultural exchanges in practical terms and suggest implications for demo-

cratic theory.

Research has shown that Fulbright award recipients report that such

exchanges have had a positive effect on their professional lives, and this is con-

sistent with my own experience (Demir, Aksu, and Payko, 2000, 108). I found

myself questioning many of my core assumptions about political life, which in

turn forced me to reexamine my approach to teaching and research. I have

amended the course I teach in the United States based on experiences I had in

the Romanian classroom. I also am recalibrating certain aspects of my research

inquires, specifically how we conceptualize and measure the notion of general-
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ized trust, based on my exchanges with NGO representatives, Romanian col-

leagues and other acquaintances. The Fulbright experience has provided me

with a clearer perspective on what might be called the Romanian mentality.

Based on my experiences and the above illustrations, however, there is no way

that I can measure the extent to which these exchanges impacted the

Romanians with whom I interacted. It is plausible that I forced some Romanians

to reconsider core assumptions about social reality. However, I seriously doubt,

for example, that a Romanian NGO leader would change his or her vision of

what the NGO sector stands for and how sustainability would best be achieved

based on an exchange of opinions with me. Also, my relentless hounding of stu-

dents to think beyond “changing the law” when proposing solutions to social

problems, most likely was not internalized by most students.

In the absence of such direct impacts, and I am disregarding them since I can-

not measure them, I maintain that positive gains were achieved on a different

level. First, my presence and interactions allowed Romanians, who in many

cases would not normally interact with Americans, to put a face on the other-

wise abstract notion of the United States. For this reason alone, such

exchanges are valuable since interpersonal relationships are said to harbor the

seeds of peaceful relations among states (Doyle 1983; Ray 1995). Moving

beyond conflict aversion, evidence suggests that the interpersonal relationships

forged initially through such exchanges create “spillover” effects occur that are

mutually beneficial all parties (Rosamond 2000, 59-65). These benefits might

positively impact economic, political and social relationships.

Public diplomacy, simply stated, refers to foreign policy conducted through the

engagement with foreign publics directly as opposed to formal diplomatic chan-

nels of state relations. Public diplomacy should, “inform, engage, and influence

global audiences. This goal is aimed at reaching out beyond foreign govern-

ments to promote better appreciation of the United States abroad, greater

receptivity to U.S. policies among foreign publics, and sustained access and
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influence in important sectors of foreign societies” (USGAO 2003, 4). In this

respect, Fulbright Programs serve as a form of public diplomacy.

However, we must exercise caution and qualification when we consider the use

of public diplomacy. If by the term, we mean a consciously predetermined nar-

rative, crafted and delivered through an international exchange program as an

attempt to shape perceptions, it is doomed to failure. The power of the Fulbright

Programs is that it places academic and scholarly integrity ahead of all other

considerations. Blunt messaging and attempts to advance a one-sided narra-

tive through academic exchanges will likely be seen for what it is and the cul-

tural “exchange” will be terminated by locals (Andere 2004, 80). Moreover,

American Fulbright scholars possess legitimacy because of their expertise and

it seems unlikely that overt propaganda efforts would weaken the pool of poten-

tial applicants, eroding the initial good-will offered to Fulbright recipients.

Yet public diplomacy can also refer to advancing opportunities for “natural” cul-

tural exchanges to take place, such as those that I described above. Such an

approach, in the case of American Fulbright scholars abroad, displays faith in

citizens and their values (Lindsay 1987). That faith exhibits a trust that

American Fulbrighters carry and articulate the American spirit, and that this will

have a positive impact on locals. This proposition embraces a notion of citizens

taking an active role in public affairs that Locke would surely have embraced.

The same might be said for U.S. citizens who welcome Fulbright scholars from

abroad who come to research, teach, or study in the United States. In essence,

support of the Fulbright Program is a manifestation of Lockean thinking.

Therefore, I echo the sentiments of two leading American public figures from

opposite ends of the political spectrum who have declared, “We should reinvest

in public diplomacy… including doubling the annual appropriation to the

Fulbright Program” (Armitage and Nye 2007). 
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First and Second Volumes of the Anniversary Series
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Adrian Curaj
President of the National Authority 

for Scientific Research

I’m very glad to be here and I’m as always surprised by the President of the

Fulbright Board of Directors that is Remus Pricopie. I’m always surprised by him

because he actually invited me to say something and now he passed the token

and I’m in charge with the session not only as a President of the National

Authority for Scientific Research, but also because I consider myself a friend of

the Romanian-U.S. Fulbright Commission. During the last few years I have

been happy and pleased to be involved in different activities organized by the

Commission. Today we celebrate a happy anniversary and we have the chance

to launch two volumes that show the huge impact of the Fulbright Program.

It was actually the National Authority for Scientific Research that funded one of

the two volumes and I appreciate the novelty and uniqueness of the volume “On

Education: New and Fresh Perspectives” which reflects one of the outstanding

results of a project we subsidized. I remember the time Remus Pricopie came

into my office and asked me: “Adrian do you see of interest to continue your ini-

tiative?” because in Romania we have already printed a few nice interesting vol-

umes we call “A Story of My Return” describing the experiences of a number of

Romanians returning home after spending many years abroad. We have

already printed a few numbers of the story of our survey about the experience

of our Romanian researchers during the last 50 years. By looking at the num-

ber of young researchers here I am confident regarding Romania’s future,

because I see the balance in a proper sense in your advantage and in the long

run in our country’s advantage. I hope part of you will use your time and expe-
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rience improving your skills so that at the end of the study stage you will be able

to come back and share your acquired knowledge. We will be very pleased to

offer the proper conditions for people to come back, as well as to keep their ties

and colaboration with their Romanian colleagues and academic enviroment

while they live abrod.

On the other hand, I just want to say that we celebrate 50 years of Romanian-

U.S. collaboration, but as has already been said, Romania has only partly been

able to contribute in this exchange and cooperation process. I’m glad to share

with you what the Minister of Education said in the morning: we are ready to

expand this binational collaboration, and to be much more involved in what we

consider to be a very important factor in the long run. It is also important to talk

about social innovation looking at the significant, outstanding academic experi-

ences in the U.S. of the Romanian Fulbright researchers. Romania is a small

country, but all of us know very well that many Romanians hold high positions

in universities and companies in the U.S. The impact that we could see in the

long run if we would be able to attract the best of the best will be apparent at

various levels, such as the transfer of knowledge, sharing the opinions, adapt-

ing to Romania the U.S. developments and making our country move ahead

faster in this globalized world.

We are all looking forward to enhancing our collaborations and I would like to

end my speech here by saying “Happy Anniversary!” to the Fulbright Program

in Romania.
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Julie O’Reagan
Cultural Attaché, Embassy of the United States 

in Romania

Fulbright has been one of the nicest parts of my job and one of the reasons is

that when I go to the orientation sessions and see all the incoming American

Fulbrighters and all the Romanian Fulbrighters preparing to go out, there is this

light in their eyes which is wonderful to see. And when the Fulbrighters have fin-

ished their study stages and when the Romanians come back, the lights are still

in their eyes and that really says something about this program.

If you want a proof of some of the depth of feeling and expression that happens

for Fulbrighters you can just look at some of the American Fulbrighters we have

here: Dr. Hitchins who is still coming back to Romania after 50 years, Duncan

McDougall who came back for his vacation, Jennifer who has a new project so

she will be spending the whole summer here, Charles who has no plans to

leave and David who is getting married in Romania.

I can assure you that the feelings on the side of the Romanian Fulbrighters run

just as deep and the nice thing about being here for the book launch is that now

we have a concrete product to share some of these feelings with other people

and expand the knowledge and awareness of Fulbright and help people under-

stand its true value and what it can do for them, for Romania, for relations

between our two countries and for relations among lots of countries throughout

the world. We should all read the books and share them and appreciate the fact

that we have a great Fulbright Program here in the country. 
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50th Anniversary of the
Fulbright Program in Romania.
Photo Exhibition 
“A Fish in the Sky” 
by Lauren Hermele
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Patricia H. H. Guy
Counselor for Public Affairs, 

Embassy of the United States in Romania

In preparation for the opening of this photo exhibition today I went online to find

some background information on Lauren and view some more of her pictures.

I found many stunning images from her time here in Romania as a Fulbrighter.

I especially liked the pictures from her project in Crit and I also related to the

photographs from this exhibit here today “A Fish in the Sky”.

I have been to the Black Sea region three times since I arrived in Romania

always the times out of season and I noticed the same sense of abandonment

that some of her pictures evoke that we will see here today. What I didn’t find

online was very much about Lauren: a four-sentence biography, curt descrip-

tions of her activities in Transylvania.

Initially I was taken aback by this woman of a few words but then it came to me:

this is as it should be. Lauren, the photographer, speaks through her works, her

images making verbiage. So taking my queue from Lauren I urge you to view,

enjoy and ruminate on her photographs.
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A Fish in the Sky, by Lauren Hermele, Constanþa, 2009.
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Seaside Twins, by Lauren Hermele, Constanþa, 2009.
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Transition, by Lauren Hermele, Constanþa, 2009.
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About the Contributors

Maria Berza, Executive Director (1993–1997), Romanian-U.S. Fulbright

Commission.

Constantin Brãtianu, Ph.D., Professor and Head of the UNESCO

Department for Business Administration, Academy of Economic Studies,

Bucharest, Junior Fulbright grantee affiliated with Georgia Institute of

Technology, Atlanta, Georgia in 1976–1978. 

Manuela Brusalis, Romanian Program Director (1998–2008), Romanian-U.S.

Fulbright Commission. 

Loredana Bucuroaia, Program Assistant and Romanian Alumni Coordinator

(2008–present), Romanian-U.S. Fulbright Commission. 

Adina Ciugureanu, Ph.D., Professor and Dean, Ovidius University,

Constanþa, President, Romanian Association of American Studies, Senior

Fulbright grantee affiliated with the University of Nevada, Las Vegas,

2001–2002. 

Nicoleta Corbu, Ph.D., Executive Director, Center for Research in

Communication, National School of Political and Administrative Studies,

Bucharest, Junior Fulbright grantee affiliated with the University of Georgia,

2008–2009. 

Adrian Curaj, Ph.D., Professor, President of the National Authority for

Scientific Research. 
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Corina Dãnãilã, Romanian Program Director (2008–present), Romanian-U.S.

Fulbright Commission. 

Radu Florescu Sr., Ph.D., Professor and Historian, U.S. Fulbright Senior

alumnus, 1967–1968. 

Daniel Petru Funeriu, Ph.D., Minister of Education, Research, Youth and

Sport, Romania.

Andrei Gãitãnaru, Ph.D., Associate Professor, National School of Political

and Administrative Studies, Bucharest.

Daniel Glaser-Segura, Ph.D., Professor, Texas A&M University – San

Antonio, Senior Fulbright grantee affiliated with the Academy of Economic

Studies, Bucharest, 2004–2005. 

Jeri Guthrie-Corn, Ph.D., Deputy Chief of Mission, Embassy of the United

States in Romania. 

Dorina Guþu, Ph.D., Executive Director (2008–present), Romanian-U.S.

Fulbright Commission.

Patricia H. H. Guy, Counselor for Public Affairs, Embassy of the United

States in Romania. 

Ionel Haiduc, Ph.D., Professor, Babeº-Bolyai University, Cluj, President of

the Romanian Academy and Romanian Fulbright grantee affiliated with the

Iowa State University, 1966. 

Anca Harasim, Executive Director (1998–2002), Romanian-U.S. Fulbright

Commission.

Lauren Hermele, U.S. Fulbright Junior grantee 2009–2010, author of the 50th

Fulbright Program Anniversary photo exhibition A Fish in the Sky.

Keith Hitchins, Ph.D., Professor, University of Illinois (Urbana-Champaign),

first generation of U.S. Fulbright grantees to Romania, 1960, in Bucharest and

Cluj, 1960. 
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Ioana Ieronim, Interim Executive Director (2001–2002) and American

Program Director (1998–2003), Romanian-U.S. Fulbright Commission.

Frederick Kellogg, Ph.D., Professor, first generation of U.S. Fulbright

grantees to Romania, 1960. 

Mircea Maniu, Ph.D., Professor, Babeº-Bolyai University, Cluj, Junior

Fulbright grantee affiliated with the University of Tennessee in Knoxville,

1991–1992. 

Anita McBride, Chair of the Fulbright Foreign Scholarship Board, Executive

in Residence, Center for Presidential and Congressional Studies, School of

Public Affairs, American University, Washington D.C.

James K. McCollum, Ph.D., Professor, University of Alabama in Huntsville,

Senior Fulbright grantee affiliated with the Academy of Economic Studies,

Bucharest, 1991–1992, 2003–2004. 

Duncan McDougall, Ph.D., Professor, Plymouth State University, Senior

Fulbright grantee at Babeº-Bolyai University, Cluj, 2008–2009. 

Rodica Mihãilã, Ph.D., Professor, Center for American Studies, University of

Bucharest, Senior Fulbright grantee affiliated with Georgetown University,

Washington D.C., 1998–1999. 

Mihaela Miroiu, Ph.D., Professor, National School of Political Studies and

Public Administration, Bucharest, Senior Fulbright grantee affiliated with

Indiana University, Bloomington, 2003–2004. 

Mihai Moroiu, American Program Director, (2003–present) Romanian-U.S.

Fulbright Commission. 

Barbara Nelson, Ph.D., Professor, University of Bucharest, Executive

Director (2003–2008), Romanian-U.S. Fulbright Commission, U.S. Senior

Fulbright grantee affiliated with University of Bucharest, 1996–1997.

Anton Niculescu, Secretary of State, Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Romania. 
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Bruce O’Neill, Ph.D. candidate, Junior Fulbright grantee affiliated with the

University of Bucharest, 2007–2008, Fulbright-Hays grantee, 2010–2011. 

Julie O’Reagan, Cultural Attaché, Embassy of the United States in Romania.

John M. Polimeni, Ph.D., Professor, Albany College of Pharmacy and Health

Sciences, NY, Senior Fulbright grantee affiliated with the Academy of

Economic Studies, Bucharest, 2009–2010. 

Oana Popa, Ph.D., Executive Director (1998–2002), Romanian-U.S. Fulbright

Commission.

Remus Pricopie, Ph.D., Dean and Professor, National School of Political

Science and Public Administration, Bucharest, President of the Fulbright

Board of Directors, Romanian-U.S. Fulbright Commission, Fulbright New

Century Scholars alumnus, 2007–2008. 

Vasile Puºcaº, Ph.D., Professor, Babeº-Bolyai University, Cluj, Senior

Fulbright alumnus. 

Levente Salat, Ph.D., Professor, Babeº-Bolyai University, Cluj, Senior

Fulbright grantee affiliated with University of Maryland, 2010. 

Victoria Seitz, Ph.D., Professor, California State University, San Bernardino,

Senior Fulbright grantee affiliated with the Academy of Economic Studies,

Bucharest, and Al.I. Cuza University, Iaºi, 2002–2003.

Ion Stavre, Ph.D., Professor, National School of Political Science and Public

Administration, Bucharest, Television Producer at the Romanian Public

Television. 

Jonathan J. Stillo, Ph.D. candidate, Fulbright-Hays grantee affiliated with the

National School of Political and Administrative Studies, Bucharest,

2009–2010. 

Matei Stîrcea-Crãciun, Ph.D., Professor, Francisc Rainer Institute of

Anthropology, the Romanian Academy, Senior Fulbright grantee affiliated with

City University of New York, 1995. 
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Paul E. Sum, Ph.D., Professor, University of North Dakota-Grand Forks,

Chair for the Society for Romanian Studies within the American Political

Science Association, Senior Fulbright grantee affiliated with Babeº-Bolyai

University, Cluj, 2009–2010. 

Cristian Tãnãsescu, Ph.D., Senior Fulbright grantee affiliated with San Diego

State University, 2010–2011.
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Fulbright Program 
in Romania – Landmarks

1960 First document signed by the Government of Romania and the

Government of the United States of America setting the bases of the

Fulbright Program in Romania;

1960 First U.S. Fulbright grantees in Romania;

1962 First Romanian grantees in the U.S.;

1993 Establishment of the Romanian-U.S. Fulbright Commission;

2000 The two Governments decide to renew their agreement and extend

cooperation;

2010 50th Anniversary of the Fulbright Program in Romania.
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Aderman, Ralph 71

Anghel, Laurenþiu Dan 127-128, 136-137

Atluri, Satya N. 93, 102-103

Baconschi, Teodor 8, 38

Baldyga, Leonard 84

Banville, David 12

Bãnacu, Cristian Silviu 158, 161

Bârgãoanu, Alina 12, 

Becker, Lee B. 114, 118, 120-123,
227-228

Beniuc, Mihai 147

Berza, Maria 44, 65, 252, 295

Bielasiak, Jack 180

Bodea, Cornelia 56, 77

Bordean, Ovidiu 133, 137

Borza, Anca 133, 137

Boþan, Mãdãlina 122

Boutière, Jean 140

Bovingdon, Gardner 180

Brãtianu, Constantin 13-14, 91,
102-103, 132, 137, 295

Brãtianu, Gheorghe 77

Brâncuºi, Constantin 248-256, 260-262

Brusalis, Manuela 49, 295

Bucur-Deckard, Maria 179-180, 182

Bucuroaia, Loredana 13, 295

Butler, Nicholas Murray 53

Calhoun, Craig 177

Campbell, Felicia 108

Campbell, John C. 77

Carey, John Ronald “Star” 130

Carol I, King 11, 79

Cazacu, Matei 77

Cãlinescu, Matei 179

Chave, Anna C. 252, 254

Cioran, Emil 51, 145

Ciugureanu, Adina 14-15, 105, 112-113,
295

Cîrtiþã, Horaþiu 132, 134, 137

Clinton, Hilary 38

Cochran, Barbara 122

Cochran, John 122

Comarnescu, Petru 51, 144-145

Constantinescu, Emil 72

Corbu, Nicoleta 15-16, 114, 120, 123,
295
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Crainic, Nichifor 145

Crãiuþu, Aurelian 179-180

Curaj, Adrian 12, 33, 45, 283, 295

Dahl, Robert 177

Dan, Pavel 144

Davidson, Paul 164, 168, 171

Dãnãilã, Corina 83, 296

Deselnicu, Dana 129

Dima, Alina 132, 138

Dincã, Atanasie 146

Djondo, Christine 252

Dobrescu, Paul 122, 225

Docal, Alan 153

Drucker, Peter 96, 167, 171

Duggan, Stephen Sr. 53

Eliade, Mircea 51, 145, 251

Ene, Georgetta 76

Erickson, Reimand 254

Ferdinand, King 79

Florescu, George 75, 77

Florescu, Radu Sr. 75, 296

Franz, Charles 156

Fulbright, Senator J. William 31-32, 53,
63, 75

Funeriu, Daniel Petru 11, 33, 41, 45, 87,
296

Gavriliþã, Ovidiu 129

Gãitãnaru, Andrei 13, 296

Gâdea, Mihai 122

Geist, Sidney 254

Gibson, Eric 254

Gica, Oana 126, 133, 137

Gilman, Henry 57-60

Gitenstein, H. E. Mark 8

Giurescu, Constantin C. 54, 75

Giurescu, Constantin 77

Glaser-Segura, Daniel 16, 125-126,
128, 131-138, 296

Grad-Steiner, Karene 53

Gresham, Alicia 129

Gurr, Ted R. 205-206

Gusti, Dimitrie 79

Guthrie-Corn, Jeri 11, 38, 296

Guþu, Dorina 53, 79, 296

Guy, Patricia H. H. 12, 289, 296

Haiduc, Ionel 11, 57, 60, 296

Hanson, Russell 180

Harasim, Anca 45, 296

Hermele, Lauren 12, 287, 290-292, 296

Hitchins, Keith 9, 11, 13, 16-17, 33-34,
39, 43, 50, 53, 62, 65, 67, 79, 83,
139, 285, 296

Hofstede, Geert 117, 123

Hristea, Tudor 78

Ieronim, Ioana 48, 65, 297

Ilieº, Liviu 126, 133, 137

Ionescu, Nae 145

Iorga, Nicolae 54, 77, 79

Isaac, Jeffrey 176, 180, 182
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Jaffe, Adrian 71

Jianu, Ionela 130, 137, 

Jones, Stephen C. 131, 133, 137

Judt, Tony 177, 193

Kellogg, Frederick 9, 11, 33-34, 39, 43,
51, 53, 62, 65, 79, 297

King, Bruce 60-61

Kohler, Foy 83

Kotter, John 96

Lotman, Iuri 115, 124

Lovecky, Gene 76

Lupu, Olesia 225, 227, 229

Maciu, Vasilie 55

Manciur, Emilian 12

Maniu, Mircea 18-19, 162, 168-172, 297

Marga, Andrei 96

Marinescu, Petrucu 79

McBride, Anita 11, 34, 297

McCollum, James K. 17-18, 150,
160-161, 297

McDougall, Duncan 11, 68, 285, 297

McNally, Raymond T. 76

Miclea, Mircea 180, 183

Mihãilã, Rodica 11, 71, 110, 112-113,
297

Miller, Elisabeth 76, 163, 

Miroiu, Mihaela 19-20, 173, 179,
182-183, 297

Moroiu, Mihai 83, 125, 297

Mostefai, Ourida 78

Nãftãnãilã, Ion 128-130

Neagu, Paul 256-259

Nelson, Barbara 47, 297

Nemoianu, Virgil 254

Nickson, Graham 254

Nicolae, Mariana 23, 223-225, 228-229

Niculescu, Anton 11, 36, 297

Nussbaum, Martha 177

O’Donovan, Leo J. 254

O’Neill, Bruce 184, 186, 189-190, 194,
298

O’Neill, Eugene 51, 145

O’Reagan, Julie 12, 285, 298

Obama, Barack 39

Obiziuc, Stelian 12

Odom, Lamar 132

Olaru, Victor 78

Ostrom, Elinor 180

Ostrom, Vincent 180

Oþetea, Andrei 54, 142

Parhon, Constantin I. 79

Peirce, Charles 116, 124

Perry, Thomas 71

Petrovici, Ion 145

Polimeni, John M. 21-22, 296, 298

Pop, Mihai 76

Popa, Oana 46, 298

Porter, Michael 96, 167
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Preda, Ana-Marie 159, 161

Pricopie, Remus 31, 122, 225, 283, 298

Puºcaº, Vasile 11, 45-46, 48, 62, 298

Qing, Qingmei 115, 118, 120, 123

Rãdulescu Motru, Constantin 79

Ransel, David 179

Rãdãceanu, Eduard 154

Ree, Malcolm 132

Rîpan, Raluca 144

Robinson, Jean 180

Romanowski, Alina L. 87

Root, Elihu 53

Rosetti, Dinu 77

Rowell, Margit 253-255

Rusu, Bogdan 129

Rusu, Costache 129

Salat, Levente 22, 205, 208, 210, 219,
298

Seitz, Victoria 23, 220-225, 228-229,
298

Senge, Peter 96

Seton Watson, Hugh 77

Seton Watson, R. W. 77

Simmor, Suzanna D. 254

Smedescu, Ion 158-159

Soyinka, Wole 105

Spiser, Valarie 130

Spulber, Nicholas 179

Stanculescu, Ion 77

Stavilã, Constantin 145

Stavre, Ion 13, 298

Stãniloaie, Dumitru 145

Stillo, Jonathan J. 24, 230, 234, 236,
238, 242-243, 247, 298

Stîrcea-Crãciun, Matei 25, 248-249,
256, 259, 298

Stoker, Bram 76, 109

Sum, Paul E. 25, 247, 264, 299

Swiger, John 129

ªtefan, Gheorghe 141-142

Tãnãsescu, Cristian 13, 299

Teodor, Pompiliu 143

Toma, Mircea 122

Tribe, Lee 254

Triteanu, Mihail 144

Tucker, William 254

Turdeanu, Emil 140

Ullmann, Owen 122

Ursu, Ioan 57

Ursul, George 77

Uslaner, Eric 206-207, 213, 219

Vâlcea, Sorin 130-131, 137

Vianu, Tudor 79

Vitcu, Dumitru 78

Vlad, Tudor 115, 121-122, 227

Vlãduca, Doina 155, 157, 161

Voges, Kathleen 132, 135, 138

Vulcãnescu, Romulus 76
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Waserstrom, Jeffrey 180

Wilkenfeld, Jonathan 205-206

Wolff, Robert Lee 139

Zarifopol, Cristina 179

Zarifopol, Ilinca 179

Zuckerman, Jerry 60-61
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50th Anniversary of the Fulbright Program in Romania

Program of Anniversary Events
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This volume is the third in the series celebrating 50 years of Fulbright presence in Romania,
as part of the initiative to present a broad practical and theoretical image of the Fulbright
ripple effect on education and society as a whole, its capacity to break down barriers, to
connect and set up networks, to create and deepen ties in learning, in science and research.

It is our hope that, putting the spotlight on some of the Fulbright experiences, we will better
understand not just how this great program has changed paths of life and contributed to the
progress of at least some aspects of life around us, but also the responsibility we have today
for building future generations. It is our duty to keep the Fulbright spirit at least at the same
level of effervescence as before, to make this anniversary mark just the first 50 years of a
much longer endeavor, and give our children the possibility to attend, 50 years from now, the
100th celebration of the Fulbright Program in Romania, and to conclude, at the end of THAT
DAY, acknowledging the fact that we have done all in our power and contributed to it. This
is the only way we can live up to our predecessors. 
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Fulbright Program 
in Romania – Landmarks

1960 First document signed by the Government of Romania and the

Government of the United States of America setting the bases of

the Fulbright Program in Romania;

1960 First U.S. Fulbright grantees in Romania;

1962 First Romanian grantees in the U.S.;

1993 Establishment of the Romanian-U.S. Fulbright Commission;

2000 The two Governments decide to renew their agreement and extend

cooperation;

2010 50th Anniversary of the Fulbright Program in Romania.
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